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Preface and Acknowledgments

Between the first edition of this monograph in 1988 and this second edition in 1995, the work of the U.S. Congress and the federal courts has had a significant impact on patent law and practice in the United States. Although I have attempted to make this second edition as accurate as possible, new decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit will continue to influence the interpretation of the patent laws.

*Patent Law and Practice* is intended as a brief introduction to United States patent law and practice; thus the text and citations are not meant to be comprehensive. A number of more comprehensive works are identified in the Annotated Bibliography.

I would like to thank my colleague, James T. Canfield, a member of the New York Bar, who has performed yeoman service assisting in the preparation of the second edition. The assistance of Janet M. Stark, a member of the American Association of Law Libraries, and Carol Hoffman, a member of the Special Libraries Association, has been invaluable. The contributions of my partner Robert C. Morgan and my colleague Dr. Julie Blackman on the jury trial section as well as that of my partner Jeffrey H. Ingerman on the Patent and Trademark Office section are particularly appreciated. Judge Avern Cohn’s suggestions were also of great help in preparing the jury trial section. However, in this edition, as well as in the first, the ultimate statements, opinions, and conclusions are mine.

In connection with the first edition, I am particularly indebted to Judges Howard T. Markey, Walter K. Stapleton, Avern Cohn, and William T. Conner for their comments on the draft. I would also like to acknowledge the assistance of my colleagues Mitchell P. Brook, Jeffrey H. Ingerman, and, especially, James T. Canfield, all of whom are members of the New York Bar; Janet M. Stark; and my wife, Nan B. Chequer, who is a member of the Connecticut Bar.
I. Introduction

The U.S. Constitution gives Congress the power to promote the progress of the useful arts by securing for inventors the exclusive right to their discoveries for limited times. The idea of granting exclusive rights to inventors was well established when the Constitution was drafted in 1787. As early as 500 B.C. the Greek colony of Sybaris granted such rights. Inventors were also given exclusive rights to their inventions by the Senate of the Republic of Venice pursuant to a law passed in 1474, by the English and German Empires on a regular basis in the middle of the sixteenth century, and by the colony of Massachusetts in 1641.

Congress first exercised its constitutional power to grant exclusive rights to inventors in 1790, when it authorized the issuance of U.S. letters patent to inventors. Patents were a natural choice for conveying exclusive rights to inventors because many of the American colonies and states had used them previously for that purpose. A patent confers on its owner the right to exclude others from making,

6. “Letters patent,” from the Latin literae patentes, means “open letters.” Historically, open letters were used by the English monarchy to bestow exclusive rights on people. In an open letter from the English monarch, the Great Seal was affixed so that the document could be read without breaking the seal. Similarly, U.S. Letters Patent, which are generally called “patents,” have a seal attached to the first page of the document. See Klitzke, supra note 2, at 384.
7. See Klitzke, supra note 5, at 397–99. See also 1 Robinson, supra note 4, § 48.
8. See Klitzke, supra note 5, at 394–96.
using, offering for sale, or selling the patented invention within the United States, its territories, and its possessions or importing the invention into the same areas for the life of the patent, a right that is potentially very valuable to the inventor. Because a patent can only be obtained in exchange for full disclosure of the invention to the public, patents provide an important incentive for people to invent and then to disclose their inventions. Such disclosure is potentially very valuable to the public. As stated by Abraham Lincoln, who was a patentee: “The patent system added the fuel of interest to the fire of genius.”

The procedure for processing patent applications introduced in 1790 required the examination of all applications; that is, an examining board investigated each patent application and issued a patent only when it deemed the invention sufficiently useful and important. In 1793, Congress changed the patent application procedure to a registration system. Although under the Act of 1793, patents supposedly were issued only for novel inventions, the government did not examine each application to attempt to determine novelty. Instead, the government accepted an applicant’s oath that the invention was novel, and the courts were left to decide whether an invention was novel if the patent ultimately appeared in litigation. The considerable uncertainty of the validity of patents created by this system caused inventors difficulty in raising money to develop their inventions. In 1836, Congress returned the patent application

9. Additionally, if the invention is a process, a patent also confers the right to exclude others from using, offering for sale, or selling throughout the United States, its territories, and its possessions, or importing into the United States, its territories, and its possessions, products made by that process. 35 U.S.C.A. § 154 [West Supp. 1994]. The changes to § 154 based on the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) [see generally note 28 infra] have been incorporated in this edition. As detailed infra, these changes became effective on either June 8, 1995, or January 1, 1996.

10. Lincoln received U.S. Patent No. 6,469 for a design that allowed a riverboat to navigate over the shoals. The quote is from a speech in Springfield, Illinois, on February 5, 1859. See The Story of the United States Patent Office 10–11 (Patent Office, Department of Commerce, 1972) [hereinafter The Story].

11. See Klitzke, supra note 5; 1 Robinson, supra note 4, § 48. The first examining board consisted of the Secretary of State [Thomas Jefferson], the Secretary of War [Henry Knox], and the Attorney General [Edmund Randolph].

12. See 1 Robinson, supra note 4, § 49 n.2.

13. See Klitzke, supra note 5; 1 Robinson, supra note 4, § 49.

14. See 1 Robinson, supra note 4, § 49; The Story, supra note 10, at 5.
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procedure to an examination system, this system is still in effect today.\textsuperscript{15} Despite the return to an examination system, the federal courts continued to have, and still have, an important role in deciding validity issues. They have this role probably because it is not uncommon for better or more complete evidence that bears on validity issues to be presented in an adversarial proceeding than is presented in the ex parte Patent Office proceeding.

By the late 1970s, it was evident that technological innovation throughout the rest of the world had increased as compared with that in the United States.\textsuperscript{16} This led to important legislative and judicial actions in the early 1980s that tended to enhance the value of patents. For example, until then it had been perceived that there was little national uniformity in the interpretation and use of the patent laws because the regional courts of appeals expressed different attitudes toward patents.\textsuperscript{17} Some studies suggested that the likelihood that a court would hold a patent invalid was greatly influenced by the regional circuit in which the case was tried.\textsuperscript{18} National uniformity in the application of the patent laws was perceived as a way of reducing uncertainty regarding the validity of patents and therefore increasing the value of patents. Increasing the value of patents, in turn, would increase the incentive to invent and to disclose, and would ultimately enhance technological innovation in this country.\textsuperscript{19} The establishment of a national court for all patent appeals, a concept that had been advanced for over 100 years,\textsuperscript{20} was vigorously pursued as one way to achieve these goals.

The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was created in 1982, and one of its primary goals is to create uniformity in various laws of this country, including patent law. As the remainder of this monograph makes plain, the Federal Circuit has had a dramatic impact on patent law.

\textsuperscript{15} See 1 Robinson, \textit{supra} note 4, § 50. A few other countries in the world now use a registration system. 1 Patent Practice ch. 4 [Irving Kayton ed., 5th ed. 1993].

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id.} \textit{See also} Tom Arnold, \textit{Innovation and the Patent System Role in It: A Patent Lawyer’s Point of View}, 8 APLA Q.J. 131 (1980).

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{See} Frank P. Cihlar, \textit{The Court American Business Wanted and Got: The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit} 3–5 (1982).

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.} at 11.

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{See} Cihlar, \textit{supra} note 17.

\textsuperscript{20} Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights, Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., Study No. 20 (1959) [hereinafter Study No. 20].
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Other legislative and judicial actions during the early 1980s also served to buttress the patent system. For example, in 1980 Congress passed a reexamination statute, which allowed patent owners to strengthen their issued patents by having the Patent and Trademark Office [PTO] of the Department of Commerce reexamine them in light of certain types of “prior art.” The Supreme Court’s decisions in 1980 and 1981 regarding microorganisms and computer programs recognized the broad scope of patentable subject matter.

Between the first edition of this monograph in early 1988 and this second edition in 1995, the legislature and courts continued to enhance the value of patents. For example, in 1988, Congress expanded the process patent’s right to exclude, restricted the patent-misuse defense, and greatly widened appropriate venue for certain patent cases. Additionally, for a while at least, the number of preliminary injunctions that were granted in patent cases increased. Damage awards in the late 1980s and early 1990s reflected this trend, the high-water mark being Polaroid’s recovery of $925 million at the end of its fifteen-year litigation against Kodak.

During the same time frame, the Federal Circuit continued to issue important decisions. Some patent issues impacted by these decisions were claim construction, infringement under the doctrine of equivalents, the inequitable conduct defense, punitive awards for willful infringement, and the equitable defenses of laches and estoppel.

This monograph is an introduction to U.S. patent law and practice as it exists today. Chapter 2 details the patent application process. Chapter 3 examines various procedural aspects of patent-related con-

24. In addition, commentators have argued that during this period the judicial trend of exalting antitrust law to the detriment of patent law ceased. See Edmund W. Kitch & Harvey S. Perlman, Legal Regulation of the Competitive Process 254–55 (2d ed. 1979 & Supp. 1984); Perry J. Saidman, Patents: There Is Something New Under the Sun, 14 Barrister 52 (1987).
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troversies. Chapter 4 discusses the conditions and requirements for a valid patent. Chapter 5 examines the types of acts that are violations of the patent right (known as infringement) and examines defenses to a charge of infringement. Chapter 6 discusses equitable defenses. Chapter 7 explores the remedies available to a patent owner. Chapter 8 examines the impact of juries on patent litigation and considers ways in which a court can manage patent jury trials.
II. Proceedings in the Patent and Trademark Office

The Patent

Three types of patents can be obtained: utility, plant, and design. Utility patents are issued for “any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof” for a varying term, subject to the payment of quadrennial maintenance fees. Plant patents are issued for “any distinct and new variety of plant” also for a varying term. Design patents are issued for “any new, original and ornamental design for an article of manufacture” for a term of fourteen years. This monograph focuses on the first type of patent, the utility patent.

A utility patent consists of a cover page that lists pertinent information, a written description, and one or more claims. The written description, sometimes referred to as the specification and drawings, describes the invention, the preferred embodiment of the invention, and how to make and use it, so that the public has available the information needed to practice the invention. On expiration of the patent, the public may practice the invention freely. The claims of

28. 35 U.S.C.A. § 154 [West Supp. 1994]. The legislation implementing the trade agreements resulting from the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) [codified as Pub. L. No. 103–465] has had a significant impact on the patent system, including altering the patent term from seventeen years from date of issuance to the term that begins on the date the patent issues and ends twenty years from the date of the filing of the patent application or, under certain conditions, the date of earlier filed applications that are referenced in the later filed application. The term can be extended; see infra text accompanying notes 432–34.
29. 35 U.S.C.A. § 41(b) [West Supp. 1994].
33. This information includes the patent number and date, inventor’s name, application number and date, title of the invention, assignee (if any), and other administrative details. Also listed on the cover page is all prior art considered during the patent application process (as discussed more fully later). The cover page concludes with an abstract of the invention and a reproduction of the drawing that is considered most illustrative of the invention, if there are any drawings.
the patent define the metes and bounds of the patent owner’s exclusive rights during the life of the patent.

The Participants

The PTO examines patent applications and issues patents on some of those applications while rejecting others. The PTO is headed by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, who is also an Assistant Secretary of Commerce. The PTO currently receives over 188,000 applications per year; each application is reviewed by one of approximately 2,052 examiners, each of whom has expertise in some area of technology. Although an applicant may proceed pro se before the PTO, most applicants are represented by a registered patent attorney or registered patent agent.

A patent application must be made in the name of the inventor. If there is more than one inventor, each is referred to as joint inventor. If an applicant transfers all or part of his or her interest in the

34. The PTO also examines trademark registration applications and registers or refuses to register trademarks on those applications.

35. The PTO conducts initial and continuing training of examiners. This training is both technical and legal. Examiners are divided among seventeen examining groups, each headed by a group director. Each examining group covers a broad area of technology and has a number of subgroups, known as art units, that have responsibility for applications whose subject matter falls into subsets of that broad area. As of fiscal 1993, there were approximately 154 art units in the PTO. Each art unit has primary examiners and assistant examiners and is headed by a supervisory primary examiner. Primary examiners have the authority to act on their own. Assistant examiners work under primary examiners and generally have less authority to act on their own. When an examiner is hired, he or she is assigned to the art unit that matches his or her technical background.

36. Drafting and prosecuting a patent application require special skill. Before someone can practice this skill on behalf of others, he or she must be registered with the PTO. To become registered, a person must pass an examination that is administered periodically or have adequate experience as a patent examiner. PTO registration and practice are open to lawyers and nonlawyers alike. Registered nonlawyers are called patent agents.


38. Although good faith errors in failing to name an inventor (“nonjoinder”) or incorrectly naming a noninventor as an inventor (“misjoinder”) can be corrected as late as the time of an infringement trial (35 U.S.C.A. § 256 (1984)), intentional misjoinder or nonjoinder can render a patent invalid. Only in certain limited circumstances, such as when an inventor is dead or legally incapacitated or when he or she refuses to sign an application, will an inventor not participate in the patent application process.
invention to another, typically an employer, the transferee may also become involved in any action before the PTO as an assignee. Certain actions of the examiner in denying an application may be appealed to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks or to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences. The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences also decides contests of priority [who is the first inventor] between two or more applicants claiming the same invention. Such contests are referred to as “interferences.” Decisions of the board can be appealed to the federal courts.

**The Process**

Although the patent application process may be thought of as beginning with the drafting of the application itself, this usually is preceded by other events. For example, an inventor may document his or her conception of the invention and his or her reduction of that conception to practice. In addition, much dialogue may occur between the inventor and the person drafting the application. Another event that might occur prior to the preparation of an application is a prior-art search. This search for relevant prior patents and technical literature may be carried out on behalf of the applicant by a professional searcher in the Public Search Room maintained by the PTO in Arlington, Virginia. An applicant is under no obligation to conduct a search prior to filing an application, and indeed, not all applications are preceded by a search.

Each application that can mature into a patent consists of a specification, one or more drawings [if necessary], an oath or declaration, and the required filing fees. The filing date of such an application is the date on which the specification and drawings [if necessary] and at least one claim are received at the PTO or the date they were deposited in a U.S. post office as Express Mail, provided that the

39. These are discussed in *infra* text accompanying notes 74–80.


41. GATT-implementing legislation created a “provisional application,” which does not get examined and cannot mature into a patent. A provisional application requires fewer parts. For example, the claims do not have to be included. Priority can be claimed from the date of the provisional application. The provisional application legislation became effective on June 8, 1995.

42. 35 U.S.C.A. § 111 [1984]. These four components need not reach the PTO at the same time, but additional fees are incurred if some parts arrive later than others.
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mailing day was one on which the PTO was open. The specification and drawings can be insufficient in certain respects without affecting the filing date.\footnote{\textsuperscript{43}} Specification. The nonprovisional specification can have any format the drafter desires, although the PTO prefers the following format:

1. title;
2. cross-reference to related applications;
3. statement regarding government rights;
4. background: [a] field of the invention, [b] description of related art;
5. summary of the invention;
6. brief description of the drawings;
7. detailed description of the invention, including the best mode (or description of the preferred embodiment);
8. claims;
9. abstract of the disclosure.\footnote{\textsuperscript{44}}

This suggested format is usually followed. The title is usually as short and specific as possible. The summary of the invention briefly states the nature and substance of the invention. The brief description of the drawings usually consists of one sentence for each drawing, describing very generally what is shown in that drawing. The abstract of the disclosure, printed on the cover page of the issued patent, enables the PTO and the public to grasp quickly the nature and extent of the disclosure.

In the background section of the application, the applicant explains what he or she believes is the relevant field or art and the state of that art. When appropriate, the inventor explains the problems existing in the art that his or her invention solves. Inventors, registered patent agents, registered patent attorneys, and any others involved in the seeking of a patent are held to a high ethical standard in their dealings with the PTO, particularly with respect to disclosure of the state of the art to the extent that they are aware of it. The high ethical standard is necessary because the patent application process is secret and ex parte. An applicant should not be

\footnote{\textsuperscript{43}} For example, the specification might not be in English, or the drawings might not be on the right kind of paper. These and other deficiencies can be corrected later, although correction of some deficiencies requires payment of additional fees.

able to manipulate the process to obtain his or her exclusive rights merely because there is no one to state to the examiner the case against the application.45

The detailed description of the invention constitutes the bulk of the specification. It must be written in terms sufficiently full, clear, concise, and exact to enable any person skilled in the art to which the invention pertains to be able to make and use the invention.46 This section must contain a disclosure of the best mode of carrying out the invention known to the inventor at the time of filing.47 In this section, the drawings are discussed in detail.

The nonprovisional specification concludes with one or more claims that particularly and distinctly define the subject matter that the inventor regards as his or her invention. The claims set the metes and bounds of the patent owner’s exclusive rights. Books have been devoted to teaching the patent practitioner how best to draft claims.48 Each claim is the object of a sentence that usually begins with “I [or We] claim” or “What is claimed is.” The claims can be punctuated and laid out in whatever manner the drafter desires, except that there can be only one period, and it must come at the end of the sentence.

45. Generally, this “duty of candor and good faith” is fulfilled by filing one or more Information Disclosure Statements, which explain the relevance of known information believed to be material. The PTO defines materiality in section 1.56 of the Rules of Practice in Patent Cases, 37 C.F.R. ch. 1 [1993]. Prior to March 1992, information was deemed material if a reasonable examiner would have considered the information important in deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a patent. After March 1992, information is deemed material “when it is not cumulative to information already of record or being made of record, and

[1] It establishes, by itself or in combination with other information, a prima facie case of unpatentability of a claim; or
[2] It refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes in:
   [i] Opposing an argument of unpatentability relied on by the Office, or
   [ii] Asserting an argument of patentability.”

37 C.F.R. § 1.56(b) [1993].

Breach of the duty of candor and good faith can give rise to an equitable defense against a claim for patent infringement. See infra text accompanying notes 442–64.


47. Id.

Words in the patent application are not necessarily held to their ordinary meaning. Each inventor, and his or her registered agent or registered attorney, can be his or her own lexicographer. \(^{49}\) However, the application must define words being used in an uncommon manner. \(^{50}\)

A nonprovisional patent application generally has more than one claim. The claims of a patent may vary in scope. Broad claims include fewer elements, or limitations, than narrow claims and therefore cover a wider range of subject matter. Claims are often arranged in order of decreasing scope, that is, the broadest comes first and the narrowest comes last. Claims can be in independent, dependent, or multiple dependent form. An independent claim is completely self-contained. A dependent claim refers back to one earlier claim and is considered to include all of its own limitations as well as those of the referenced claim. A multiple dependent claim refers back to two or more claims and is considered to include all of its own limitations as well as those of any one of the referenced claims. \(^{51}\)

**Drawings.** Drawings are not always a necessary part of the application. If the invention is for a process or method of doing something, drawings usually are not required. If drawings are required, there are formal rules governing their acceptability. \(^{52}\)

**Oath or declaration.** A written oath, or declaration, is part of a nonprovisional patent application. Except in certain limited situa-

---


\(^{50}\) Lear Siegler, 733 F.2d at 889.

There are certain words whose meanings cannot be changed. For example, the word “comprising” indicates that the claim is open (that is, that it covers the invention, including the elements set out in the claim, as well as any additional elements), whereas the phrase “consisting of” indicates that the claim is closed (that is, it covers the invention, including no more and no fewer than the listed elements). See, e.g., *In re Gray*, 53 F.2d 520 [C.C.P.A. 1931]; *Ex parte Jackson*, 3 U.S.P.Q. [BNA] 314 [Pat. Off. Bd. App. 1929].

\(^{51}\) For an example of an independent claim, see John L. Landis, Mechanics of Patent Claim Drafting 17–18 [2d ed. 1978]. For an example of a dependent claim, see Landis, *supra*, at 163. For examples of multiple dependent claims, see MPEP, *supra* note 44, § 608.01[n].

\(^{52}\) An applicant, for example, must petition to use color drawings. Photographs are not accepted, except in very limited situations. However, for plant patent applications, color drawings sometimes may be required and photographs are acceptable.
tions, it must be signed by the actual inventor or joint inventors. In addition to containing the applicant’s name, citizenship, residence, and address, the oath or declaration must state that the person signing has reviewed and understands the content of the specification, believes that he or she is the original and first inventor of the claimed subject matter, and acknowledges the duty to disclose material information.

Filing fees. The fees charged for filing a patent application vary depending on the number and form of the claims included in the application. Additional fees may be incurred during prosecution of the application if the number and form of the claims are changed by amendment.

Initial Processing of the Application

All papers arriving at the mail room of the PTO are stamped with the date of receipt (“filing date”). Any papers purporting to be a new application, whether complete or incomplete, are also stamped with an application number, which includes a two-digit “series code” and a six-digit serial number.

New applications are initially processed by the Application Division, which decides whether an application is complete and

---

53. 37 C.F.R. § 1.41 [1993]. If the inventor is dead, insane, or legally incapacitated, a legal representative can sign the oath or declaration [37 C.F.R. §§ 1.42, 1.43 [1993]]. If the inventor is missing and cannot be found after diligent effort, or the inventor simply refuses to sign the oath or declaration, someone with a sufficient proprietary interest can sign it upon making the appropriate showing [37 C.F.R. § 1.47 [1993]].

54. 37 C.F.R. § 1.63 [1993].

55. A 50% reduction in filing fees is given to applicants who qualify as “small entities,” namely, individual inventors, nonprofit organizations, and “small business concerns” as defined by the Small Business Administration specifically for this purpose. 37 C.F.R. § 1.9 [1994], §§ 1.27, 1.28 [1993], 13 C.F.R. § 121.13 [1994].

56. Serial numbers repeat every few years, so the series code is needed to identify unambiguously an application. Applications traditionally were identified by serial number and filing date, which eliminated ambiguity. However, in 1995, design applications and provisional applications were assigned their own series codes, allowing for the possibility of two applications with the same serial number and filing date. To eliminate potential ambiguity, the PTO requires use of the full application number, but prints only the serial number on issued patents. As a result, many practitioners continue to refer to applications only by serial number and filing date. (In addition, many practitioners who use the application number continue to refer to it as a “serial number” and use it with the filing date.)
meets all formal requirements. Any drawings accompanying the application are forwarded to the official draftsman, who checks to see if the drawings comply with the formal requirements. Any assignment of the application is forwarded to the Assignment Division, which records the assignment in its computer and microfilm records and returns it to the applicant with a notification of the reel and frame numbers in the microfilm records.

The PTO maintains a detailed classification system by which all technologies are broken down into specific categories. Within the classification system are hundreds of classes, each class having at least dozens of subclasses. The Application Division determines the appropriate class and subclass of the application. It then forwards the application, along with a notice of any “informalities” (failures to meet formal requirements) found in the application and a similar notice from the official draftsman regarding any informalities found in the drawings, to the examining group in charge of that class and subclass. These documents are kept in a file jacket known as a “file wrapper.”

**Examination and Prosecution**

**Formalities and search by the examiner**

When a nonprovisional application reaches an examining group, it is assigned to the appropriate art unit and then to a particular examiner. The examiner first ascertains that the application contains the four elements required by 35 U.S.C. § 111, then reads the application to determine whether it is clear enough to be examined and whether it contains more than one invention.

After determining that an application is sufficiently clear to be examined and contains only one invention, the examiner conducts a search for prior art relevant to the claimed subject matter, noting in a place provided on the file wrapper the classes and subclasses searched. Documents found in the search are called “references.” The search can be conducted in the examiner’s private materials, in a

---

57. If an application is incomplete, the applicant is notified of the incompleteness and is given time to correct the defect. Depending on the type of defect, the application may or may not be accorded a filing date as of its date of receipt (see supra text accompanying notes 41–42). If a filing date is accorded, it may be lost if the defect is not corrected within the allowed time.

58. For example, an application filed by a foreign applicant may not conform to idiomatic English or U.S. practice. See MPEP, supra note 44, § 702.01.
library maintained by the examining group (which is generally restricted to classes for which the group is responsible), or in the PTO Scientific Library, which contains nonpatent technical literature and all patents issued by most major countries. The quality and thoroughness of the examiner’s search is a function of his or her searching skill, the time allocated for the search, and the completeness of the libraries searched. 59

**First examiner’s action**

After this initial activity by the examiner, he or she communicates in writing to the applicant or to the applicant’s attorney or agent, if one has been appointed. This communication is called an Examiner’s Action. For historical reasons, an Examiner’s Action is frequently referred to as an “Office Action.” The Examiner’s Action includes at least two parts: a form cover letter, on which the examiner summarizes the action by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the correct blanks, and a typewritten explanation of the action. The Examiner’s Action may also include various attachments, which are itemized in the cover letter.

**Restriction and election requirements.** If the examiner does not search the invention because there is more than one invention claimed in the application, the first Examiner’s Action lists the inventions found by the examiner and includes either a “restriction requirement,” if the inventions are clearly different, or an “election of species requirement,” if the inventions are related and at least one claim is generic to all inventions. In response to either requirement, the applicant must choose one invention for prosecution. If there is a restriction requirement, the applicant who wishes to patent the nonelected inventions must present them in one or more “divisional” applications [see infra text accompanying note 69]. If there is an election requirement, the nonelected claims will be rejoined to the application if a generic claim is allowed.

**Request for clarification.** If the examiner does not search the invention because the application is unclear, the first Examiner’s Action simply requests that the applicant clarify the application by correcting defects in its language.

**Substantive actions.** The first substantive Examiner’s Action (which is the second Examiner’s Action in situations in which a first

action as described earlier was issued) can allow claims, reject claims, object to claims, or object to the specification. It may also withdraw claims if the claims are drawn to an invention not elected in response to a restriction or election requirement. The first substantive action includes notices of informalities found by the Application Division or the official draftsman, if any. These informalities must be corrected within the time set by the examiner for response to the substantive issues raised.

**Applicant’s response**

Within the period of time allotted for response, which usually can be extended up to a maximum statutory period of six months upon payment of a fee, the applicant must respond to all of the examiner’s rejections and objections, or the application is abandoned.

Applicants may respond to claim rejections and objections by amendment of the claims, by argument, or by a combination of both.

---

60. Claims may be rejected if they are found to be anticipated by a reference (35 U.S.C.A. § 102 (1984)) or made obvious by a reference or combination of references (35 U.S.C.A. § 103 [West Supp. 1994]) (see infra text accompanying notes 229–308). Claims may also be rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112 if they are too vague or indefinite to “particularly define and distinctly claim” the exclusive right to which the applicant is entitled, so that a third party cannot be certain he or she is not infringing (see infra text accompanying notes 366–67).

There are also less common grounds for rejection. For example, a claim will be rejected as being drawn to “nonstatutory subject matter” if it is drawn to something not enumerated in 35 U.S.C. § 101, § 161, or § 171. There are also several judicially created doctrines under which claims may be rejected (e.g., obviousness-type double-patenting, where [for example] the subject matters of two applications filed by the same applicant are obvious in view of each other).

61. The specification may be objected to under 35 U.S.C. § 112 if it does not describe the invention “in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains . . . to make and use” it. This is generally referred to as “enablement.” If a specification is objected to as being “nonenabling,” all claims directed to subject matter with respect to which the specification is nonenabling are rejected on that basis.

62. Any substantive action [first or otherwise] can also include a Notice of References Cited (Form PTO-892), listing references found in the examiner’s search, and an Information Disclosure Citation (Form PTO-1449). Form PTO-1449 is attached by the applicant to any Information Disclosure Statement filed and lists in a prescribed format the documents cited by the applicant. When the examiner considers the applicant’s disclosure, he or she initials the form and returns it as evidence of having considered it.
Usually, a response includes both claim amendments and arguments designed to distinguish the invention as claimed from any prior art applied by the examiner. A response may also include affidavits as to the nonobviousness of the invention, or affidavits establishing invention prior to the date of some reference cited by the examiner.

If the examiner rejects or objects to a claim as not being supported by the specification, the applicant may respond by amending the specification to reflect the language of the claim. The applicant may also amend the specification in response to an objection asserting that it does not describe the invention with sufficient clarity.

In amending the application, and particularly in amending the specification, the applicant may not introduce “new matter,”63 that is, subject matter that was not in the application as filed. If the specification is amended to support an originally filed claim, there is no problem of new matter because the originally filed claim is part of the original disclosure.64 However, if a claim is amended to overcome prior art, and in a second or subsequent Examiner’s Action the examiner says that the amended part of the claim is not supported by the specification, the applicant cannot add any material to the specification, because such material will not be supported by any part of the original disclosure.65 Similarly, if the objection is based on nonenablingment, it may not be possible to amend the specification without introducing new matter. However, if the specification is objected to because, for example, it originated overseas and is not in grammatical English, it usually can be amended to correct the language without introducing new matter.

Reconsideration and allowance
After the applicant submits a response to the first Examiner’s Action, the examiner considers the application. If the examiner is satisfied with the response, he or she issues a Notice of Allowance. A Notice of Allowance is a form letter, the primary purpose of which is to inform the applicant of allowance of the application and to set a non-extendable three-month period by the end of which a statutory fee, called the “issue fee,” must be paid to cause the patent to issue. The Notice of Allowance is frequently accompanied by a Notice of Allowability, which is similar to the cover letter of an Examiner’s

Action and may have attachments, such as an Examiner’s Amendment (an amendment entered by the examiner, sometimes after consultation with the applicant), a Notice of References Cited, or initialed PTO-1449 forms originally submitted by the applicant. The Notice of Allowability also reminds the applicant of any drawing corrections that are required but have been held in abeyance pending allowance.

Reconsideration and subsequent Examiner’s Action; final actions; interviews
If the examiner is not satisfied by a response, he or she may issue another Examiner’s Action. Unless a second or subsequent Examiner’s Action is based on a new ground of rejection, such as newly discovered prior art, the examiner is allowed to make it “final.” This does not mean that allowance is no longer possible; rather, [1] although the applicant may present new amendments and arguments, the examiner is no longer required to consider them as of right, and [2] by six months from the date of the final Examiner’s Action, the application must be allowed or an appeal filed with the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences, or the application will be considered abandoned.

At any time from the issuance of the first Examiner’s Action until the issuance of a final Examiner’s Action, the applicant or applicant’s representative is entitled to a personal or telephonic interview with the examiner for the purposes of clarifying the issues separating them and reaching an agreement leading to allowance of the application. After a final Examiner’s Action is issued, it is in the examiner’s discretion to allow interviews and to consider responses. The examiner must make the substance of the interview of record by completing an Examiner Interview Summary Record form, and unless excused by the examiner, the applicant must also file a summary of the interview.66

Responses to a final action
Responses filed after a final Examiner’s Action are answered by a Notice of Allowance, a Notice of Allowability, or an Advisory Action, which is a form letter on which the examiner checks a box indicating why an amendment was not entered. For example, an amendment may be refused entry if it raises “new issues” (as distinguished from “new matter,” which is always prohibited) or if it would require additional searching by the examiner. The examiner may also enter an

66. 37 C.F.R. § 1.133(b) [1993]; MPEP, supra note 44, § 713.04.
amendment only for purposes of an appeal by the applicant to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences.

After a final rejection by the examiner, the applicant is faced with a choice: The applicant can abandon the application, file an appeal with the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences, take the allowed claims and cancel the others, or file a continuing application.

*Appeals.* If the applicant files an appeal, he or she is given two months, extendable to six months, to file an Appeal Brief. After the Appeal Brief has been filed, the examiner must file an Examiner's Answer. There is no statutory or regulatory time limit for filing the Examiner's Answer. Within one month of the Examiner's Answer, the applicant may file a Reply Brief directed only to any new points that were raised in the Examiner's Answer.

The applicant may request an oral hearing. The appeal is then placed on the board's calendar and assigned to a panel of three administrative patent judges. When an appeal is set for oral hearing, the applicant is given notice of the date of the hearing and, at that point, may waive the hearing.

After oral hearing, or if no oral hearing is requested, the appeal is considered by the board. The board may affirm the decision of the examiner in whole or in part, or may reverse it. After the board reaches its decision, the application is returned to the examining group for further prosecution. If the board affirms the examiner's decision, the applicant is in the same position as before the appeal—he or she must abandon the application or file a continuing application. If the board reverses the examiner's decision, the examiner must issue a Notice of Allowance. If the board affirms the examiner's decision in part, the examiner must issue an action reflecting that decision.

*Cancellation of claims.* If an applicant faces final rejection of some claims but allowance of others, whether or not as the result of an appeal, he or she may decide to take the allowed claims and cancel the others. A Notice of Allowance would then be issued.

*Continuing applications.* “Continuing application” is a generic term for patent applications that are entitled to the filing date of an earlier (“parent”) application. The application is said to have as an “effective filing date” the filing date of the parent application. If an application has an effective filing date earlier than the actual filing

---

67. The request should be filed within two months of the Examiner's Answer, but it can be filed at any time starting with the filing of the appeal. 37 C.F.R. § 1.194[b] [1994].
date, then prior art having a date between the effective and actual filing dates cannot be used against the application.

The three types of continuing applications are continuation applications, continuation-in-part applications, and divisional applications. The requirements for claiming continuing status are as follows: (1) the application must be filed while the parent application is still pending (“copendency”); (2) at least one inventor must be common to the two applications; and (3) the text of the second application must refer back to the first.68

If an applicant faces a final rejection of all claims in an application, or a final rejection of claims that were canceled to allow other claims to issue, or if there are nonelected claims in the application at the time of allowance, the applicant may wish to file a continuing application directed to the canceled or nonelected claims. In addition, there may be other reasons for filing a continuing application, as discussed later.

A continuation application is an application whose specification is the same as that of the parent application, but whose claims may be the same or different from those of the parent application. A continuation application is entitled to the parent’s filing date as to all subject matter contained in it. There are several reasons for filing a continuation. For example, a continuation might be filed if all claims are finally rejected in the parent and the applicant has new amendments or arguments to present. A continuation application is particularly appropriate if the new amendments or arguments were presented in the parent after final rejection and the examiner did not enter them because they raised new issues or required further searching but he or she indicated that they had some merit. A continuation might also be filed if only some claims were finally rejected in the parent. Those claims might be canceled from the parent, allowing the other claims to issue. The canceled claims may then be pursued, with or without change, in the continuation. Another reason for filing a continuation is that the applicant may have thought of a new way to claim the invention after allowance or final rejection of the parent, whereas before allowance or final rejection, the new claims could have been added directly to the parent.

A continuation-in-part application is an application that has some subject matter in common with the parent but also has new subject matter. A continuation-in-part is entitled to the parent’s filing date as

68. MPEP, supra note 44, §§ 201.06, 201.07, 201.08, 201.11.
to any subject matter in common, but only to its own filing date as to the new matter. A continuation-in-part might be filed if the applicant had to add limitations to the parent claims to distinguish a reference or references, but the added limitations were not supported by the specification of the parent and the examiner would not allow supporting material to be added to the specification because it introduced new matter. The applicant could file a continuation-in-part to include the new matter. A continuation-in-part, including newly conceived material, might also be filed if the applicant conceives of improvements to the invention described in the parent. A continuation-in-part filed for this reason may be filed at any time, regardless of the status of prosecution of the parent case, as long as the parent is still pending. In such a case, the parent application might be allowed to continue. If the applicant thinks the invention as described in the parent is not commercially significant, he or she might abandon the parent.

A *divisional application* is a continuing application that is based on a parent application and has the same specification except that the claims differ, usually because of a restriction requirement or an election-of-species requirement. The application is entitled to the parent’s filing date for all purposes. A patent issued on the parent application cannot be used as prior art against such an application if division was made because of an examiner’s requirement. So-called voluntary divisions, by which the applicant selects different groups of claims and cancels some from the parent to be presented in a new application, are actually continuation applications. Such later applications are not protected from the prior-art effects of a patent issued on the earlier application.

**Post-allowance activity**

After a Notice of Allowance is issued, amendments can be made only on a showing of good cause why they were not made earlier, and submissions of additional prior art by the applicant will only be considered if the applicant certifies that the art was not known to the applicant more than three months prior to the date it is submitted. If an amendment is made to correct something in an Examiner’s Amendment accompanying the allowance, it is usually entered if it does not change the meaning of the allowed application. Similarly, if

---

an amendment is of no substantive consequence, such as an amendment to correct recently discovered typographical errors in the application, it will be entered. Even new claims may be entered, provided they are of the same scope as allowed claims and are supported by the specification. However, the standards by which amendments after allowance are judged become stricter after the issue fee is paid, because at that point preparations begin for printing the application as a patent and entering changes becomes more difficult.

An application may be withdrawn from issue at the initiative of the PTO or on petition by the applicant on showing of good cause, such as the discovery of new prior art that is relevant to the application. However, once the issue fee is paid, a patent will be withdrawn from issue only for “[1] a mistake on the part of the Office; [2] a violation of [37 C.F.R.] § 1.56 or illegality in the application; [3] unpatentability of one or more claims; [4] for interference [see infra text accompanying notes 74–80]; or [5] for abandonment to permit consideration of an information disclosure statement . . . in a continuing application.”71 If the application is not withdrawn, a patent usually will issue about three or four months after the issue fee is paid.

**Foreign priority**

An applicant can claim the benefit of the filing date of an application filed abroad. Under the terms of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property or (effective January 1, 1996) under GATT, both as implemented in this country under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a–d), the benefit of the filing date (referred to as “priority”) from the first application for an invention filed in any country that is a party to either of those treaties can be claimed in a U.S. application as long as the U.S. application is filed within one year of the first application.72 Priority can be claimed at any time during the pendency of an application. A claim of priority is perfected by filing a certified copy

71. 37 C.F.R. § 1.313(b) [1993].
72. In addition to the application filed in a member country, an applicant (in certain circumstances) may rely on an “international application” filed pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty [PCT], which is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization [WIPO]. The PCT is a multilateral treaty among more than fifty nations that is designed to simplify the patenting process when an applicant seeks a patent on the same invention in more than one nation. See 35 U.S.C.A. chs. 35–37 and PCT Applicant’s Guide [1992, rev. 1994].
of the foreign application. Whether benefit is claimed from a domestic or foreign application, materials published between the priority date and the application filing date are not prior art to the application. However, the one-year period of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) [discussed at infra notes 313–39] is counted from the earliest effective U.S. filing date, not from a foreign priority date.73

Interferences

If two or more applications claim the same subject matter, the applications are said to be “interfering” and the examiner, after determining patentability of the invention to each applicant, can declare an “interference” between them.74 An interference can also be declared between a pending application and an issued patent. If the examiner does not declare the interference, the applicant can provoke an interference. An interference can relate to some or all of the claims in the application or patent.

A patent interference is an inter partes proceeding in the PTO which includes the taking of testimony, the introduction of evidence, and the filing of motions. The purpose of an interference is to determine which of the parties was the first to make the invention.75

Invention, at least for the purpose of interference, includes conception and reduction to practice.76 Reduction to practice can be actual or constructive. Constructive reduction to practice is the filing of a patent application. The activities relied on to establish invention must take place in the United States, in a North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) country, or in a member country of the GATT-

73. In addition to the domestic priority available to a continuing application, GATT-implementing legislation added subsection (c) to 35 U.S.C. § 119, granting domestic priority based on a provisional application to any nonprovisional application filed within one year of the provisional application’s filing date. How the one-year period of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) will be applied to that type of domestic priority is unclear.

74. 37 C.F.R. § 1.605 [1993], MPEP, supra note 44, § 2305.

75. Changing the United States from a first-to-invent patent system to the first-to-file patent system used by almost every other country was the subject of many trade and legislative efforts in the early 1990s. On January 24, 1994, the United States ceased negotiations regarding this change, but held open the option to convert to a first-to-file patent system in the future. See generally 47 Pat. Trademark & Copyright J. [BNA] 285 [1994]. See also infra text accompanying notes 264–65.

76. 35 U.S.C.A. § 102(g) [1984].
established World Trade Organization (WTO). Therefore, an applicant whose invention was made outside the United States, Canada, Mexico, or a WTO-member country can rarely prove reduction to practice before the effective U.S. filing date of his or her application. For an invention made in a NAFTA or WTO country, the party who is both first to conceive the invention and first to reduce it to practice prevails. However, if the first to conceive the invention is not the first to reduce it to practice, the additional element of “diligence” comes into play. If the party first to conceive but second to reduce to practice can prove he or she was diligently pursuing the invention between a time prior to the date of its conception by the other party and the date of his or her own reduction to practice, he or she will prevail. Otherwise, the other party will prevail.

**Other inter partes proceedings**

Patent application proceedings are conducted ex parte. While patent applications are kept secret by the PTO, a third party may become aware of the existence of a particular application. If that third party is aware of prior art or public use that would affect the patentability of the invention, he or she may instigate a protest or a public use proceeding.

*Protest.* A protest is a paper submitted by a third party citing prior art and explaining why, in the third party’s opinion, the prior art should prevent the issuance of a patent. The protester is not given any additional opportunity to communicate with the PTO regarding the application and is not informed of further prosecution of the application. However, if the examiner in charge of the application believes that it is warranted, the applicant may be required to respond to the protest.

77. 35 U.S.C.A. § 104 [West Supp. 1994]. Prior to the effective dates of legislation implementing the North American Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA] and GATT, only activity that occurred in the United States could be relied upon to prove the date of invention. The effect of the law was not made retroactive. The GATT-based changes to § 104, for example, do not become effective until January 1, 1996.


80. *Id.* at 920–21.


82. 37 C.F.R. § 1.291(c) [1993], MPEP, supra note 44, § 1901.07[b].

83. 37 C.F.R. § 1.291(c) [1993], MPEP, supra note 44, § 1901.06.
Public use proceeding. Prior art consisting of public use or sale may be made the subject of either a protest or a public use proceeding if the public use or sale was by the applicant or his or her assignee. Such prior art must be made the subject of a public use proceeding if the use or sale was not by the applicant or his or her assignee. A public use proceeding is inter partes if the third-party petitioner is the other party in an interference with the application or if the application is a reissue application [see infra text accompanying notes 97–102].84 A public use proceeding involves the taking of testimony and exchange of briefs and, in an inter partes case, an oral hearing. The examiner's decision in a public use proceeding is not appealable unless it is the basis of a rejection, which may be appealed like any other rejection.

Quality review

The PTO maintains an Office of Quality Review, which randomly checks the prosecution of allowed applications. This procedure is intended to improve patent quality and to increase the likelihood that patents will be held valid in the courts.85 A predetermined number of allowed applications is selected from each art unit. The selected applications are chosen at random by the PTO's computerized file management system. Applications already reviewed by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences or by a court are excluded. Each application selected is reexamined by a patentability review examiner, who reviews the file and may make an independent prior-art search. If the review examiner has any questions about an application, the application is returned for further consideration by the group director of the examining group from which it came. The group director may resolve any questions on his or her own authority, or may refer the application to a panel that consists of the original examiner, the review examiner, the supervisory primary examiner, the director of quality review, and himself or herself. The group director renders the final decision. If warranted, the application may be withdrawn from issue [allowance rescinded] and prosecution reopened.

Appeals to the Courts

If an applicant is dissatisfied with a decision of the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences in an appeal from a final rejection by the

---

84. MPEP, supra note 44, § 720.
85. MPEP, supra note 44, § 1308.03.
examiner, he or she may initiate a civil action against the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. A party to an interference that is dissatisfied with the decision of the board may have remedy by civil action against the other party. In the district court, the question of the applicant’s or the interfering parties’ right to a patent is tried de novo. An appeal from the decision of the district court is taken exclusively to the Federal Circuit. Alternatively, an applicant may appeal directly from the PTO to the Federal Circuit. In practice, most appeals are taken directly to the Federal Circuit. Decisions of the Federal Circuit are subject to the certiorari jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, as are decisions of any regional court of appeals.

**Post-issuance Responsibilities**

For the most part, the responsibility of the PTO ends when a patent is issued. However, in several limited circumstances, the PTO can act with respect to issued patents.

**Disclaimers, Dedications, and Certificates of Correction**

A patent owner may disclaim or dedicate to the public the entire term of an entire patent [all claims of a patent], the entire term of any complete claim [but not only part of a claim], or the terminal part of the term [that portion of the term beyond a certain date] of the entire patent [but not the terminal part of the term of only some of the claims of a patent]. Upon payment of a fee set by regulation, the PTO publishes a notice of the disclaimer or dedication in its Official Gazette and prints copies of the disclaimer or dedication for attachment to printed copies of the patent.

---

89. 35 U.S.C.A. § 253 [1984]. An entire patent, or the entire term of a complete claim, might be disclaimed if the patentee discovers that there might be a substantial question as to the validity of the patent or claim. The terminal portion of the term of a patent might be disclaimed if the patentee realizes that he or she has duplicate coverage in another patent. The terminal disclaimer would cause both patents to expire on the same day, avoiding a “double patenting” situation. Such a disclaimer is effective only for obviousness-type double patenting. See generally 3 Donald S. Chisum, Patents § 9 [1978, rev. 1994].
90. 37 C.F.R. § 1.321 [1994].
If printing errors arise in the printing of a patent, the PTO must issue a certificate under seal, without charge, stating the nature of the errors, and attach a copy of the certificate to each printed copy of the patent. The issuance of a Certificate of Correction is published in the *Official Gazette*. The patent and certificate together have the same effect as to any actions arising after issuance of the certificate as the patent would have had it been issued correctly.

An applicant is entitled, on payment of a fee, to a Certificate of Correction for any clerical or typographical error that was the applicant’s responsibility as long as it is obvious that the error was made in good faith. Such a certificate has the same effect as a certificate issued to correct PTO errors.

The PTO will issue a certificate correcting the inventorship of an issued patent, either as a result of a court order in a case where inventorship was raised as an issue in litigation or as a result of a petition by the patent owner. In each situation, the error in naming inventors must have been made in good faith.

**Reissue**

Section 251, 35 U.S.C.A., provides that a patent may be reissued by the PTO upon surrender of the original patent if the patent is “through error without any deceptive intention, deemed wholly or partly inoperative or invalid.” The types of error commonly forming the bases of reissue applications are (1) claims that are too narrow or too broad; (2) inaccuracies in the disclosure; (3) incorrect naming of inventors; (4) failure to claim or correctly claim foreign priority; and (5) failure to refer properly to a copending application, the filing date of which is claimed. The oath or declaration of a reissue application must set forth the error or errors forming the basis of the reissue application.

Claims may be broadened in a reissue application if such application is filed within two years of issuance of the patent and if it is signed by the inventor. After two years, a reissue application may

---

92. 37 C.F.R. § 1.322 [1993].
94. 37 C.F.R. § 1.323 [1993].
95. 35 U.S.C.A. § 256 [1984].
96. 37 C.F.R. § 1.324 [1993].
98. 37 C.F.R. § 1.172[a] [1993].
be made only to narrow claims or to leave their scope unchanged. If claims are not being broadened, a reissue application may be signed by the assignee.

A reissue application must claim the same general invention as the original patent and cannot be used to recapture subject matter initially given up in order to convince the examiner to grant the original patent. No new matter [see supra text accompanying notes 63–65] may be added under the guise of correction. From 1977 to 1982, the PTO allowed the filing of “no-defect” reissue applications, whose purpose was to have the PTO consider new prior art, although that practice ended when reexamination [see infra text accompanying notes 103–110] became available. Since March 1, 1977, reissue application files have been open to the public. Any member of the public can file a protest [see supra text accompanying notes 82–83]. From 1977 to 1982, a protester was allowed to participate in the prosecution of a reissue application. However, since 1982, participation by a protester has been limited to the filing of a protest.

The examination of a reissue application is not limited to the prior art considered in the original examination. The examiner of a reissue application can consider de novo all issues affecting patentability. When a patent is reissued, matter canceled from the original is printed in brackets, and matter added is italicized. If reissued claims differ in scope from the original claims, any person who was practicing subject matter not covered by the original claims but covered by the reissued claims may have “intervening rights” to the practice of that subject matter.

Reexamination

Citation of prior art

Any person may cite patents or printed publications for entry into the file of a patent during the period of its enforceability in order to inform the PTO and the patent owner of such prior art as may affect the patent. The submitter may remain anonymous. A copy of each citation of prior art is to be served on the patent owner, but in the ab-

99. MPEP, supra note 44, § 1414.02.
100. 37 C.F.R. § 1.176 (1993).
101. MPEP, supra note 44, § 1455.
103. 35 U.S.C.A. § 301 [1984].
sence of evidence of such service, the PTO notifies the patent owner of each such citation that has been filed.

**Reexamination**

A citation of prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 301 can form the basis of a request for reexamination. Any person may seek reexamination, provided he or she pays the required fee. The requester may be the patent owner. A request by the patent owner may include proposed amendments to overcome the prior art. Also, the PTO may initiate reexamination on its own.

A request for reexamination can be filed at any time during the term of a patent, plus six years for the period during which a suit for damages may be brought, even though the patent has expired [see infra note 438]. If an action for infringement has been filed, a request may be filed even after the above-mentioned period has run.

The standard for granting reexamination is that a “substantial new question of patentability” is raised by the cited art. A decision on the request, based on that criterion, must be made within three months of the filing of the request. The decision gives the examiner’s reasons for granting or denying the request. If the request is denied, the denial can be petitioned from, within one month, to the commissioner. If the request is granted, an order for reexamination is issued.

If an order to reexamine is issued, the patent owner may file, within two months, a Patent Owner's Statement showing why the claims are patentable and presenting narrowing amendments, if desirable. After such a statement is filed, the requester, if other than the patent owner, may file a reply within two months. A patent owner may refrain from filing a statement and thereby deny the requester an opportunity to be heard.

After the period for statement has passed, the reexamination proceeds ex parte in a manner similar to the prosecution of an application. The routes of appeal from a final rejection are also available. In reexamination, claims may only be narrowed, although new claims, no broader than the original claims, may be added. On completion of reexamination, a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Cer-

---

105. The fee is currently $2,250. 37 C.F.R. § 1.20(c) [1993]. It is set high to discourage frivolous requests. If reexamination is not granted, $1,690 of the fee is refunded. 37 C.F.R. § 1.26(c) [1993].
tificate, and subsequently the Reexamination Certificate itself, are issued. The issuance of the certificate is published in the Official Gazette.

Reexamination files are open to the public. Any interested person may file a citation of prior art during the reexamination. If such a citation is received before reexamination is ordered, the art cited will be considered in the reexamination. If it is received after reexamination has been ordered, it will be entered in the file after reexamination is completed, and no action will be taken on it. If the submitter of the citation wants the art to be considered further, he or she will have to file a new request for reexamination. Intervening rights can arise from reexamination, as they can from reissue (see supra text accompanying notes 97–102).

**Patent Term Extension**

The term of a patent for a product, method of using a product, or method of manufacturing a product will be extended if the product was the subject of a regulatory review period before commercial use and the extension is applied for during the unexpired term of the patent. The length of such an extension is generally equal to the period of regulatory review, subject to certain exceptions.

108. The certificate, when issued, will
   a. cancel any claims determined to be unpatentable;
   b. confirm any patent claims determined to be patentable;
   c. incorporate into the patent any amended or new claims determined to be patentable;
   d. make any changes in the description approved during reexamination;
   e. include any statutory disclaimer filed by the patent owner;
   f. refer to unamended claims held invalid on final holding by another forum on grounds not based on patents or printed publications;
   g. refer to any patent claims not reexamined;
   h. be mailed on the day of its date to the patent owner at address provided for in 37 C.F.R. § 1.33[c] and a copy to the requester, and
   i. refer to patent claims, dependent on amended claims, determined to be patentable.

MPEP, supra note 44, § 2288.

109. A certain number of reexaminations will be reviewed by quality review examiners (see supra text accompanying note 85).


A patent term can be extended under 35 U.S.C. § 156 only once, and only one patent for a product subject to any one regulatory review period can have its term extended. The primary purpose of section 156 is to lessen the impact on drug producers of the lengthy regulatory review periods under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act for approval of new drugs and medical devices. Such reviews frequently consume a large portion of the statutory patent term. This limits the patentee’s ability to exploit his or her patent for the full term, because the drug or medical device cannot be sold until it is approved.  

A patent term can also be extended under 35 U.S.C. § 154 as amended by GATT-implementing legislation. Such an extension, which can be for up to five years, is to compensate for time lost from the patent term as a result of interference proceedings or imposition of secrecy orders, or when a decision of nonpatentability is reversed on appeal either by the PTO or by a federal court. Calculation of the time of extension is governed by detailed statutory provisions.
III. Proceedings in the Federal Courts

Parties

Who Can Assert the Patent Right

A patent gives its owner the right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing the patented invention. Subject to patent misuse or antitrust concerns, this right can be shared, or completely or partially transferred through an assignment. Subject to the same concerns, the patent owner can wholly or partially exempt persons of his or her choosing from the exclusionary power of the patent through a patent license. Because the patent can be assigned, licensed, or both, many different parties can have sufficient interest in a patent to allow them to enforce that patent.

A patent owner can transfer all or part of his or her ownership interest through an assignment. There are three types of assignment: [1] the patent owner conveys all of his or her ownership interest; [2] the patent owner shares all or a piece of his or her ownership interest; and [3] the patent owner conveys all of his or her ownership interest for a determined time or place.

The first type of assignment is very common, for example, inventors often assign all their rights in the patent to their corporate employer. In the second situation, the patent owner conveys a fractional, undivided share in the patent. This can be troublesome because, absent agreement to the contrary, the co-owners have equal rights despite possibly unequal shares (e.g., 1% and 99%). The third situation, a grant, is relatively rare. The grant can be territorial or temporal.

112. See infra text accompanying notes 369–438.
113. See infra text accompanying notes 465–70.
Anyone with the entire ownership interest can enforce a patent: the original patent owner, an assignee in the first situation, and a grantee (in his or her time or territory). An assignee in the second situation can enforce the patent right, but only in conjunction with the other patent owner, because the assignee only owns an undivided share of the patent.

A patent owner can exempt persons from the exclusionary power of the patent by granting a patent license, which is a contract between the patent owner and another. The license can be either exclusive or nonexclusive. An exclusive license is one by which the patent owner agrees that nobody other than the exclusive licensee—not even the patent owner—will be exempted from the patent's exclusionary power. Exclusivity may extend to all the United States for all purposes or may be limited to geographical areas, time periods, certain uses, or a combination thereof. An exclusive licensee has an interest in the patent that so closely approximates an ownership interest that he or she can assert the patent right, but he or she cannot do so alone. The exclusive licensee can do so only in conjunction with the patent owner/licensor. A nonexclusive license contains no agreement not to exempt others, and a nonexclusive licensee cannot assert the patent right at all.

As stated earlier, there are two instances in which more than one party is needed to assert the patent right: (1) when the patent owner/licensor exclusively licenses someone, and (2) when the patent owner/assignor assigns less than all of his or her interest in the patent. The latter situation is similar to one in which there are joint

119. Waterman, 138 U.S. at 252. Transfer of all “substantial” rights, while not formally an assignment, may have the same effect. Vaupel Textilmaschinen v. Meccanica Euro Italia, 944 F.2d 870, 873–76 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
120. Waterman, 138 U.S. at 252.
126. See Nordhaus, supra note 122, § 11.
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inventors (i.e., there are co-owners). If all the necessary parties willingly join to assert the patent right, there is no problem. Trouble may arise, however, when a co-owner attempts to proceed without the other co-owners, when an exclusive licensee attempts to proceed without the patent owner/licensor, or when a patent owner/licensor attempts to proceed without his or her exclusive licensee.

Co-owners are usually indispensable parties to a suit to enforce their patent, and the suit cannot proceed without all co-owners. Absent agreement, an unwilling co-owner cannot be compelled to join in a suit to enforce his or her patent. An exclusive licensee usually cannot proceed without the patent owner/licensor, but the exclusive licensee can usually compel the patent owner/licensor to be an involuntary plaintiff. A patent owner/licensor also usually cannot proceed without the exclusive licensee, but the patent owner/licensor can usually compel the exclusive licensee to join in an action.

Who Can Attack the Patent

An action seeking a declaratory judgment that a patent is invalid, unenforceable, or not infringed can be brought by any party, including assignees and licensees attacking the assigned or licensed patent, if two conditions are satisfied: [1] The patent owner must have acted in a manner to cause the prospective declaratory judgment plaintiff a reasonable apprehension that he or she, or his or her customers, will be charged with infringement, and [2] the declaratory judgment plaintiff must have a sufficient interest at stake. A sufficient interest exists if the declaratory judgment plaintiff makes, uses, or sells an accused infringing product, contributes to allegedly infringing activity,

128. Rosenberg, supra note 125, § 17.09[1][b].
129. Id.
130. Independent Wireless, 269 U.S. at 472.
induces allegedly infringing activity, indemnifies alleged infringers, or has the intention and ability to engage in allegedly infringing activity.\textsuperscript{133} “Reasonable apprehension” and “sufficient interest” have been interpreted in numerous decisions.\textsuperscript{134}

A declaratory judgment action must be brought against the proper defendant. Generally, the defendant is a proper one if he or she alone could assert the patent right.\textsuperscript{135}

\textbf{Jurisdiction}

The federal courts have had exclusive subject-matter jurisdiction over all cases arising under the patent laws since 1836.\textsuperscript{136} This jurisdiction “extends only to those cases in which a well-pleaded complaint establishes either that federal patent law creates the cause of action or that the plaintiff’s right to relief necessarily depends on resolution of a substantial question of federal patent law, in that patent law is a necessary element of one of the well-pleaded claims.”\textsuperscript{137} The Federal Circuit has held that the “well-pleaded complaint” rule includes compulsory counterclaims for patent infringement.\textsuperscript{138}


\textsuperscript{138} Aerojet-General Corp. v. Machine Tool Works, 895 F.2d 736 [Fed. Cir. 1990].
Whether a particular case arises under the patent laws has already been decided for many common situations. For example, a breach of a contract to pay royalties due on a patent license does not arise under the patent laws and yields only a state court cause of action. Likewise, an action to remove a cloud on the title to a patent does not arise under the patent laws. In contrast, an action for patent infringement or for a declaratory judgment that a patent is invalid, unenforceable, or not infringed does arise under the patent laws.

The determination of a court’s personal jurisdiction over a defendant, with one exception for nonresident patent owners, is made in a patent case as in any other case. The Federal Circuit has applied the stream-of-commerce theory.

**Venue**

Venue in patent controversies depends upon the cause of action. When the plaintiff alleges patent infringement by a nonalien defendant, 28 U.S.C. § 1400[b], the patent venue statute, applies. When the plaintiff alleges any other cause of action involving a patent, 28 U.S.C. § 1391, the general venue statute, applies. When applying either venue statute to a case where the plaintiff has alleged infringement of more than one patent, each patent must be treated separately. Venue must be appropriate for each patent asserted.

---

139. Nevertheless, regardless of what law the case arises under [patent or otherwise], determining the exact boundaries of “arising under” jurisdiction has been difficult for the federal courts for a long time. Chisum, supra note 134, § 21.02[1][a].


146. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1391 [1993].
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The Patent Venue Statute—28 U.S.C. § 1400(b)

Section 1400(b) provides two independent tests for venue: [1] where the defendant resides, and [2] where the defendant has committed acts of infringement and has a regular and established place of business.

The effect of this special patent venue statute, which had been interpreted as giving alleged infringers extra protection by allowing suits against them only in those districts that satisfy a relatively narrow definition of venue, was changed in part by the 1988 amendments to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c), which changed the definition of “resides” as it applies to corporate defendants.

Section 1400(b)’s first test for venue is “where the defendant resides.” If the defendant is an individual, he or she resides where he or she is domiciled. Determining domicile is no different in a patent case than in any other case.

If the defendant is a corporation, it resides in any judicial district in which it is subject to personal jurisdiction at the time the action is commenced. If the state where a corporation resides has multiple judicial districts, then the corporation is deemed to reside in any district in that state within which its contacts would be sufficient to subject it to personal jurisdiction if that district were a separate state and, if there is no such district, then in the district within which it has the most significant contacts.

Whether the 1988 amendments to section 1391(c) which affect venue for corporate defendants also affect venue when the defendant


153. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1391(c) [1993], which the Federal Circuit has held to apply to 28 U.S.C. § 1400(b). VE Holding Corp., 917 F.2d 1574.

154. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1391(c) [1993].
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is a partnership, an unincorporated association, or a sole proprietorship is not clear.155

Section 1400(b)'s second test for venue has two elements, both of which must be met.156 The defendant must [1] have committed acts of infringement in the district and [2] have a regular and established place of business in the district.

In regard to the issue of whether the defendant has committed acts of infringement in the district, the focus for determining venue is on the acts rather than the infringement. The question should be, Did the act happen in the district, not, Is the act an infringement?157 Acts that satisfy section 1400(b) are making, using, or selling an accused product or process in the district; inducing in the district another to make, use, or sell an accused product or process; and contributing in the district to another's making, using, or selling of an accused product or process.158

“Making” means manufacturing or assembling, and “using” means actual use, not mere possession.159 Accordingly, a defendant who manufactures the accused product in the district, assembles the accused product in the district, or uses the accused product or process in the district has committed an act of infringement in the district.

What constitutes “selling” is not so easily stated and may be influenced by the GATT-implementing legislation that makes an offer to sell an infringement. Prior to this revision, selling an accused product or process in the district required that the defendant do something more than merely continuously and systematically solicit orders; however, how much more was required to establish venue depended upon the jurisdiction. Some jurisdictions required a “sale” within the meaning of the Uniform Commercial Code,160 while other juris-

156. 15 Wright et al., supra note 149.
158. Acts made infringing by the GATT-implementing legislation may also be held to satisfy § 1400(b).
predictions required only solicitation plus two demonstrations of the accused product in the district.\textsuperscript{161}

A determination of whether inducing infringement or contributory infringement has occurred in the district requires distinguishing between two different actors: \{1\} the defendant who is alleged to be an inducer or contributor and \{2\} the one who does the actual making, using, offering for sale, or selling. As to the inducer or contributor, venue is appropriate only in the district where he or she acted.\textsuperscript{162}

The “regular and established place of business” element of section 1400(b)'s second test for venue does not require that the place of business be related to the alleged infringing act.\textsuperscript{163} It is merely a requirement for a certain level of business presence in the district. The appropriate inquiry is whether the defendant does its business through a permanent and continuous presence in the district, not whether the defendant has a fixed physical presence, such as an office or store in the district.\textsuperscript{164}


When the plaintiff alleges a cause of action that arises under the patent laws, the action is appropriately filed in federal court, and if it is not a patent infringement action against a nonalien defendant, the general venue statute applies. A case in which the plaintiff seeks a declaratory judgment that a patent is invalid, unenforceable, or not infringed invokes the general venue statute. Even though this type of declaratory judgment action is the mirror image of a patent infringement case, a different venue statute is applied.\textsuperscript{165}

\textsuperscript{161} See, e.g., Union Asbestos & Rubber Co. v. Evans Prods. Co., 328 F.2d 949 [7th Cir. 1964].


\textsuperscript{164} In re Cordis Corp., 769 F.2d at 737.

**Presumption of Validity and Burden of Proof Regarding Validity**

A patent is presumed valid.\(^{166}\) Each claim of a patent is presumed valid independent of the validity of the patent’s other claims.\(^{167}\) This presumption of validity is never destroyed.\(^{168}\) The burden on the party challenging validity is to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that the patent is invalid.\(^{169}\) In a patent infringement suit, the alleged infringer usually challenges the patent’s validity as a defense. The court must decide whether the alleged infringer has sustained his or her burden of proving the patent invalid. If the alleged infringer fails to prove the patent invalid, the court may conclude only that the patent has not been proven invalid and need not conclude that the patent is valid, because the patent is presumed valid.\(^{170}\)

Although courts are not bound by the PTO’s decision to issue a patent, the PTO is due the deference given a qualified government agency that is presumed to have properly done its job.\(^{171}\) Therefore, if a challenger comes forward with no evidence different from that reviewed by the examiner who considered the patent application, the challenger’s task is difficult.\(^{172}\) The challenger’s task should be less difficult if the challenger presents material evidence that was not considered during the PTO application process.\(^{173}\)

**Stays**

A court has the power to stay proceedings before it because it is within the court’s inherent power to control its docket.\(^{174}\) Whether a

---

167. Id.
170. Stratoflex, 713 F.2d at 1534.
172. Id.
173. Id. at 1359–60. The burden of proof, however, is not lessened. Gillette Co. v. S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., 919 F.2d 720, 723 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
particular case should be stayed and whether the parties before the court should be enjoined from participating in another proceeding in another court are issues not unique to patent matters. However, deciding priorities between patent cases at times involves unique issues.\textsuperscript{175}

\textbf{Allowing Other District Courts to Proceed First}

It is not unusual to have more than one action involving the same patent in different federal courts at the same time. This situation arises because a patent owner can sue many different infringers and because any entity that has a reasonable apprehension that it will be sued as an infringer can request a declaratory judgment of invalidity and noninfringement of the patent.\textsuperscript{176} For example, if a manufacturer makes an infringing product and sells it to others who, in turn, sell it to customers who use it, then all these entities are infringers who are jointly and severally liable and all are potential defendants.

In deciding which suits might be stayed, courts look to the identity of the parties. Generally, if the parties in the suits are the same, the priority rule applies so that the first-filed suit proceeds while the second-filed suit is stayed.\textsuperscript{177} For example, if the first-filed suit is for patent infringement and is brought by the patent owner against an infringing manufacturer, and the second-filed suit is for a declaratory judgment brought by the same manufacturer against the patent owner, then the second-filed action is usually stayed.\textsuperscript{178} An exception to the priority rule could occur if there is no reasonable basis for the plaintiff's choice of forum in the first-filed suit.\textsuperscript{179}

Which suit, if any, should be stayed\textsuperscript{180} is usually not determined by priority alone if the parties in the suits are not the same. For example, if the first-filed suit is for patent infringement and is brought by the patent owner against a customer who uses an infringing product, rather than against the manufacturer of that product either alone or together with a customer, and the second-filed suit is for a declara-

\textsuperscript{176} Id.
\textsuperscript{178} See, e.g., Pacesetter Sys., Inc. v. Medtronic, Inc., 678 F.2d 93 [9th Cir. 1982].
\textsuperscript{180} Other possibilities might include transfer pursuant to 28 U.S.C.A. § 1404 (1993) [change of venue] or § 1407 (1993) [multidistrict litigation].
tory judgment brought by the infringing manufacturer against the patent owner, then the priority rule is usually not followed.\textsuperscript{181} That the second-filed suit involves both real parties in interest as plaintiff and defendant is a significant factor to be considered along with peripheral issues in deciding which suit should go forward.\textsuperscript{182}

**Allowing the Patent and Trademark Office to Proceed First**

A district court may be asked to stay a patent infringement suit until a PTO proceeding involving the same patent is resolved. Reissues and reexaminations are two PTO proceedings involving already issued patents that are associated with requests for stays. The historical background of these proceedings (see \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 97–110) is useful here.

From 1832 to 1977, reissue proceedings were available to the patent owner in the PTO to cure inadvertent defects in a patent.\textsuperscript{183} In 1977, the PTO exercised its rule-making authority to expand reissue proceedings to allow patent owners to seek reissue of patents that had no known defects. In these expanded reissue proceedings, the PTO could examine patentability in light of such issues as invalidity for prior sale or printed publication, and invalidity and unenforceability for fraud. Third parties were allowed a limited role in these reissue/reexamination proceedings.\textsuperscript{184} In 1980, Congress passed a statute introducing a PTO procedure called “reexamination” that allowed a patentee or any third party to request the reexamination of a patent in light of certain printed matter.\textsuperscript{185} This statutory reexamination proceeding, which took effect in mid-1981, was of considerably narrower scope than the PTO reissue/reexamination proceedings.\textsuperscript{186} In 1982, the PTO rescinded its rules concerning expanded reissue proceedings and returned to its pre-1977 practice.\textsuperscript{187}


\textsuperscript{182} See, e.g., Gluckin & Co., 407 F.2d at 179–80; Codex Corp. v. Milgo Elec. Corp., 553 F.2d 735 [1st Cir.], cert. denied, 434 U.S. 860 [1977].

\textsuperscript{183} Thomas A. Miller, \textit{Court-Compelled Reissue-Reexamination—A Misplaced Exercise of Judicial Discretion}, 86 Dick. L. Rev. 553 [1982].

\textsuperscript{184} Id.

\textsuperscript{185} Id.

\textsuperscript{186} Id.

\textsuperscript{187} 47 Fed. Reg. 21,746 [1982].
This background helps put into context the significant body of case law regarding stays that comes from the 1977–1981 period. The reissue proceeding in effect at that time was popular with courts and many litigants because it allowed study of the patent in light of issues, such as alleged fraud, that were at the same time significant defenses to patent infringement suits. The court and the parties became involved in the question whether to stay the district court patent case until the reissue/reexamination proceedings were completed. The majority of reissue/reexamination proceedings were voluntarily entered into by the patent owner. Some courts, however, compelled the patent owner to seek reissue/reexamination.

Because the intermediate proceeding no longer exists, and the statutory reexamination proceeding that does exist is considerably narrower than what previously existed, many of the benefits that justified granting a stay in the decided cases no longer exist. However, just because the reexamination statute that exists today is narrow does not mean that stays are inappropriate. Courts have both granted and denied requests for stays pending reexamination.

**Prior Adjudications Regarding Validity**

It is not unusual for a patent to be infringed by more than one party. Because of the considerable expense of patent litigation, patent owners may sue multiple infringers seriatim rather than simultaneously. Then, depending on the outcome of an earlier suit, either an alleged infringer or the patent owner might try to use that outcome to its advantage during a later suit. For example, if the patent was held invalid in the earlier suit, a new defendant might argue that the outcome of the prior adjudication estops the patent owner from asserting that

---


patent again. In contrast, if the patent withstands a challenger’s attack in the earlier suit, the patent owner may argue in the later suit that the prior adjudication weighs in his or her favor.

**Patent Held Invalid**

Prior to 1971, the rule of mutuality of estoppel was entrenched in the patent area; if one could not have been bound by an adverse judgment in the earlier suit, then one could not use the advantageous result for one’s own benefit in a later suit. Accordingly, a patent owner whose patent was held invalid in a suit against one infringer was not estopped from later suing a different infringer on the same patent as long as the different infringer could not have been bound by an adverse determination in the earlier suit (i.e., the new defendant had neither been in privity with the earlier defendant nor been in control of the earlier litigation).

In 1971, the Supreme Court severely restricted the rule of mutuality in *Blonder-Tongue v. University Foundation*. Thereafter, subject to one exception, a patent owner whose patent is held invalid in a final and appealable judgment is collaterally estopped from asserting that patent again. *Blonder-Tongue* is not unfair to the patent owner who had his or her day in court, provided the patent owner had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue.

The rule that a single holding of invalidity is fatal to the patent applies even when there are inconsistent prior adjudications regarding validity. For example, if the patent was not held invalid in the first suit and then was held invalid in a second suit, the patent owner will be collaterally estopped from asserting that patent in a third suit.


195. *Id.* A judgment involving less than all the claims in a patent may estop the patent owner from later asserting the nonadjudicated claims. See Jervis B. Webb Co. v. Southern Sys., Inc., 742 F.2d 1388, 1399 [Fed. Cir. 1984]; Interconnect Planning Corp. v. Feil, 774 F.2d 1132, 1135-37 [Fed. Cir. 1985].

However, if the patent owner can show that he or she did not have a full and fair opportunity procedurally, substantively, or evidentially to litigate the issue of validity in the suit in which the patent was held invalid, the patent owner will not be collaterally estopped from asserting the patent against a different defendant. 197

The Supreme Court presented five nonexclusive factors relevant to the inquiry of whether the patent owner had a full and fair opportunity to litigate. They are summarized as follows:

1. Did the patent owner pick the time and the place to litigate, that is, was the patent owner the plaintiff?
2. Did the patent owner have ample incentive to litigate?
3. Did the court that held the patent invalid apply the proper standards [specifically, the test regarding nonobviousness]?
4. Did the court that held the patent invalid completely fail to grasp the technical subject matter or the issues?
5. Was the patent owner deprived of crucial evidence? 198

Although these are nonexclusive factors, a court cannot consider factors that do not relate to the issue of whether the patent owner had a full and fair opportunity to litigate.

**Patent Not Held Invalid**

Whereas a single holding of invalidity is usually fatal to a patent, a single victory on the issue of validity does not confer invincibility. When a patent is not held invalid, it means that a particular challenger was not able to present clear and convincing evidence that the patent is invalid even though another challenger may be able to present better evidence on the issue of invalidity. Therefore, any challenger must be allowed to present his or her evidence. Nonetheless, a prior holding regarding validity is entitled to some weight, although this weight decreases as the quality and quantity of new evidence presented by a new challenger increase. 199

197. Blonder-Tongue, 402 U.S. at 313. See also Mendenhall v. Barber-Greene, 26 F.3d 1573 [Fed. Cir. 1994].
198. Blonder-Tongue, 402 U.S. at 333. See also Dana Corp. v. NOK, Inc., 882 F.2d 505 [Fed. Cir. 1989].
Appeals

From 1891 until 1982, appeals from district court decisions in cases arising under the patent laws went to the regional circuit court for the particular district court. Since the creation of the Federal Circuit in 1982, appeals from final decisions of district courts in cases arising under the patent laws have gone to the Federal Circuit.

Efforts to create a national court for patent appeals began more than 100 years before the creation of the Federal Circuit. Initially, in the days before the regional circuit courts existed, the desire for a national appellate court for patent appeals was caused by the congested docket of the Supreme Court. Later, after the regional circuit courts were given appellate jurisdiction for cases arising under the patent laws, the desire for a national appellate court was caused by the conflicting decisions of the circuit courts coupled with the unwillingness of the Supreme Court to resolve these conflicts in a timely fashion.

The Federal Circuit has jurisdiction over appeals from a district court’s final decision in an action that arises under the patent laws. Its jurisdiction includes appeals of nonpatent claims that accompany patent claims. For example, an appeal regarding antitrust claims will go to the Federal Circuit if the case in the district court also involved claims arising under the patent laws. However, although the Federal Circuit applies its own law when reviewing the patent claims, it applies the substantive law of that district court’s regional circuit court when reviewing antitrust claims. Furthermore, the Federal Circuit decides procedural issues that are unrelated to the patent issues in dispute by applying the law of the relevant regional circuit.
IV. Patentability

For an invention to be patentable, it must be (1) of patentable subject matter, (2) useful, (3) new, and (4) nonobvious. Before an inventor can obtain a patent for a patentable invention, he or she must (1) be an original inventor, (2) avoid the statutory time bars, (3) adequately disclose the invention, and (4) distinctly claim the invention.206

Conditions of Patentability

Patentable Subject Matter

Because the constitutional purpose for granting patents is to promote the progress of the useful arts, patents are granted only on certain tangible subject matter, specifically, processes, machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter.207 A patent cannot be obtained on an economic theory, for example, because no matter how useful that theory may be, economics is not one of the “useful arts” within the meaning of the Constitution.208

Machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter can be described as products.209 It is possible to have both product and process claims in a single patent.210

A process is a way to produce a result. For example, mixing A with B under conditions C to get D is a process. The inventor need not know why the process works. A patent is granted for discovering and disclosing the process, not for the scientific theory behind it. No patent can be obtained for simply explaining the process, because ideas and theories are not patentable subject matter.211

Not all processes are patentable. Generally, processes that require mental participation, or the mechanical equivalent of mental partici-

206. As explained earlier (see supra text accompanying notes 41–55), an inventor must also satisfy many formal requirements of the PTO before a patent will be issued.


208. “Useful arts” can best be described today as “technological arts.” In re Waldbaum, 457 F.2d 997 (C.C.P.A. 1972).


A machine is an assemblage of parts that transmit forces, motion, and energy to one another in a predetermined manner. A machine may also be a particular way of practicing a process. If the process of the machine is to be patented, all rules concerning processes apply.214

A composition of matter is a new substance resulting from the combination of two or more different ingredients.215

A manufacture, or an article of manufacture, is anything man-made that is not a machine or a composition of matter.216 Because a manufacture is man-made, a product of nature is not within this patentable subject matter unless it has been altered by man.217

Not all manufactured products are patentable. For example, printed matter is not a manufacture except when the structure of the printed matter or the relation between the printing and the structure is patentable.218 A business form that has headings appropriate to data to be recorded on the form is nonpatentable printed matter.219

212. 1 Donald S. Chisum, Patents § 1.03[6] [1978, rev. 1994]. See, e.g., Johnson v. Duquesne Light Co., 29 F.2d 784 [W.D. Pa. 1928], aff’d, 34 F.2d 1020 [3d Cir. 1929]. In Johnson, the process for testing a string of insulators on a live transmission line to determine if any of the insulators was defective required an experienced lineman to compare the arcs and sparks created for the test with expected arcs and sparks. This requirement for human participation rendered the process unpatentable.

213. See, e.g., Greenwald v. Stanley Co. of Am., 54 F.2d 195, 196 [3d Cir. 1931], where one claim was for

[the method of combining sound and light for aesthetic expression, consisting in producing audible sounds in timed rhythmic relationship, flooding with light an area within the area of audibility of the sound and simultaneously producing gradual variations in the color and intensity of the light in timed relationship with the emotional or aesthetic content of a succession of such sounds.


218. 1 Donald S. Chisum, Patents § 1.02[4] [1978, rev. 1994].

whereas a railway transfer ticket with a detachable coupon is patentable.220

When seeking a patent on a product, it is not necessary to specify into which of the three classes of patentable subject matter the invention fits.221 Although genetically altered microorganisms have been held to be patentable subject matter, it is unsettled whether they are patentable as compositions of matter or manufactures.222

Useful
Consistent with the purpose for granting patents [i.e., to promote the progress of the useful arts], a product or process is not patentable unless it is useful.223 For a product or process to be useful it must, at the very least, work,224 although it does not have to work perfectly or even better than any competing products or processes that might exist.225 Nevertheless, not all products or processes that work are considered useful. For example, products or processes that can only be used for immoral or illegal purposes,226 products or processes that are not sufficiently safe,227 and processes that can only produce useless products are not considered useful.228

New
Because patents are granted to promote the progress of the useful arts, a product or process is not patentable unless it is new. Determining

220. Cincinnati Traction Co. v. Pope, 210 F. 443 [6th Cir. 1913].
221. See Nestle-Le Mur Co. v. Eugene, 55 F.2d 854 [6th Cir. 1932].
226. Lowell, 15 F. Cas. at 1019, citing as examples inventions to poison people, to promote debauchery, or to facilitate private assassination. See also, e.g., Tol-O-Matic v. Proma Produkt-Und Marketing Gesellschaft, 945 F.2d 1546, 1552–53 [Fed. Cir. 1991].
227. See, e.g., dicta in In re Watson, 517 F.2d 465, 475 [C.C.P.A. 1975], that “a composition unsafe for use by reason of extreme toxicity to the point of immediate death under all conditions of its sole contemplated use in treating disease of the human organism” is not useful.
228. See, e.g., Brenner v. Manson, 383 U.S. 519 [1966], where a process for producing a steroid that had no known use was found to be not useful.
whether a product or process is within the patent statute’s meaning of “new” requires comparing the product or process with the products or processes of the relevant prior art.\textsuperscript{229} A product or process is not new if all the elements of that product or process are present in a single piece of relevant prior art.\textsuperscript{230} It is not necessary that all the elements be expressly present in the single piece of prior art, because there is a judicially created doctrine of inherency, that is, a product or process lacks novelty if all its elements are present either expressly or inherently in a single piece of relevant prior art.\textsuperscript{231} If a single piece of relevant prior art contains all the elements, it is said to anticipate the product or process.\textsuperscript{232} Anticipation is a question of fact.\textsuperscript{233}

Prior art can be an elusive concept because it is not defined in the patent statute, nor is there an an all inclusive definition in the case law or literature.\textsuperscript{234} Prior art relevant to the novelty determination is established by 35 U.S.C. § 102(a), (e), and (g).

**Section 102(a)**

A person is not entitled to a patent if the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.

Section 102(a) causes knowledge, use, patents, and publications to be included within the prior art relevant to the novelty determination.

\textsuperscript{229} Shatterproof Glass Corp. v. Libbey-Owens Ford Co., 758 F.2d 613 [Fed. Cir.], cert. dismissed, 474 U.S. 976 [1985].


“the invention was known . . . by others in this country . . . before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” “Known” has been interpreted to mean publicly known. Public knowledge is considered within section 102(a) only if it is sufficient to enable one with ordinary skill in the art to which the invention pertains to reduce the invention to practice. Private or secret knowledge is not within section 102(a) and, therefore, is not part of the prior art that can anticipate the subject matter in a patent application. For example, most knowledge presented under government security classification is not within section 102(a).

“the invention was . . . used by others in this country . . . before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” “Used” has been interpreted to mean publicly accessible use. Publicly accessible use means the absence of affirmative steps to conceal. For example, a machine that is operated in an open field is a publicly accessible use even if no one sees the machine. In contrast, a machine that is operated in a windowless building where everyone who enters is sworn to secrecy is probably not public use.

The publicly accessible use must be of the invention reduced to practice. The invention need not be commercially perfected, but it must be beyond the experimental stage.

“by others in this country.” Both prior knowledge and prior use must be by others and in this country. “By others” is simply a requirement that more than just one person other than the inventor have known or used the invention.


238. Del Mar Eng’g Lab. v. United States, 524 F.2d 1178 [Ct. Cl. 1975].

239. 1 Donald S. Chisum, Patents § 3.05[2][a] [1978, rev. 1994].

240. Id.


243. Id. at 589.


245. 1 Patent Practice ch. 4 [Irving Kayton ed., 5th ed. 1993].
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knowledge and prior use be “in this country” indicates that the novelty condition of patentability is not a condition of absolute novelty. Even if a U.S. applicant has reinvented something, his or her invention will not be anticipated by prior public knowledge or prior public use in a foreign country. The reasons given for ignoring foreign use and foreign knowledge when determining novelty are [1] difficulties of proving foreign use or foreign knowledge and [2] belief that foreign use and foreign knowledge are not readily accessible to those working in this country.

“the invention was . . . patented . . . in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” If a patent is published, it is like other publications discussed in the text below [see infra text accompanying notes 253–60]. All U.S. patents are published, but not all foreign patents are published. A published patent places all that it claims and discloses into the prior art relevant to the novelty determination, whereas an unpublished patent places only the material actually claimed into the prior art relevant to the novelty determination. The material in a published patent is part of the relevant prior art to the extent that it adequately describes the invention at issue [i.e., the description enables one with ordinary skill in the field to which the invention pertains to understand and make the invention].

An invention is generally considered patented for the purpose of the novelty determination as of the date when the patent both is publicly available [not necessarily through publication] and confers legal rights. In the United States these events occur simultaneously on the issue date. In foreign countries they can occur on separate dates.

“the invention was . . . described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for

247. An opposite result would have obtained under the Acts of 1790 and 1793. See Edward C. Walterscheid, Novelty in Historical Perspective (pts. 1–2), 75 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc’y 689, 777 [1993].
249. 1 Patent Practice ch. 4 [Irving Kayton ed., 5th ed. 1993].
250. Id.
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“Patentability.” “Described” means a description adequate to enable one with ordinary skill in the field to which the invention pertains to understand and make the invention.253 “Printed” has been very broadly interpreted to mean all material accessible to the public in tangible form.254 Oral communication and most handwritten communications are excluded from the prior art relevant to the novelty determination.255

“Publication” has been interpreted to mean created for the public and accessible to the public.256 If copies of a paper were distributed at a conference, they would be publications,257 but if the recipients were asked to keep the paper secret, the copies would not be publications.258 The number of copies is not determinative. For example, a single book in a library is a publication if it is indexed and available to the public.259

The date of a publication is the date when it is first available to the public.260 Accordingly, although many scientific papers published in journals give the date the manuscript was received by the journal editor, the date the journal was published is the date the content was available to the public.

“in this or a foreign country.” Prior patents and prior publications from foreign countries can anticipate a later invention because these pieces of prior art are believed to be readily accessible to those work-

260. In re Bayer, 568 F.2d at 1361.
ing in this country and, as such, are part of the pool of knowledge available to a would-be inventor.

“before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” For the knowledge, use, patent, or publication to be part of the prior art relevant to the novelty determination, the knowledge, use, patent, or publication must predate the applicant’s invention. The applicant’s date of invention is initially considered the filing date of his or her application. This date, however, can be carried back by the inventor to his or her actual invention date. For example, if an individual conceives an invention on February 1, 1975, after diligent effort reduces the invention to practice on March 1, 1975, and files a patent application on March 1, 1976, the PTO will take the date of invention to be March 1, 1976. The PTO examiner will search for section 102(a) type material prior to that date. If the PTO examiner finds a publication by someone else on March 2, 1975, the inventor can carry back the date of invention and remove the March 2, 1975, publication from the relevant prior art. To do this, the applicant must submit evidence by way of declaration or affidavit supporting the earlier date.

The U.S. patent system is almost alone in the world in determining the prior art by permitting the applicant an invention date that is earlier than the filing date. By determining the prior art as of the date of filing an application, other countries create a strong incentive for quick filing. The U.S. patent system provides its incentive for quick filing through statutory time bars (see infra text accompanying notes 313–44).

Section 102(e)

Section 102(e) pushes back to the application date the time at which the information in an issued U.S. patent becomes effective. Section

262. Under certain circumstances, the inventor can carry back his or her date of invention to the conception date. See generally 3 Patent Practice ch. 12 (Irving Kayton & Karyl S. Kayton eds., 5th ed. 1993).
263. In an infringement suit, the defendant cannot merely attack the sufficiency of the affidavits. Greenwood v. Hattori Seiko Co., 900 F.2d 238 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
266. Id.
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102(e) modifies the effective date for the information in a U.S. patent even though, pursuant to section 102(a), the information in U.S. patents becomes effective when the patent is issued.

Section 102(g)

As noted in the context of foreign knowledge and foreign use, the novelty condition of patentability is not absolute. An example of this is found in section 102(g), which provides, in part, that an applicant is not entitled to a patent if, before the applicant’s invention, the invention was made in this country by another who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. Accordingly, a second inventor’s invention may be deemed new if the first inventor abandoned, suppressed, or concealed the invention he or she made in this country.

Abandoned, suppressed, and concealed are three ways to characterize an unreasonable delay on the part of the first inventor in applying for a patent, disclosing the invention to the public, or commercializing the invention.268 By delaying, the first inventor acted inconsistently with the goal of the patent system, that is, he or she did not try to promote the progress of the useful arts by promptly disclosing the invention to the public.269

When a dispute arises concerning who was the first inventor, almost all countries resolve it in favor of the one who first filed an application.270 The United States resolves the priority dispute in favor of the first one to invent. Section 102(g) codified pre-1952 case law concerning the first inventor.271 With one exception, the first person to reduce the invention to practice is deemed the first inventor.272 The exception allows the second person to reduce the invention to practice to be deemed the first inventor if he or she was the first to conceive the invention and he or she was reasonably diligent in reducing the invention to practice from a time prior to the other inventor’s conception of the invention. Priority of invention is often determined in an interference proceeding in the PTO. (These

269. See generally Paulik v. Rizkalla, 760 F.2d 1270 [Fed. Cir. 1985].
271. Paulik, 760 F.2d at 1279.
Nonobvious

A new and useful product or process is not patentable unless it was nonobvious when made. The standard for determining nonobviousness is found at 35 U.S.C.A. § 103. Section 103 was enacted in 1952 to codify a judicially created condition of patentability known as “invention.”

Invention first appeared as a condition of patentability in 1851 in Hotchkiss v. Greenwood. In Hotchkiss, the Supreme Court ruled that an improvement in doorknobs lacked the skill and ingenuity that is part of an invention. According to the Court, the improvement was the work of a skillful mechanic, not an inventor. Subsequent cases applied the judicially created invention condition until Congress created section 103.

Section 103 states, in pertinent part:

A patent may not be obtained . . . if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

In 1966, the Supreme Court, in Graham v. John Deere Co., interpreted and applied section 103. The Supreme Court stated:

Under 103, the scope and content of the prior art are to be determined; differences between the prior art and the claims at issue are to be ascertained; and the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art resolved. Against this background, the obviousness or nonobviousness of the subject matter is determined. Such secondary considerations as commercial success, long felt but unsolved needs, failure of others, etc., might be utilized to give light to the circumstances surrounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be patented.

276. 383 U.S. 1 [1966].
277. Id. at 17–18.
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*Graham* specified four factual inquiries, of which three were clear. The fourth inquiry, “secondary considerations,” was less clear. Some regional circuits took secondary considerations into account only in close cases, and other regional circuits required that secondary considerations always be applied. The Federal Circuit resolved this ambiguity and now requires that secondary considerations be considered before deciding the nonobviousness issue. The Federal Circuit has said that only after considering the four *Graham* criteria together can the decision maker—the examiner, the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences, the District Court, or the Federal Circuit—make the legal determination of whether the invention was nonobvious.


280. The four criteria that underlie a proper application of § 103 are as follows:
   1. a determination of the scope and content of the prior art,
   2. a determination of the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue,
   3. a determination of the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art, and
   4. a determination of which, if any, secondary considerations are relevant and what the effect is of those secondary considerations.


   With the involved facts determined, the decisionmaker confronts a ghost, i.e., “a person having ordinary skill in the art,” not unlike the “reasonable man” and other ghosts in the law. To reach a proper conclusion under § 103, the decisionmaker must step backward in time and into the shoes worn by that “person” when the invention was unknown and just before it was made. In light of all the evidence, the decisionmaker must then determine whether the patent challenger has convincingly established . . . that the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious at that time to that person. 35 U.S.C. § 103. The answer to that question partakes more of the nature of law than of fact, for it is an ultimate conclusion based on a foundation formed of all the probative facts. [Footnote omitted.]

It is also important that the decision maker avoid hindsight reconstruction, i.e., using the claimed invention as a template for piecing together teachings contained in sepa-
Scope and content of prior art

The prior art relevant to nonobviousness includes that which is the same as the invention’s art and those arts that logically relate to the inventor’s concern. For example, if one wishes to stack cheese slices so that they are easily separated, then the pertinent arts would include the cheese arts, the sliced food manufacturing and packing industry art, and any art concerned with stacking flexible materials.

Considerable debate surrounds the content of the prior art relevant to nonobviousness. However, it is generally accepted that the content includes material established by the novelty sections of 35 U.S.C. § 102 [i.e., (a), (e), and (g)]. Accordingly, prior art relevant to nonobviousness includes the following:

1. printed publications or patents from anywhere in the world that were published or issued before the applicant’s date of invention;
2. prior use or prior knowledge that occurred in the United States before the applicant’s date of invention;
3. a U.S. patent application that subsequently issued and was filed before the applicant’s date of invention; and
4. another’s invention that was made in the United States and that was not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed before the invention date of the invention in question.

In contrast to the novelty determination’s strict identity requirement [i.e., anticipatory prior art must disclose each element of the claim either expressly or inherently], the nonobvious determination does not require strict identity. Therefore, although a foreign patent might not disclose all elements of the claim at issue and thus not be


anticipatory prior art, it might still be relevant to the issue of nonobviousness. Material defined by 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) (see infra text accompanying notes 313–39) is also considered prior art relevant to the issue of nonobviousness. For example, a printed publication from anywhere in the world that was published more than one year before the U.S. application date at issue can be used to show obviousness.

**Differences between prior art and claims at issue**

Examining the specific differences between the prior art and the claims at issue may help when determining whether the subject matter sought to be patented would have been obvious to the hypothetical person with ordinary skill in the pertinent art. Examining just these differences, however, can mislead the decision maker into believing that these differences are the invention. The subject matter sought to be patented must be considered as a whole when deciding nonobviousness under section 103.

**Level of ordinary skill in pertinent art**

The decision maker is required to determine the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art at the time the invention was made. What is or would have been obvious to a jury, a judge, a layperson, or a genius matters not at all. What is relevant is what would have been obvious to section 103's hypothetical person of ordinary skill in the art.

Among the factors that may be considered when determining the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art are the following:

1. type of problems encountered in the art,
2. prior art solutions to those problems,
3. rapidity with which innovations are made,
4. sophistication of the technology,

---

286. *In re Kaslow*, 707 F.2d 1366 (Fed. Cir. 1983).  
Secondary considerations

Secondary considerations may help the decision maker decide the nonobviousness issue. These considerations tend to focus attention on economic and motivational issues rather than technical issues and are, therefore, more susceptible to judicial treatment than are the highly technical facts often present in patent litigation. Patent examiners, too, must evaluate secondary considerations when they are present because use of these facts may counterbalance a temptation to use hindsight when deciding nonobviousness.

One secondary consideration is long-felt but unsolved need. There once was a long-felt but ununsolved need to lessen the amount of sulfur dioxide emitted into the air by smokestacks. When air pollution control devices could remove 97% of the sulfur before emission into the air, the desire was for even greater sulfur removal. A method found to remove 99.5% of the sulfur may have been a nonobvious invention because had it been obvious to invent the solution to the long-felt need, more likely than not, more than one person would have produced that solution.

Another secondary consideration is commercial success. A commercially successful product or process appears to be a nonobvious invention because had it been obvious to create this commercial success, more likely than not, more than one person would have created it.


293. Id. at 35–36.


295. Environmental Designs, 713 F.2d at 693.


Some additional secondary considerations are failed efforts of others,\textsuperscript{299} copying by others,\textsuperscript{300} praise for the invention,\textsuperscript{301} unexpected results,\textsuperscript{302} disbelief of experts,\textsuperscript{303} commercial acquiescence,\textsuperscript{304} and simultaneous development.\textsuperscript{305} Two or more of these secondary considerations may appear together. For example, if there is a long-felt but unsolved need, there well may be failed efforts of others as well as commercial success.

Merely because secondary considerations are present does not mean that they are relevant to nonobviousness. For example, although products incorporating an invention may have enormous commercial success, their success may have come about for reasons completely unrelated to the invention (e.g., the seller's market position and the seller's advertising expenditures).\textsuperscript{306} Secondary considerations only merit attention as the fourth criterion underlying a proper application of section 103 when they serve as objective indicia of the nonobviousness of the claimed invention. Thus, a nexus between the invention and the secondary considerations is required before the evidence is relevant to the question of nonobviousness.\textsuperscript{307} If

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{299} Graham, 383 U.S. at 17.
\item \textsuperscript{300} Specialty Composites v. Cabot Corp., 845 F.2d 981, 991 (Fed. Cir. 1988); Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Delta Resins & Refractories, 776 F.2d 281 (Fed. Cir. 1985), \textit{cert. denied}, 475 U.S. 1017 (1986).
\item \textsuperscript{302} Lindemann Maschinenfabrik GmbH v. American Hoist & Derrick Co., 730 F.2d 1452 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
\item \textsuperscript{303} United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39 (1966).
\item \textsuperscript{306} Pentec, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp., 776 F.2d 309 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
\end{enumerate}
such a nexus is shown, however, secondary considerations may be pertinent, probative, and revealing.  

**Requirements of Patentability**

**Originality**

A patent will not be granted for a patentable invention unless the named inventor is an original inventor. An original inventor is one who conceived the invention on his or her own. If more than one person contributed to the conception of the invention, they are joint inventors. Any errors regarding the named inventor or inventors can be corrected in an application or in an issued patent, provided the error occurred without deceptive intent.

**Statutory Bars**

An inventor who does not promptly seek a patent runs the risk of losing the right to obtain a patent. An inventor loses the right to obtain a patent if one of the events set forth in 35 U.S.C. § 102[b], [c], or [d] occurs.

**Section 102(b)**

An inventor loses his or her right to obtain a patent if

- the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States.

The section 102[b] items or events that can bar the issuance of a patent if they occur more than one year before the application date are domestic or foreign patents, domestic or foreign publications, domestic public use of the invention, and the invention being on sale domestically. These items and events can arise through either the acts of the inventor or the acts of others. Usually a section 102[b] bar arises because of the inventor’s own actions.

---

308. *Ashland Oil*, 776 F.2d at 306.


“the invention.” The statutory bars set forth in section 102[b] all refer to the “invention.” Unlike the novelty determination discussed earlier, strict identity between the invention and the invention of the item or event at issue is not required when deciding whether a section 102[b] bar has arisen. It is sufficient that the differences between the invention and the invention of the item or event at issue are obvious to one skilled in the art.

“the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country . . . more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States.” The words of section 102[b] dealing with patents and publications (i.e., “patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country”) are identical to the words used in section 102[a]. The words have been interpreted the same way in both sections.

“the invention was . . . in public use . . . in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States.” “Public use,” within the meaning of section 102[b], is one public use of the product or process in its natural and intended manner. The public use of the product or process need not be a publicly accessible use, as use is interpreted in section 102[a]. For example, a part of the internal mechanism of a safe is publicly used when the safe is used by the public even though nobody can see the safe’s internal parts. Section 102[b]’s public use bar can cause difficulty because “public use” is not always interpreted literally. The public use bar of section 102[b] has been extended to include some nonpublic uses. For example, if an inventor practices a patentable process in complete secrecy but sells goods made by that process, the inventor’s use will usually be found to be a public use within the meaning of section 102[b]. The reason for finding an inventor’s secret commercial use to be a patent-barring public use is to prevent the inventor from extending the patent period. If the secret

314. Id.
320. Id. at 520.
commercial use is by someone other than the inventor, and the inventor does not know of or consent to it, the secret commercial use usually will not be found to be a patent-barring public use. The public-use bar does not include some uses that are completely public. Because some inventions can only be adequately tested in public, an experimental public use need not be a section 102(b) bar. For example, if an inventor who has invented road pavement tests that pavement on a road used by the public, that use will not be deemed a public use within the meaning of section 102(b). A public use does not create a section 102(b) bar when the primary purpose for the use is experimental. Until recently, after a patent challenger presented evidence showing that the invention was used publicly, the burden of proof was shifted to the patent owner to come forward with evidence to show that the use was experimental. The Federal Circuit rejected this burden shifting and has held that the burden of proof never shifts to the patent owner. This does not mean, however, that the patent owner can never bear the burden of coming forward with evidence. If the patent challenger makes a prima facie case of public use, the patent owner must come forward with convincing evidence to counter that showing. Experimental use is one type of such evidence. Evidence relating to experimental use includes length of the test period, whether payment was received for the product, agreements as to confidentiality, who conducted the tests, how many tests were made, whether records were kept, and how long the testing period was in relation to tests of similar products. Subjective evidence of the inventor carries little weight.

"the invention was . . . on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States." The best evidence that the invention was on sale is an actual com-

323. Id.
326. Id. at 971.
327. Id. at 971–72.
328. Id. at 972.
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mercial sale. The sale does not have to be public.\footnote{329} For example, a sale under a secrecy agreement will raise a section 102(b) on-sale bar.\footnote{330} Offers for sale and solicitation for orders may also give rise to the on-sale bar.\footnote{331} The product offered for sale need not be on hand and ready for delivery,\footnote{332} but what creates an on-sale bar when the product does not exist is unclear.\footnote{333} An offer to sell any patent rights that an inventor may obtain as a result of his or her invention does not raise the on-sale bar.\footnote{334} Sales made primarily for a bona fide experimental purpose rather than for commercial exploitation do not raise a section 102(b) on-sale bar.\footnote{335} To determine whether an invention was on sale, the decision maker must consider how the totality of the circumstances comports with the policies underlying the bar.\footnote{336} Behind the on-sale bar are (1) a policy against allowing an inventor to extend the patent period, (2) a policy against removing inventions from the public domain that the public has justifiably come to believe are freely available because they have been put on sale by the inventor or others, (3) a policy of favoring prompt disclosure of inventions, and (4) a policy of allowing a reasonable

\footnote{329. Dart Indus., Inc. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 489 F.2d 1359 (7th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 933 (1974).}
\footnote{330. See, e.g., Hobbs v. United States Atomic Energy Comm’n, 451 F.2d 849 (5th Cir. 1971).}
\footnote{332. Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik AG v. Murata Mach., Ltd., 731 F.2d 831 (Fed. Cir. 1984).}
\footnote{335. Paragon Podiatry Lab. v. KLM Lab., 984 F.2d 1182 (Fed. Cir. 1993); LaBounty Mfg., Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 958 F.2d 1066, 1071 (Fed. Cir. 1992).}
\footnote{336. Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount Sys., Inc., 917 F.2d 544, 549 (Fed. Cir. 1990). The same is true for determining whether there is a § 102(b) public-use bar. Id.}

67
amount of time following sales activity to determine the potential economic value of a patent.337

“more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States.” Section 102[b] encourages prompt disclosure.338 The reference point for section 102[b] items or events is the application date. To bar a patent, section 102[b] items or events must exist or occur more than one year before the application date. In effect, section 102[b] creates a one-year, risk-free period during which the inventor may perfect the invention, decide if the invention is worth patenting, prepare a patent application, and market the invention.339 No act of the inventor or anyone else that occurs within the risk-free period gives rise to a section 102[b] bar. However, if the inventor waits more than a year to file a patent application, the inventor risks a section 102[b] bar.

Section 102(c)
An inventor loses his or her right to obtain a patent if he or she abandons the invention. Section 102[c]'s abandonment concept is different from section 102[g]'s abandoned, suppressed, or concealed concept.340 When section 102[g] applies, an inventor’s right to a patent is subordinated to a second inventor’s right to a patent. When section 102[c] applies, an inventor loses his or her right to a patent.

Decisions under section 102[c] are rare. For section 102[c] to apply, an inventor must intend to abandon his or her invention.341 The inventor’s intent can be express, or it can be implied from a long and unexcused delay in filing a patent application.342 Abandoning a patent application [discussed in supra chapter 2] does not constitute section 102[c] abandonment.343

341. Paul T. Meiklejohn, Abandonment Under § 102(c) and Forfeiture, 20 IDEA 227 [1978].
343. 1 Patent Practice ch. 4 [Irving Kayton ed., 5th ed. 1993].
Section 102(d)
An inventor loses his or her right to obtain a U.S. patent if [1] the inventor applied for a patent or an inventor’s certificate on the invention in a foreign country more than 12 months before his or her U.S. filing date, and [2] the invention was patented or was the subject of an inventor’s certificate prior to the U.S. filing date. An invention is patented, within the meaning of section 102(d), when it confers legal rights. Section 102(d), unlike section 102(a), does not require that the patent be publicly available. Section 102(d) encourages inventors to file applications promptly in the United States.344

Disclosure
The circumstances surrounding the issuance of a patent have been analogized to a contract between an inventor and the government.345 In consideration for receiving the right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing the invention for a specified period of time, the inventor must disclose his or her invention. The patent statute requires that an inventor submit a specification that contains

- a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.346

As noted earlier (in supra chapter 2), the specification may be in any format, but it must [1] describe the invention sought to be patented, [2] enable one skilled in the pertinent art to make or carry out the invention, [3] enable one skilled in the pertinent art to use the invention, and [4] set forth the best mode of carrying out the invention contemplated by the inventor.347 If the initially filed specification does not fulfill each of these four requirements, the inventor has to add new matter to the specification. Adding new matter causes the

cert. granted, No. 95-26 (Sept. 28, 1995).
See generally Edward C. Walterscheid, Insufficient Disclosure Rejections (pts. 1–6), 62
inventor to lose the original filing date, which, in turn, might cause the inventor to lose the right to obtain a patent because of statutory time bars. Not surprisingly, therefore, when the sufficiency of a disclosure is challenged, inventors try to show that the original specification fulfills the four requirements of section 112, paragraph 1.

**Description of the invention sought to be patented**

The inventor must describe in the specification the invention covered by the claims. Because the claims are an integral part of the specification, whatever is described in the original claims is necessarily described in the original specification. Problems arise when the inventor seeks to change his or her original claims while relying upon the original specification for a description of what is in the changed claims. The issue for the decision maker is whether the originally filed specification describes what is in the new claims.

It is not necessary for the original specification to describe word for word what is in the new claims. It need only convey to those skilled in the art that the inventor has invented what is in the new claims. The decision of whether the description-of-the-invention requirement is satisfied is made on a case-by-case basis with little, if any, precedential value given to earlier, fact-specific decisions.

**Enabling one skilled in the pertinent art to make or carry out the invention**

The inventor is not required to enable the general public to make the claimed product or to carry out the claimed process. The inventor's specification need only enable one skilled in the pertinent art to make or carry out the claimed invention without undue experimenta-

---


Three important issues involved in determining whether the inventor’s specification enables one skilled in the pertinent art to make or carry out the invention without undue experimentation are (1) how much does the section 112 hypothetical person skilled in the pertinent art know, (2) at what point in time must the specification be enabling, and (3) what is undue experimentation.

How much does the section 112 hypothetical person skilled in the pertinent art know? What the section 112 hypothetical person knows can be left out of the specification. The section 112 hypothetical person is presumed to know only what is generally and reasonably available to the U.S. public. The section 112 hypothetical person is not presumed to know as much as the earlier discussed section 103 hypothetical person, who is presumed to know all the prior art relevant to the nonobvious determination, including some material not publicly available.

At what point in time must the specification be enabling? The specification must be enabling when it is filed. Therefore, if the specification is enabling only in light of something that happens after filing, then it does not satisfy section 112. A major exception to the requirement that the specification be enabling when filed is allowed when the specification indicates that the inventor can and will make the specification enabling when a patent is granted. For example, if the invention requires using an indescribable trade secret, such as a microorganism, section 112 is satisfied if the inventor agrees to make the trade secret available to the public at the time the patent issues.

What is undue experimentation? A specification that requires some experimentation to make or carry out the invention can be enabling. For example, if carrying out a process requires adjusting a

357. In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731 [Fed. Cir. 1988]; In re Lundak, 773 F.2d 1216 [Fed. Cir. 1985].
parameter depending on the altitude at which the process is carried out, section 112 would be satisfied even though some experimentation might be necessary to determine what the parameter should be for a particular altitude.

A specification is not enabling if it requires a level of experimentation that is unreasonable under the circumstances.\(^{359}\) For example, if the invention requires the use of a computer doing X and the inventor does not supply the computer program that causes the computer to do X, section 112 would not be satisfied if programming a computer to do X would require years of effort.\(^{360}\)

**Enabling one skilled in the pertinent art to use the invention**

The section 112 requirement that the specification enable one skilled in the pertinent art to use the invention is related to the utility condition of patentability [see supra text accompanying notes 223–28]. For example, an invention that does not satisfy the utility condition because the invention does not work will not satisfy section 112’s enable-to-use requirement. In contrast, because an invention satisfies the utility condition does not mean it will necessarily satisfy this requirement of section 112. For example, a compound may be useful if it kills fungi. Enabling one to use this compound would probably require at least one example of applying some amount of this compound to a particular fungus.\(^{361}\)

**Best Mode Contemplated by the Inventor**

The inventor must disclose in the specification the best mode of carrying out the claimed invention contemplated by the inventor at the time of filing.\(^{362}\) For example, if the inventor knows or believes that an invention is best when run at 7 degrees Fahrenheit, then the inventor must disclose this. Section 112, paragraph 1 is satisfied if the inventor believed that the disclosed mode was the best mode, even if


it was not the best mode in reality.\textsuperscript{363} Proving that the best-mode requirement has not been met amounts to showing that the applicant knew of and concealed a better mode than the mode that was disclosed.\textsuperscript{364} Disclosure of particular manufacturing procedures is not necessarily required.\textsuperscript{365}

**Claims**

In consideration for disclosing his or her invention, an inventor receives from the government the right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing the patented invention. The patented invention is defined by the patent’s claims, which set the metes and bounds of the patent’s exclusionary power. Because others look to the patent’s claims to determine what cannot be done without the patent owner’s permission, the inventor must present claims that are as definite as possible.\textsuperscript{366} Whether a claim is sufficiently definite is determined in light of the relevant prior art and the particular application.\textsuperscript{367} A claim is not necessarily indefinite because it defines the invention by what it does (function) or how it is made (product-by-process) rather than defining the invention by what it is.\textsuperscript{368}

\textsuperscript{363} Id. See, e.g., Engel Indus., Inc. v. Lockformer Co., 946 F.2d 1528, 1531–33 [Fed. Cir. 1991].


\textsuperscript{368} See, e.g., \textit{In re Swinehart}, 439 F.2d 210 [C.C.P.A. 1971], \textit{In re Thorpe}, 777 F.2d 695 [Fed. Cir. 1985].
V. Infringement

Elements of Proof

Infringement is an issue in most lawsuits involving a patent. Determining patent infringement requires determining whether someone\(^\text{369}\) without authority \(^\text{2}\) makes, uses, offers to sell, sells, or imports \(^\text{3}\) the patented invention \(^\text{4}\) within the United States, its territories, or its possessions \(^\text{5}\) during the term of the patent.\(^\text{370}\)

Without Authority

Authorization to make, use, or sell a patented invention within the United States during the term of the patent usually comes from the patent owner in the form of a patent license.\(^\text{371}\) Accordingly, a licensee who is acting within the scope of the license does not infringe the licensed patent.\(^\text{372}\) For example, if a patent license allows Company A to make and sell the patented invention east of the Mississippi River, then Company A does not infringe the patent when it sells the patented invention east of the Mississippi River, but does infringe the patent when it sells the patented invention west of the Mississippi River.

A doctrine of implied license has been judicially created; that is, once there has been an authorized sale of the patented invention, the


\(^\text{372}\) Saint Louis St. F. M. Co. v. Sanitary St. F. M. Co., 178 F. 923 [8th Cir. 1910], cert. denied, 219 U.S. 588 [1911].
buyer is impliedly authorized to repair, use, and resell the purchased item. For example, if Company B bought the patented invention sold by Company A east of the Mississippi River, then Company B can resell the purchased item anywhere, even west of the Mississippi River, without being an infringer.

The authorized sale of a nonpatented item that is used to practice a patented invention does not by itself create an implied license. Generally, if the item sold has any other use and the circumstances of the sale do not plainly indicate that the grant of a license should be implied, the sale of the item will not authorize the buyer to make, use, or sell the patented invention.

**Makes, Uses, Offers to Sell, Sells, or Imports**

“Makes,” “uses,” and “sells” are terms that are not often litigated. “Offers to sell” and “imports” were terms added by GATT-implementing legislation that take effect on January 1, 1996. “Makes” means creating an operable assembly of the patented invention; “uses” means other than mere possession or nonprofit, experimental use, and “sells” means making a sale, not offering to sell or contracting for sale, even though an offer to sell is sufficient to give rise to an on-sale bar [as discussed in supra text accompanying notes 330–39] and will constitute infringement under GATT-implementing legislation.


Persons who make, use, or sell the patented invention are direct infringers. Persons who offer to sell or import may also be deemed direct infringers. Corporate officers can be personally liable for direct infringement by their corporation, but only if the corporate veil can be pierced. Direct infringers are not the only persons that can be held liable for infringing a patent, however. Since 1871, courts have recognized that persons who aid and abet direct infringers should also be held liable as either contributory infringers or inducers of infringement. Congress codified the law relating to these infringers in the Patent Act of 1952 at 35 U.S.C. § 271(e) and (b).

Contributory infringers are persons who aid and abet direct infringers without themselves making, using, offering to sell, or selling the patented invention. For example, if a patented invention is the mechanical combination of Parts A and B, a person who merely sells Part B could not be liable as a direct infringer; but if Part B is sold to someone who combines Part B with Part A (direct infringement), the seller might be liable as a contributory infringer. Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(e), the seller is liable as a contributory infringer if

1. the seller sells a component of a patented machine, manufacture, combination or composition, or a material or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process;
2. the item sold constitutes a material part of the invention;
3. the seller knows that the item sold is especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of a patent; and
4. the item sold is not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use.

381. Wallace v. Holmes, 29 F. Cas. 74 (C.C.D. Conn. 1871) [No. 17,100].
In addition, the buyer must be a direct infringer.\(^{384}\)

Selling a material part of a patented product or process is probably the most common type of contributory infringement. As the enumerated elements show, liability for this type of infringement requires a certain level of knowledge, that is, the seller of the material part must know that the item sold is especially made or especially adapted for use in a product or process that infringes a patent.\(^{385}\) A letter from the patent owner to the seller of the material part which gives notice of the patent and alleges infringement satisfies the knowledge requirement of contributory infringement.\(^{386}\)

Liability for selling a material part of a patented product or process also requires that the item sold not be suitable for substantial noninfringing use.\(^{387}\) For example, if a patented invention requires the use of gold, a mere seller of gold will not be liable even if the seller knows the buyer is using the gold to infringe the patent, because gold is suitable for substantial noninfringing uses.

Liability for aiding and abetting direct infringers is also imposed on one who “actively induces infringement of a patent.”\(^{388}\) For example, a person who sells gold and instructs the buyer in how to use the gold to practice a patented invention can be liable for inducing infringement under section 271(b), even though he or she is not liable under section 271(c). Regardless of whether the corporate veil can be pierced, corporate officers can be held liable for actively inducing their corporation’s direct infringement.\(^{388}\)

As with all contributory infringement, liability for active inducement requires that there be direct infringement by someone other than the inducer.\(^{389}\) For example, if the gold buyer never practices the


\(^{385}\) See, e.g., Hewlett-Packard, 909 F.2d at 1469 n.4.


The Patented Invention

There is infringement, generally, if any one of a patent’s claims covers the alleged infringer’s product or process. Before determining whether a patent claim covers the alleged infringer’s


392. 35 U.S.C.A. § 271[g] [West Supp. 1994].


product or process, it is necessary to determine what the words in the claim mean.\(^{396}\) Determining what the words mean \(\text{[claim construction]}\) is a question of law that never goes to a jury;\(^{397}\) determining whether the claim as interpreted covers the alleged infringer’s product or process is a question of fact.\(^{398}\)

The words in a claim may mean what one skilled in the art would ordinarily expect them to mean\(^{399}\) or, because an inventor is allowed to be his or her own lexicographer, the meaning of the words may be different from that ordinary meaning.\(^{400}\) To determine what the words in a claim mean, courts look to the patent’s specification \(\text{[the written description, the drawings, and the other claims in the patent]}\); the prosecution history as detailed in the file wrapper; and, possibly, extrinsic evidence, such as expert testimony from persons skilled in the art.\(^{401}\) When interpreting means-plus-function language in a claim, such language is construed to include only the structure, material, or acts \(\text{[and equivalents of the structure, material, or acts]}\) that are described in the patent’s specification as the means for performing the claimed function.\(^{402}\)

After the words of a claim are interpreted, it is necessary to determine if the claim covers the alleged infringer’s product or process. For there to be infringement, all of the claim’s elements must be found in the accused product or process.\(^{403}\) If all of the claim’s elements are

---

\(^{396}\) Id.; Becton Dickinson & Co. v. C.R. Bard, Inc., 922 F.2d 792, 796 [Fed. Cir. 1990]. See generally Autogiro Co. of Am. v. United States, 384 F.2d 391 [Ct. Cl. 1967].


\(^{399}\) Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 720 F.2d 1565, 1571 [Fed. Cir. 1983].


\(^{401}\) Markman, 52 F.3d at 979–81. Extrinsic evidence may be needed to help the court construe the claim language. Such evidence is not used to clarify ambiguity in the claims or to vary the terms of the claims. Whether to admit extrinsic evidence is discretionary with the court. \(\text{Id.}\)


found literally, then there usually is literal infringement.\textsuperscript{404} If one or more (possibly all) of the claim’s elements are found equivalently\textsuperscript{405} and the rest are found literally, then there usually is infringement under the doctrine of equivalents.\textsuperscript{406}

\textbf{Literal infringement}

Generally, a claim is literally infringed if each properly construed claim element reads on the accused product or process.\textsuperscript{407} As mentioned above, for each claim element that is expressed in means-plus-function language, this occurs only when the accused product or process \textit{a} employs means identical to the means disclosed in the patent’s specification to perform the identical function of the claim element or \textit{b} employs a means that is the structural equivalent of the means disclosed in the patent’s specification to perform the identical function of the claim element.\textsuperscript{408} Thus, for example:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{[1]} If a claim is for a three-bladed ceiling fan whose blades are attached to a solid rod that connects with a motor, then the claim literally reads on \textit{a} a copy of a three-bladed ceiling fan whose blades are attached to a solid rod that connects with a motor and \textit{b} some improved fans, such as a three-bladed ceiling fan whose blades are attached to a solid rod that connects with a motor and that also has a cord for switching the fan on and off.\textsuperscript{409} Each element of the claim is found in both infringing fans. In contrast, this claim would not literally read on a three-bladed ceiling fan whose blades are attached to a hollow rod that connects with a motor. The solid-rod claim element is not found in this other fan.\textsuperscript{410}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{404} A judicially created exception, the reverse doctrine of equivalents, is discussed in the text accompanying notes 424–26.

\textsuperscript{405} Determining equivalence under the doctrine of equivalents is quite different from determining equivalence in the context of construing means-plus-function claims. \textit{See generally} Valmont Indus., Inc. v. Reinke Mfg. Co., 983 F.2d 1039, 1043–45 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

\textsuperscript{406} Two limitations on the doctrine of equivalents are discussed in the text accompanying notes 416–23.


\textsuperscript{408} \textit{Valmont Indus.}, 983 F.2d at 1042. Regarding interpreting the function specified, \textit{see, e.g.}, Intellicall, Inc. v. Phonometrics, Inc., 952 F.2d 1384, 1388–89 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

\textsuperscript{409} \textit{See, e.g.}, Stiftung v. Renishaw PLC, 945 F.2d 1173, 1177–79 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

\textsuperscript{410} Claims expressed in product-by-process language read on products made by the identical process. Atlantic Thermoplastics Co. v. Faytex Corp., 970 F.2d 834 (Fed.
If a claim is for a ceiling fan with a means for switching the fan on and off and the specification describes only a cord for switching the fan on and off, then the claim would cover only [a] a ceiling fan with a means for switching the fan on and off that is identical to the disclosed cord and [b] ceiling fans with a means for switching the fan on and off that is equivalent to the disclosed cord. Determining whether another means (e.g., a remote-control unit for turning the fan on and off) is equivalent is a question of fact.

Although the maker, user, or seller of ceiling fans with hollow rods and remote-control units may have avoided the literal language of the claims in these examples, he or she might still be deemed an infringer through an application of the doctrine of equivalents.

**Infringement under the doctrine of equivalents**

The doctrine of equivalents, which has existed since 1853, allows a court to find infringement when someone steals the heart of an invention but avoids the literal language of the claim by making a noncritical change. Equivalence is a question of fact. The test for equivalence is whether there are insubstantial differences between the claimed invention and the accused product or process. Often, but not exclusively, this test is met by proving that the alleged infringer’s product or process performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to accomplish substantially the same result as the patented invention. A three-bladed ceiling fan whose...
blades are attached to a hollow rod that connects with a motor and a ceiling fan with a remote-control unit for turning the fan on and off could be found to perform substantially the same function, in substantially the same way, and for substantially the same purpose as the patented three-bladed ceiling fan.

There are two major limitations on using the doctrine of equivalents to allow a patent owner a broader right to exclude than is given by the literal language of the claims.416 First, not all inventions are accorded the same range of equivalents.417 Whereas pioneer inventions, ones that mark a significant step forward in an art, are often entitled to a broad range of equivalents, inventions in a crowded field are frequently restricted to a narrow range of equivalents, if any.418 Second, a patent owner can be estopped from benefiting from the doctrine of equivalents as a result of prosecution history estoppel (formerly known as file-wrapper estoppel),419 that is, something an applicant gave up during the patent’s prosecution in order to obtain allowance of the patent cannot be recaptured by the doctrine of equivalents.420 For example, if the original patent application of the inventor of the solid-rod, three-bladed ceiling fan had claims directed to a hollow-rod, three-bladed ceiling fan but the inventor amended

---


417. Allegretti & Sherry, supra note 413, at 25.

418. Hughes Aircraft Co. v. United States, 717 F.2d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 1983). One non-obligatory way to determine if prior art restricts the range of equivalents is to craft a hypothetical claim that would literally read on the accused product or process and then determine if that hypothetical claim would have been patentable. If the hypothetical claim is patentable, then the prior art is not a bar to applying the doctrine of equivalents. If, however, the hypothetical claim is not patentable, then finding infringement under the doctrine of equivalents is not proper. Wilson Sporting Goods, 904 F.2d at 684–86. See also Key Mfg. Group, Inc. v. Microdot, Inc., 925 F.2d 1444, 1449 (Fed. Cir. 1991).


those claims to cover only solid-rod, three-bladed ceiling fans in light of prior art cited by the examiner, then the patent owner would be estopped from claiming that hollow-rod, three-bladed ceiling fans support a finding of infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. Not all amendments to claims create prosecution-history estoppel.\textsuperscript{421} For example, amendments that were not critical to the allowance of the patent do not create prosecution-history estoppel.\textsuperscript{422} A test for determining what the applicant gave up [and, thus, what cannot be recaptured by the doctrine of equivalents] is what a business competitor was reasonably entitled to conclude from the prosecution history was given up to procure issuance of the patent.\textsuperscript{423}

In addition to the judicially created doctrine of equivalents, there is a judicially created reverse doctrine of equivalents. The reverse doctrine of equivalents, which is a question of fact,\textsuperscript{424} allows a court to find no infringement even though the product or process of the alleged infringer contains each element of the patent’s claim.\textsuperscript{425} The test for the reverse doctrine of equivalents is whether the product or process is so far changed in principle that it performs the same or similar function in a substantially different way.\textsuperscript{426}

Within the United States, Its Territories, or Its Possessions
The patent owner’s right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing the patented invention and the process-patent owner’s additional right to exclude others from importing, using, offering for sale, or selling the products made by the patented


\textsuperscript{422} Mannesmann, 793 F.2d at 1284–85.


\textsuperscript{425} SRI Int’l v. Matsushita Elec. Corp. of Am., 775 F.2d 1107, 1125 [Fed. Cir. 1985] (en banc).

Infringement

process are, with one exception, in force throughout the United States, its territories, and its possessions. The one exception is that the use of a patented invention on a vessel, aircraft, or vehicle of any foreign country that enters the United States temporarily or accidentally is not an infringement, provided that (1) the foreign country provides similar privileges to U.S. vessels, aircraft, or vehicles, and (2) the patented invention is used exclusively for the needs of the vessel, aircraft, or vehicle, and is not sold in or used for the manufacture of anything to be sold in or exported from the United States.

Contributory infringers do not escape liability by performing their acts outside the United States, its territories, and possessions. If an act of direct infringement occurs within the United States, its territories, or its possessions, those who aid and abet the direct infringement in a manner that satisfies 35 U.S.C. § 271[b] or [c] are liable, no matter where those acts are performed.

In certain limited situations, persons in the United States are liable for helping persons outside the United States do something that would constitute direct infringement if done in the United States. For example, if someone supplies in or from the United States all or a substantial portion of the components of a patented invention in such a manner as to actively induce the combination of the components outside the United States, that person is liable if the combining of the components would constitute infringement if done in the United States. Thus, if a patented invention is the combination of Parts A and B, and Company X in the United States supplies Parts A and B in separate boxes to Company Y outside the United States and instructs Company Y in how to combine the parts so as to practice the patented invention, Company X is liable for infringement. Similarly, liability for infringement is placed on anyone (1) supplying in or from the United States any component of a patented invention (a) that is especially made or especially adapted for use in the patented invention, (b) that is not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, and (c) that is not wholly combined, (2) knowing the component is so made or adapted, and (3) intending that the component will be combined outside the

United States in a manner that would infringe if done within the United States.\textsuperscript{431}

**During the Term of the Patent**

GATT-实施的立法大幅改变了美国专利的期限。在1995年6月8日之前，专利的期限，有一个例外，从专利发行之日起，持续了十七年。\textsuperscript{432}

一个例外是为某些产品，这些产品在没有获得食品药品监督管理局（例如，人类药物）的批准的情况下，不能在市场上销售，被授予了十七年的期限。这些产品可以在专利申请截至日期之后的五年内，将时间损失补偿给专利申请。\textsuperscript{433}

对于在1995年6月8日之前或之后提交的专利申请，专利的期限从申请日开始，并在某些条件下，从专利申请之日起，持续到该时间。一个更早提交的申请（如果被引用到后来提交的申请）被文件。专利期限可以被延长，最多五年，来补偿因监管批准过程而产生的延迟。\textsuperscript{434}

在过渡条款下，从专利申请的日期起至20年，或者在专利申请被引用的日期起， whichever is longer.\textsuperscript{435}

A patent cannot be infringed before it is issued\textsuperscript{436} or after its term has expired. Accordingly, making, using, offering to sell, selling, or importing the patented invention prior to the issue date of the patent or after the exclusionary period ends\textsuperscript{437} is not infringement.

\textsuperscript{436} See 3 William C. Robinson, The Law of Patents for Useful Inventions § 907 [1890].
\textsuperscript{437} Id. § 908.
Expiration of the patent’s exclusionary power does not, however, affect a patent owner’s right to sue for infringement that occurred during the life of the patent.438

**Claims of Noninfringement**

The alleged infringer can introduce evidence to show that the acts complained of do not constitute infringement. Following are some examples.

1. The properly interpreted claims do not read on the accused product or process.
2. The alleged infringer is acting within the scope of a license.
3. The alleged infringer has an implied license.
4. The alleged infringer’s use is experimental and completely noncommercial.
5. The alleged infringer is acting within the scope of 35 U.S.C. § 271(e)(1).
6. The alleged infringer is entitled to the reverse doctrine of equivalents.
7. The patent owner is not entitled to apply the doctrine of equivalents because of prosecution-history estoppel.
8. The alleged infringer’s use is on a vessel, aircraft, or vehicle of a foreign country that entered the United States temporarily or accidentally (and fulfills the other requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 272).

**Claims of Invalidity** Only valid patents give the patent owner the right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or selling the patented invention and the process-patent owner the right to exclude others from importing, using, offering for sale, or selling the products made by the patented process. An invalid patent cannot be infringed. Therefore, an alleged infringer who can show that the patent asserted against him or her is invalid cannot be liable for infringement.

There are two ways to establish that a patent is invalid: (1) prove that the patented invention does not meet one or more of the conditions of patentability (discussed in *supra* text accompanying notes 207–308), or (2) prove that the inventor did not satisfy one or more of the requirements of patentability (discussed in *supra* text accompanying notes 309–68). As detailed earlier (see *supra* text accompanying notes 166–73), a duly issued patent is presumed valid, and one seeking to prove that a patent is invalid must do so by clear and convincing evidence.

In addition, there is at least one nonsubstantive PTO requirement that may render a patent for an invention invalid if it is not satisfied—the requirement to obtain a PTO license before filing a foreign patent application regarding the same invention.

---

439. See, e.g., *Ever-Wear, Inc. v. Wieboldt Stores, Inc.*, 427 F.2d 373, 376 [7th Cir. 1970].
VI. Equitable Defenses

Unclean hands, laches, and estoppel are three equitable principles that can preclude a patent owner from recovering for infringement.

Unclean Hands

Two defenses to a charge of infringement are derived from the ancient equitable doctrine of unclean hands. These are [1] inequitable conduct before the PTO and [2] patent misuse. If either defense is proven, the asserted patent is unenforceable.

Inequitable Conduct Before the PTO

Since the mid-1940s, the Supreme Court has endorsed the idea that a patent applicant’s conduct during the application process may give rise to a defense to a charge of infringement. Such a defense arises when the applicant’s conduct constitutes either common-law fraud or some other inequitable conduct. Although this defense has always included conduct more easily proven than common-law fraud, the defense has usually been labeled “fraud on the Patent Office.” The
Federal Circuit has expressed a preference for using the description “inequitable conduct before the PTO.”

The defense of inequitable conduct before the PTO appears in almost every patent infringement lawsuit. Proof of this defense renders all the claims of the asserted patent unenforceable for the life of the patent. The underlying elements of this defense must be proven by clear and convincing evidence.

Proof of inequitable conduct before the PTO requires establishing that the applicant (or those aligned with him or her) engaged in inequitable conduct during the application process of the asserted patent. Such conduct includes submitting false information, submitting misleading information, misrepresenting information, and not disclosing information.

Inequitable conduct must be both material and intended. The defendant must establish at least a threshold level both of materiality and of intent to mislead the PTO. Materiality and intent are factual issues. If the threshold levels of materiality and intent are met, the court balances the actual level of materiality and the actual level of intent, and determines, as a matter of equity, if inequitable conduct has been established.

449. LaBounty Mfg., Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 958 F.2d 966, 1070 [Fed. Cir. 1992]; Kingsdown Medical Consultants, 863 F.2d at 872.
452. Halliburton, 925 F.2d at 1439.
453. Id.
Equitable Defenses

court before the PTO has occurred.\footnote{Id. See also Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount Sys., Inc., 917 F.2d 544, 551 (Fed. Cir. 1990).} A high level of materiality can offset a low level of intent, and vice versa.\footnote{Halliburton, 925 F.2d at 1439; American Hoist & Derrick Co. v. Sowa & Sons, 725 F.2d 1350, 1363 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 821 (1984).}

Information is material where there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable patent examiner would consider the information important in deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a patent.\footnote{See, e.g., LaBounty Mfg., Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 958 F.2d 1066, 1074 (Fed. Cir. 1992) and Halliburton, 925 F.2d at 1440.} This standard does not require that “but for” the misconduct the patent would not have issued.\footnote{American Hoist & Derrick, 725 F.2d at 1362-63. See also, e.g., Merck & Co. v. Danbury PharmacaL, Inc., 873 F.2d 1418, 1421 (Fed. Cir. 1989). This standard comes from Rule 1.56[a] of the Patent and Trademark Office Rules, 37 C.F.R. ch. 1, which the Federal Circuit has said “is an appropriate starting point for any discussion of materiality, for it appears to be the broadest . . . and because that materiality boundary most closely aligns with how one ought to conduct business with the PTO.” American Hoist & Derrick, 725 F.2d at 1363.} “Close cases should be resolved by disclosure, not unilaterally by the applicant.”\footnote{After five years of effort, the patent bar succeeded in having the PTO standard changed (see Goldman, supra note 442). The new Rule 1.56 standard, effective March 1992, is considerably narrower, i.e., less information is now defined as material. See supra note 45. Whether the Federal Circuit will apply this new PTO standard is not yet known.} Information that is merely cumulative need not be cited.\footnote{LaBounty Mfg., 958 F.2d at 1076.}

Direct proof of an intent to mislead or deceive the PTO is rarely available.\footnote{Halliburton, 925 F.2d at 1440.} Such an intent may be inferred from circumstantial evidence.\footnote{LaBounty Mfg., 958 F.2d at 1076; Merck, 873 F.2d at 1422.} Conduct amounting to gross negligence does not, by itself, justify drawing an inference of intent to deceive.\footnote{Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 882 F.2d 1556, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1076 (1990). See also Molins PLC v. Textron, Inc., 821 F. Supp. 1551, 1564 (D. Del. 1992).} When one makes
a finding regarding intent to deceive the PTO, all circumstances, including those indicating good faith, must be considered.\footnote{463}

Regarding drawing the inference of intent to mislead, the Federal Circuit has stated:

No single factor or combination of factors can be said always to require an inference of intent to mislead; yet a patentee facing a high level of materiality and clear proof that it knew or should have known of that materiality, can expect to find it difficult to establish “subjective good faith” sufficient to prevent the drawing of an inference of intent to mislead. A mere denial of intent to mislead (which would defeat every effort to establish inequitable conduct) will not suffice in such circumstances.\footnote{464}

**Patent Misuse**

A patent is misused, for example, when its owner uses it in violation of the antitrust laws or uses it to expand the scope of the patent right with anticompetitive effect.\footnote{465} Prohibiting a licensee from making or selling goods that compete with the patented invention is an example of patent misuse.\footnote{466}

In 1988, Congress restricted the scope of the patent-misuse defense\footnote{467} by excluding from its scope the act of condition[ing] the license of any rights to the patent or the sale of the patented product on the acquisition of a license to rights in another patent or purchase of a sepa-

\footnote{463. Paragon Podiatry Lab. v. KLM Lab., 984 F.2d 1182, 1190 [Fed. Cir. 1993]; 
Halliburton, 925 F.2d at 1443; Kingsdown Medical Consultants, 863 F.2d at 876 [en banc].}

\footnote{464. FMC Corp. v. Manitowoc Co., 835 F.2d 1411, 1416 (Fed. Cir. 1987).}


\footnote{466. See Hoerner, supra note 465, at 649–54. For examples of acts that do not constitute patent misuse, see 35 U.S.C.A. § 271[d] [West Supp. 1994].}

\footnote{467. The Patent and Trademark Authorization Act of 1988 was a compromise between the Senate, which wanted to restrict the scope of patent misuse until it was co-extensive with the antitrust laws, and the House of Representatives, which wanted to list specific acts that were and were not misuse. See generally William J. Gilbreth et al., The Patent Misuse Defense, Its Continued Expansion and Contraction, in Intellectual Property/Antitrust 1993, at 489 (PLI Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks, & Literary Property Course Handbook Series No. 365, 1993).}
rate product, unless, in view of the circumstances, the patent owner has market power in the relevant market for the patent or patented product on which the license or sale is conditioned.\textsuperscript{468}

A misused patent is unenforceable until the improper practice has stopped and the effects of the misuse have dissipated.\textsuperscript{469} To the extent that patent misuse and antitrust law are interrelated, changes in antitrust law affect the patent-misuse defense.\textsuperscript{470}

**Laches**

The elements underlying the laches defense are \{1\} the patent owner unreasonably and inexcusably delayed filing suit for infringement, and \{2\} the alleged infringer has been materially prejudiced by the delay.\textsuperscript{471} Laches focuses on the reasonableness of the patent owner's delay in bringing suit. The length of the delay, the seriousness of the prejudice, the reasonableness of the patent owner’s excuses, and the alleged infringer’s conduct are weighed by the court to determine whether the patent owner “dealt unfairly with the alleged infringer by not promptly bringing suit.”\textsuperscript{472}

The burden of proving the laches elements to a preponderance of the evidence is borne by the alleged infringer.\textsuperscript{473} However, if the alleged infringer can prove that the delay exceeded six years, the elements are presumed and a burden of going forward with evidence to “burst” the presumption is imposed on the patent owner, which can be met by either providing a reasonable excuse for the delay or by showing that the delay did not cause injury to the alleged infringer.\textsuperscript{474} Because the laches defense requires a balancing of equities, the patent


\textsuperscript{470} Hoerner, supra note 465, at 642.


\textsuperscript{472} Id. at 1034.

\textsuperscript{473} Id. at 1038–39, 1045.

\textsuperscript{474} Id. at 1034–39. See also Hemstreet v. Computer Entry Sys. Corp., 972 F.2d 1290, 1293 [Fed. Cir. 1992]. Evidence offered to “burst” the presumption need only be sufficient to raise a genuine issue. A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1038.
owner can defeat a laches defense by showing that the alleged infringer acted egregiously. The egregious conduct must be related to the laches facts.

The period of delay begins when the patent owner knows, or in the exercise of reasonable diligence should have known, of the alleged infringer’s acts. The patent owner asserting the patent is responsible for the delays of any previous owners of the patent.

Reasonable excuses for delay include the following: the patent owner was suing a different party for infringement of the same patent; the patent owner was negotiating a license with the alleged infringer; and a war was being waged. The equities may require the patent owner to inform the alleged infringer of its reasons for delay. That the patent owner was too poor, the patent owner was sick, and the alleged infringer was not worth suing because he or she was too poor generally have been found to be unreasonable excuses.

Prejudice to the alleged infringer resulting from the patent owner’s delay can be either evidentiary or economic. Examples of evidentiary prejudice may be loss of records, death of a witness, or the unreliability of memories of long past events. Examples of economic prejudice may be loss of investments or damages that would likely have been prevented by an earlier suit.

If laches is established, the patent owner is precluded from recovering for all infringement by the infringer that occurred before the complaint was filed. The patent owner is not, however,


478. See cases collected at 5 Donald S. Chisum, Patents § 19.05[2][b] [1978, rev. 1994]. See also A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1033.

479. Hemstreet, 972 F.2d at 1293.

480. See cases cited supra note 478; but see also A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1033.

481. A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1033.

482. Id.

483. Id. See also Meyers v. Asics Corp., 974 F.2d 1304, 1307–08 [Fed. Cir. 1992].

estopped from obtaining an injunction or recovering post-filing damages.485

**Estoppel**

If established, the defense of equitable estoppel precludes the patent owner from recovering from the alleged infringer for all past and all prospective infringement, it also precludes the patent owner from obtaining an injunction against the alleged infringer.486

Equitable estoppel focuses on what the alleged infringer was led to reasonably believe by the patent owner’s conduct.487 Three elements488 underlie the usual489 defense of equitable estoppel:

1. Through *misleading conduct*, the patent owner leads the alleged infringer to reasonably infer that the patent owner does not intend to enforce its patent against the alleged infringer; misleading conduct may be specific statements, action, inaction, or silence where there was an obligation to speak.490
2. The alleged infringer *relies* on the patent owner’s misleading conduct; reliance requires that the alleged infringer had a relationship or communication with the patent owner that lulled the alleged infringer into a sense of security in taking some action.491
3. Because of its reliance, the alleged infringer will be *materially prejudiced* if the patent owner is allowed to proceed with its

---

485. Id.


487. A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1034.

488. The Federal Circuit, sitting en banc in 1992, significantly changed the law relating to equitable estoppel. For example, a widely accepted, four-part test for equitable estoppel [accepted by the Federal Circuit itself] was rejected. See A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1042. Thus, considerable caution must be used in relying upon pre-Aukerman case law.

489. See A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1042 n.17 for another type of equitable estoppel defense.

490. Id. at 1042.

491. Id. at 1042–43.
Material prejudice can be either evidentiary or economic. Unlike the defense of laches, a six-year delay in bringing suit, which may be relevant to assessing whether the patent owner’s conduct is misleading, does not give rise to any presumption. The alleged infringer’s burden of proving the equitable estoppel elements (absent allegations of fraud or intentional misconduct) is to a preponderance of the evidence. Even if all three elements are established, the court must consider any other evidence respecting the equities of the parties when deciding whether to exercise its discretion to bar the suit because of equitable estoppel.

493. A.C. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1043.
494. Id. at 1042.
495. Id. at 1043.
496. Id. at 1045–46.
497. Id. at 1043.
VII. Remedies

Remedies available to the patent owner whose patent has been infringed are (1) preliminary and permanent injunctions, monetary damages generally corresponding to lost profits, established or reasonable royalties, and interest; (2) increased damages; and (3) attorney fees. Section 284 mandates that the patent owner be awarded "damages adequate to compensate for the infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty... together with interest and costs..." Compensatory damages are awarded to restore a patent owner to the position he or she would have occupied if no infringement had occurred. Compensatory awards typically take the form of lost profits, established or reasonable royalties, interest, and costs. Damages may be increased "up to three times the amount found or assessed" at the discretion of the district court.

Injunctions

The award of an injunction against further infringement for the life of the patent has been a remedy available to courts pursuant to statute since 1819, although the application of injunctive relief in patent cases has varied over the years. From the early days of the patent system into the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, injunctive relief was generally granted as a matter of course. Injunctive relief is consistent with principles of equity and the notion that infringement causes irreparable injury to a patent owner.

Two exceptions to injunctive relief developed over time. First, if an injunction would cause substantial injury to the public interest, it might be denied and, in effect, the patent holder would be compelled...

500. Id.
503. The Patent Act of 1819 granted the federal courts "[u]pon any bill in equity [the]... authority to grant injunctions, according to the course and principles of courts of equity... on such terms and conditions as the said courts may deem fit and reasonable." Act of February 15, 1819, ch. 19, 3 Stat. 481, 481–82 [1819] (codified at 35 U.S.C. § 283).
to grant a license.\textsuperscript{505} Second, if the benefit to the patent owner would be severely outweighed by the detriment to the infringer, an injunction might be denied.\textsuperscript{506} However, there were only a few cases in which these exceptions were applied and in which injunctions were denied.\textsuperscript{507}

Until the early 1980s, after a trial on the merits resulted in a decision for the patent owner, it was common for an infringer to obtain a stay of an injunction pending appeal to a higher tribunal by posting an adequate bond. It was not uncommon for the appellate process, including the denial of a writ of certiorari, to take one or two years from the date of entry of the judgment enjoining further infringement. Hence, because of the length of time required to prosecute a patent case from trial through appeals, and the inhospitaleness to patents in many of the regional circuits, a typical perception in the business community was that enough time, money, and effort could, as a practical matter, successfully forestall injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{508}

**Preliminary Injunctions**

In the mid-twentieth century, preliminary injunctions were very difficult to obtain because a patentee had to demonstrate that there was no reasonable doubt that the patent was both valid and infringed,\textsuperscript{509} and that he or she would suffer irreparable harm. The most acceptable way to satisfy the validity test was for the patent owner to show that the patent had been previously adjudicated valid. To show irreparable harm, the patent owner was required to establish that the defendant was either insolvent or about to become insolvent, or that the patent owner would suffer some drastic business reversal during the course of litigation.\textsuperscript{510} For the purpose of a preliminary injunction, it was not presumed that the patent owner would be harmed irreparably by

\textsuperscript{505} See, e.g., Bliss v. Brooklyn, 3 F. Cas. 706 [C.C.E.D.N.Y. 1871] [No. 1,544].


\textsuperscript{509} See Note, supra note 504, at 1030.

\textsuperscript{510} Id. at 1032–35.
ongoing infringement. Consequently, the test for obtaining a preliminary injunction in patent infringement cases was very difficult. In contrast, if a trademark owner made a reasonable showing that the trademark was valid and infringed, it was presumed that the injury was irreparable. The same was true for copyrights.

Against this background, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, at the start of its second year of existence, ruled in Smith International, Inc. v. Hughes Tool Co. that “[w]here validity and continuing infringement have been clearly established . . . immediate irreparable harm is presumed.” The court went on to say that it was adopting for the patent area the same rule of irreparable harm that was already the law with respect to copyright matters. Since the decision in Smith International there has been a dramatic increase in the number of preliminary injunctions granted in patent cases. The Federal Circuit has cautioned, however, that a preliminary injunction is a drastic and extraordinary remedy that is not to be routinely granted.

Four factors must be considered when deciding whether a patent owner is entitled to a preliminary injunction. Each factor and the circumstances surrounding each factor must be weighed and assessed against the other factors and circumstances and against the form and magnitude of the relief sought. No factor or circumstance can be

514. Id. at 1581 n.7.
517. Intel, 995 F.2d at 1568.
ignored when determining that the requested preliminary injunction should issue.\textsuperscript{519} The four factors are as follows:

1. whether the movant has sufficiently established a reasonable likelihood of success on the merits;
2. whether the movant would suffer irreparable harm if the injunction were not granted;
3. whether the balance of hardships tips in the movant's favor; and
4. what impact, if any, will the injunction have on the public interest.\textsuperscript{520}

Regarding the first factor, a patent owner will show a reasonable likelihood of success on the merits if the patent owner clearly shows that the patent in suit is valid, enforceable, and infringed,\textsuperscript{521} but a lesser showing can still be sufficient to provide a reasonable likelihood of success.\textsuperscript{522}

Regarding the second factor, only a clear showing of validity and infringement raises the rebuttable presumption of irreparable harm.\textsuperscript{523} Circumstances that have been considered in rebutting the presumption include the patent owner's delay in bringing suit, the patent owner's licensing of the patent in suit, whether the patent owner practices the patent, the patent owner's large market share in

\textsuperscript{519} Illinois Tool Works, 906 F.2d at 681. Although it is preferable that all factors be considered when deciding to \textit{deny} the requested preliminary injunction, the district court may deny the request based on the movant’s failure to establish either of the first two factors. Reebok Int’l Ltd. v. J. Baker, Inc., 32 F.3d 1552 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

\textsuperscript{520} Intel, 995 F.2d at 1568. Regarding procedural matters relating to injunctions, the Federal Circuit will apply the law of the relevant regional circuit. Digital Equip. Corp. v. Emulex Corp., 805 F.2d 380, 382–383 n.3 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

\textsuperscript{521} Nutrition 21 v. United States, 930 F.2d 867, 869–70 (Fed. Cir. 1991). The presumption of validity is not evidence that can be weighed in determining likelihood of success; yet, if the alleged infringer does not challenge the patent's validity with evidence, then the patent owner need do nothing to establish its rights under the patent. If the alleged infringer challenges validity, the patent owner must show that the defense lacks substantial merit. New England Braiding Co. v. A.W. Chesterton Co., 970 F.2d 878, 882–83 (Fed. Cir. 1992).


comparison with that of the alleged infringer, and the alleged infringer's inability to pay money damages.524

Regarding the third factor, the court must balance the harm to the patent owner that will result from the denial of the preliminary injunction with the harm to the alleged infringer that will result if the injunction is entered.525 Circumstances that are considered include the effect on the patent owner's market share, business reputation, and goodwill as well as the effect on the alleged infringer's overall sales and its employees.526 That the patent will expire soon is not relevant.527

Regarding the fourth factor, the focus is typically on whether there exists some critical public interest that would be harmed by the grant of an injunction.528

Permanent Injunctions
In patent cases, the general rule is that an injunction will issue when infringement has been adjudged unless there is a sound reason for denying the injunction.529 An injunction may be denied if the court determines that a compulsory license is more equitable or finds that the damage award was a flat fee for a license for the life of the


525. Hybritech, 849 F.2d at 1457.


527. Atlas, 773 F.2d at 1234. ("Patent rights do not peter out as the end of the patent term, usually 17 years, is approached.")


Circumstances that do not amount to sound reasons for denying a permanent injunction include finding that the infringer's sales are small in comparison to the patent owner's sales, that the infringer would be put out of business, or that the infringer has stopped infringing. The injunction that is issued must be specific regarding the enjoined conduct.

**Stays of Injunctions**

Prior to the creation of the Federal Circuit it was fairly common in patent infringement cases for courts to grant a stay of injunction pending appeal if the defendant posted an adequate bond. This trend reversed early in 1985. In *Shiley, Inc. v. Bentley Laboratories, Inc.*, *S.C. Johnson, Inc. v. Carter-Wallace, Inc.*, and *Crucible, Inc. v. Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags, A.B.* the respective district courts declined to stay injunctions during the appeals. However, the district courts in *Shiley* and *S.C. Johnson* allowed each defendant a transition period during which the defendant could seek a stay in the court of appeals or comply with the injunction. In both cases, the defendants moved the Federal Circuit to stay the injunction, and in


537. 601 F. Supp. at 971.

538. 225 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 973.
both cases, the court declined to grant a stay without rendering a written decision.\(^{539}\)

Probably the best-known case in which the Federal Circuit declined a stay of injunction is *Polaroid Corp. v. Eastman Kodak Co.*\(^{540}\) The district court held seven Polaroid patents valid and infringed by Kodak’s instant cameras and film.\(^{541}\) Of those seven patents, five had not expired as of the date of the court’s decision.\(^{542}\) The district court declined to stay the injunction but set its effective date 90 days later, giving Kodak time to appeal or to stop infringing the five Polaroid patents.\(^{543}\) Kodak made a motion in the Federal Circuit to stay the injunction pending an appeal on the merits. At the request of the court, the case was fully briefed on an accelerated schedule and argued on the merits two days before the injunction was to take effect. One day after the hearing and final submission to the court on the merits, Kodak’s motion to stay the injunction was denied.\(^{544}\) On the following day, Kodak sought relief from the U.S. Supreme Court, and it was denied.\(^{545}\)

When deciding whether to grant a stay of an injunction pending an appeal,\(^{546}\) four factors are considered:

1. whether the stay applicant has made a strong showing that the applicant is likely to succeed in the appeal,


541. Id. at 877–78.

542. Id.


546. The Federal Circuit applies the same factors regardless of whether it is deciding to stay a preliminary injunction pending its appeal or to stay a permanent injunction pending its appeal. *See, e.g.*, Critikon v. Becton Dickinson Vascular Access, non-precedential Order of Aug. 26, 1993 [Fed. Cir.].
2. whether the stay applicant will be irreparably injured if the stay is not granted,
3. whether issuing a stay will substantially injure the other parties interested in the appeal, and
4. where the public interest lies. The four factors need not be given equal weight.

Regarding the first factor, if the harm to the stay applicant is great enough, something less than a “strong showing” will suffice.

Regarding the second factor, circumstances that have been found relevant include the fact that the applicant would have to lay off employees, become insolvent, or suffer corporate death. Circumstances that have not been found relevant include the fact that the applicant would lose market share and suffer damage to its reputation. Regarding the third factor, circumstances that have been considered relevant include the effect of a stay on the patent owner’s ability to execute on the judgment and the fact that the patent owner has licensed others. Regarding the fourth factor, public access to the infringing products is considered.

**Monetary Damages**

The two traditional measures of monetary damages awarded under 35 U.S.C. § 284 are lost profits and royalties, either established or hypo-
The lost profits measure is appropriate where the patent owner and infringer compete in the same market. The royalty measure is appropriate where there is an established royalty rate or where lost profits cannot be sufficiently proved or are otherwise inappropriate as the measure of damages. However, a patentee is not limited to these two measures; a patentee is entitled to damages adequate to compensate fully for the injuries proximately caused by the infringement even though such damages might be calculated by methods other than lost profits or royalties. In no event may damages be “less than a reasonable royalty.”

Lost Profits
The prevailing party in a successful suit for patent infringement is entitled to an award of profits lost because of diverted sales, price erosion, and increased costs, where provable. Such an award is usually composed of profits lost by the patent owner rather than profits made by the infringer.

---

555. See generally Herbert F. Schwartz et al., Monetary Remedies in Patent Cases [Univ. of Houston Intellectual Property Program 1993].


557. Del Mar Avionics, 836 F.2d at 1328.


We believe that under § 284 of the patent statute, the balance between full compensation, which is the meaning that the Supreme Court has attributed to the statute, and the reasonable limits of liability encompassed by general principles of law can best be viewed in terms of reasonable, objective foreseeability. If a particular injury was or should have been reasonably foreseeable by an infringing competitor in the relevant market, broadly defined, that injury is generally compensable absent a persuasive reason to the contrary.

Rite-Hite Corp., 56 F.3d at 1546.

559. Id.

It was long held that lost profits must be proven as a matter of fact, not presumed as a matter of law.\textsuperscript{561} For example, in \textit{Seymour v. McCormick}, the patentee offered no evidence that he “could have made and sold a single machine more than he did,”\textsuperscript{562} and the Supreme Court reversed a lost profits award. Recent decisions have eased the showing that a plaintiff must make to satisfy the burden of proof on this issue.

The Federal Circuit has said that a patent owner must show a reasonable probability that the owner would have made some or all of the infringer’s sales.\textsuperscript{563} The patent holder need not rule out the possibility that purchasers might have bought another product.\textsuperscript{564} In \textit{Panduit Corp. v. Stahl\textsuperscript{5} Bros. Fibre Works, Inc.}, a widely used test was articulated by former Chief Judge Markey, then of the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, sitting by designation in the Sixth Circuit:

To obtain as damages the profits on sales he would have made absent the infringement, i.e., the sales made by the infringer, a patent owner must prove: (1) demand for the patented product, (2) the absence of acceptable noninfringing substitutes, (3) his manufacturing and marketing capability to exploit the demand, and (4) the amount of the profit he would have made.\textsuperscript{565}

The Federal Circuit has approved the \textit{Panduit} test for proving lost profits and, although it has said that the \textit{Panduit} standard is not nec-

\textsuperscript{562} 57 U.S. [16 How.] at 488.
\textsuperscript{565} 575 F.2d 1152, 1156 [6th Cir. 1978].
essarily the only way to prove lost profits, it remains the starting point for any analysis of lost profits damage.

Assuming that the patent owner and the infringer sell substantially the same product, proof of a significant number of sales by the patent owner or the infringer is deemed compelling evidence of demand, the first of the Panduit elements.

The second Panduit element, absence of acceptable noninfringing substitutes, has evolved into a requirement that the patent owner show “either that (1) the purchasers in the marketplace generally were willing to buy the patented product for its advantages, or (2) the specific purchasers of the infringing product purchased on that basis.” Available noninfringing substitutes of significantly higher cost are not considered acceptable substitutes for the purpose of calculating damages. Proof of a long-felt need for the patented invention in the liability trial may be extrapolated into proof of lack of substitutes. Market surveys showing that large numbers of the infringer’s purchasers would have purchased the patentee’s device are considered. Testimony by third parties that they would have


569. Standard Havens, 953 F.2d at 1373. This second Panduit element “accounts for more appellate litigation . . . than any other aspect of patent damages law.” Janicke, supra note 26, at 701. For a review of the evolution of this element, see Janicke at 701–06.

570. Gyromat Corp., 735 F.2d at 553–54.


bought from the patent holder absent the infringement or that purchasers considered other features of the infringer's product more important than the patented invention is also probative.

One method of analyzing lost profits damages that allows the patent owner to ignore the second Panduit element was approved by the Federal Circuit in *State Industries, Inc. v. Mor-Flo Industries, Inc.* In that case, the patent owner asserted that, but for the infringement, it would have sold additional units in proportion to its established market share for its products covered by the patent in suit. The *State Industries* analysis has been followed but is not mandatory. The *State Industries* analysis does not apply, however, unless the patent owner and infringer compete in the same market, that is, that the infringer's customers would transfer their demand to the patent owner's product if the infringer's product was not available.

The third Panduit element can be met by proving that the patent owner possessed adequate manufacturing and marketing capability to meet the additional demand. Even if adequate manufacturing capacity did not exist during the period of infringement, proof of an ability to expand to meet the additional demand is sufficient. Moreover, even if the patent holder bids on contracts that would cover only a small portion of the infringer's sales, the patent holder can recover lost profits on all of the infringing sales.

---

573. Livesay Window Co. v. Livesay Indus., 251 F.2d 469, 473 [5th Cir. 1958].
The final element of proof called for in Panduit involves the quantum of profit the patent owner would have made.\textsuperscript{582} Where diversion of sales is proven, lost profits are measured by multiplying the marginal profit lost on the diverted sales by the sales total that the patent owner would have garnered.\textsuperscript{583}

Gross sales of the infringer may be proven from the infringer’s business records, public records, figures accumulated by trade associations, or other reliable sources. Uncertainties that arise from the infringer’s failure to keep comprehensive or accurate records are resolved in favor of the patentee.\textsuperscript{584}

When the patented feature makes up only a portion of the product, there may be a question whether the patentee should be awarded the entire profit on the product or only a proportionate share. Under the Federal Circuit’s 1995 modification of the entire market value rule, the entire marginal profit, rather than only a portion, is used to compute damages if the unpatented components “function together with the patented component in some manner so as to produce a desired end product or result.”\textsuperscript{585}

In calculating marginal profit, only a reasonable approximation must be proven, and any uncertainty regarding the amount is resolved against the infringer.\textsuperscript{586} The margin of profit is determined by subtracting from expected revenue the incremental or marginal costs, not full absorption costs, that the patent holder would have incurred as a

\textsuperscript{582} Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works, Inc., 575 F.2d 1152, 1156 (6th Cir. 1978).


\textsuperscript{586} Del Mar Avionics, 836 F.2d at 1326; King Instrument, 767 F.2d at 864; Paper Converting, 745 F.2d at 22; Gyromat Corp., 735 F.2d at 554–55.
result of the increased sales. Expected revenue is the expected price multiplied by expected sales.\textsuperscript{587}

Incremental costs are those costs that would have increased with a rise in sales volume. Normally, only variable costs, such as direct labor and materials, are taken into account. Not included are fixed costs, such as insurance; property taxes; and administrative, management, and noncommission sales expenses.\textsuperscript{588} The patentee’s costs may be proven by his or her historical financial records if they are sufficiently detailed; otherwise, they may be reconstructed by expert testimony.\textsuperscript{589} Where proving the patentee’s costs is not possible, the infringer’s profits or normal industry profit margins may be examined as evidence of the patentee’s lost profits.\textsuperscript{590} Once the patent owner has established his or her profit margin, it is up to the infringer to prove that the patent owner’s proofs are unreasonable.\textsuperscript{591}

Preinfringement prices are generally used in calculating lost revenue so that the patent owner is not penalized because of price erosion caused by illegal competition.\textsuperscript{592} Price erosion may be taken into

\textsuperscript{587} See, e.g., John O. Butler Co. v. Block Drug Co., 620 F. Supp. 771, 778–79 (N.D. Ill. 1985); \textit{Paper Converting}, 745 F.2d at 22; \textit{Lam, Inc.}, 718 F.2d at 1059.


\textsuperscript{591} \textit{Paper Converting}, 745 F.2d at 21; \textit{Lam, Inc.}, 718 F.2d at 1065; \textit{John O. Butler}, 620 F. Supp. at 778–79.

account where prices would have increased in the absence of infringement.\textsuperscript{593}

Reduced sales growth can be considered in calculating the quantity of lost sales.\textsuperscript{594} Other methods of projecting lost revenues, such as analyzing the pricing and sales policies that the patentee would practice as a rational patent-based monopolist, are acceptable.\textsuperscript{595} Damage to the market as a result of sales of inferior infringing products has also been considered.\textsuperscript{596}

Prior to 1995, lost profits on accessories, spare parts, and supplies were recoverable when the patent owner could normally anticipate the sale of the nonpatented component together with the sale of patented components. Subsequent to the Federal Circuit’s en banc ruling in \textit{Rite-Hite v. Kelley Co.}, such profits can only be recovered if there is a functional relationship between the unpatented component and the patented invention.\textsuperscript{597}

\textbf{Reasonable Royalty}

If lost profits are not claimed or proved, a reasonable royalty measure of damages is appropriate.\textsuperscript{598} A reasonable royalty determination may

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{593} Kalman v. Berlyn Corp., 914 F.2d 1473, 1485 [Fed. Cir. 1990]; Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1065.
\item \textsuperscript{594} Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1068.
\item \textsuperscript{595} Yale Lock Co., 117 U.S. at 552–53; see TWM Mfg., 789 F.2d at 902; Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1065.
\item \textsuperscript{596} Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1068.
\item \textsuperscript{597} Rite-Hite, 56 F.3d at 1549–50. For examples of pre-1995 case law, see Kalman, 914 F.2d at 1485; King Instrument Corp. v. Otari Corp., 767 F.2d 853, 865 [Fed. Cir. 1985], cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1016 [1986]. See also Andrew Corp. v. Gabriel Elecs., Inc., 785 F. Supp. 1041, 1051 [D. Me. 1992].
be based upon an established royalty, if one exists,\textsuperscript{599} or upon a hypothetical royalty based on a supposed arm’s length negotiation, at the time the infringement began, between a willing licensor and a willing licensee who had knowledge that the patent would be sustained as valid and infringed if litigated.\textsuperscript{600}

The Federal Circuit has allowed district courts wide discretion in choosing an approach to assessing damages based on a reasonable royalty.\textsuperscript{601} In several cases, it has approved the analytical approach set forth in \textit{Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp.},\textsuperscript{602} which allows the trial court to consider any facts that would affect either party’s bargaining position in a hypothetical negotiation, subject to the section 284 requirement that the judicially set royalty compen-

\textsuperscript{599} An established royalty, if one exists, will usually be the best measure of what is a “reasonable” royalty. Nickson Indus., Inc. v. Rol Mfg. Co., 847 F.2d 795, 798 (Fed. Cir. 1988). A single licensing agreement is not sufficient proof of an established royalty. Trell v. Marlee Elecs. Corp., 912 F.2d 1443, 1446 (Fed. Cir. 1990); \textit{Hanson}, 718 F.2d at 1078.

\textsuperscript{600} \textit{Georgia-Pacific}, 318 F. Supp. at 1121.

\textsuperscript{601} \textit{TWM Mfg.}, 789 F.2d at 898. See, e.g., SmithKline Diagnostics, Inc. v. Helena Lab. Corp., 926 F.2d 1161, 1168 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“[T]he determination of a reasonable royalty must be based upon the entirety of the evidence and the court is free to, indeed, must reject the royalty figures proffered by the litigants . . . where the record as a whole leads the court to a different figure.”).

\textsuperscript{602} 318 F. Supp. at 1116.
sate for the infringement.\textsuperscript{603} The hypothetical licensing negotiation takes place at the time infringement began.\textsuperscript{604}

Some courts have said that a reasonable royalty should leave an infringer with a reasonable profit.\textsuperscript{605} This hypothetical profit must be determined, however, as of the time of the hypothetical negotiations. It is irrelevant that, taking into consideration subsequent events, the infringer actually made little or no profit or that the reasonable royalty yields a damage award larger than an infringer’s actual profits.\textsuperscript{606} A court may properly rely on internal memoranda projecting anticipated profits before infringement began.\textsuperscript{607} A court may also rely on proof of an infringer’s actual profits as probative of anticipated profits.\textsuperscript{608} Increased profitability and estimated cost savings from use of the patented invention may also be considered.\textsuperscript{609}

Other considerations applied in establishing a reasonable royalty in leading cases include the following:

1. royalties received for licensing the patent in suit;
2. royalty rates for comparable technologies;
3. nature and scope of the license (e.g., exclusive versus nonexclusive or territorial restrictions);

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{603} TWM Mfg., 789 F.2d at 897. The Federal Circuit has cautioned, however, against emphasizing an individual inventor’s lack of money or manufacturing capacity when hypothetically negotiating against a large corporation. See Fromson v. Western Litho Plate & Supply Co., 853 F.2d 1568, 1575 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{604} Wang Lab., Inc. v. Toshiba Corp., 993 F.2d 858, 869–70 (Fed. Cir. 1993). See also Hanson v. Alpine Valley Ski Area, Inc., 718 F.2d 1075, 1079 (Fed. Cir. 1983); Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works, Inc., 575 F.2d 1152, 1158 (6th Cir. 1978).
\item \textsuperscript{605} Hanson, 718 F.2d at 1081; Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp., 318 F. Supp. 1116, 1120 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), modified and aff’d sub nom. Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc., 446 F.2d 295 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 870 (1971).
\item \textsuperscript{606} Radio Steel & Mfg. Co. v. MTD Prods., 788 F.2d 1554, 1557 (Fed. Cir. 1986); Hanson, 718 F.2d at 1081; State Indus., Inc. v. Mor-Flo Indus., Inc., 883 F.2d 1573, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1022 (1990) ("There is no rule that a royalty be no higher than the infringer’s net profit margin."); Fromson, 853 F.2d at 1578 n.18.
\item \textsuperscript{608} Trans-World Mfg. Corp. v. Al Nyman & Sons, Inc., 750 F.2d 1552, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1984). See also TWM Mfg., 789 F.2d at 899.
\end{itemize}
4. patentee’s policy and marketing practice of maintaining its patent monopoly by refusing to grant licenses;
5. commercial relationship between the patentee and the infringer (e.g., whether they are competitors);
6. value of the invention as a generator of derivative or convoyed sales;
7. duration of the patent;
8. established profitability of the product made under the patent, its commercial success, and its current popularity;
9. advantages of the patented invention over modes or devices previously used;
10. nature of the invention and benefits to users of the invention;
11. extent to which the infringer has made use of the invention;
12. the percentage of the profit or selling price normally allowed for use of the invention or analogous inventions in the particular business or in comparable businesses;
13. portion of the profit credited to the invention; and
14. expert testimony.610

The impact on the respective bargaining positions of the willing licensee and willing licensor of anticipated collateral sales of a noninfringing product line, the desire to maintain market position, and the desire to enter a new market should also be taken into account.611

A royalty paid to settle an infringement claim, which may not be admissible under Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence,612 does
not prove an established royalty rate. That the patentee might have accepted less than a reasonable royalty rate or that the infringer would not have accepted a license at that rate is of little relevance.

Availability to the infringer of acceptable alternatives to the patented device may decrease the royalty rate. The infringer's election to infringe and its withdrawal from the business after enforcement of an injunction are evidence of the absence of noninfringing alternatives.

Without rejecting the Georgia-Pacific approach to calculating reasonable royalty damages, the court in Panduit observed that awarding a reasonable royalty determined through an analysis that assumes the patentee and the infringer could willingly negotiate a license incorporates "a pretense that the infringement never happened. It would also make an election to infringe a handy means for competitors to impose a 'compulsory license' policy upon every patent owner."

Although the Federal Circuit has recognized that the reasonable royalty determination encompasses elements of "fantasy," the patent owner still has the burden of putting forth satisfactory evidence on the amount of a reasonable royalty.

**Mixed Awards**

Mixed awards using lost profits as the measure of damages on the part of the infringing sales that the patent owner proved it could have made and a reasonable royalty on the remainder have been approved by the Federal Circuit. The practice of splitting awards is derived

---

616. Panduit Corp., 575 F.2d at 1158. See supra note 599, regarding increasing the royalty rate, if necessary.
from the equitable notion that because each act of infringement is separately compensable, losses incurred by infringers on some infringing sales should not be used to diminish awards based on other profitable sales in computing lost profits.\textsuperscript{620} Damage awards have been split between lost profits and reasonable royalties where the patent owner would have chosen to or been able to sell to some but not all of the infringer’s customers,\textsuperscript{621} where the patent owner would have chosen to penetrate only some of the infringer’s geographic sales areas, but not all,\textsuperscript{622} and where damages resulting from a reasonable royalty exceeded lost profits in some but not all of the years of infringement.\textsuperscript{623}

**Marking or Actual Notice—A Prerequisite to Recovering Damages**

A patent owner that directly or indirectly sells patented articles and that seeks to recover damages for any infringement that occurred prior to the filing of the lawsuit for infringement must plead and prove compliance with the marking or actual notice requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 287[a].\textsuperscript{624} Damages may be recovered from the time when marking in compliance with section 287[a] began or from the time actual notice was given, whichever came first.\textsuperscript{625}

Marking in compliance with section 287[a] requires the patent owner (or one making or selling any patented article for or under the patent owner\textsuperscript{626}) to fix on the patented article the word “patent” (or the abbreviation “pat.”) together with the patent’s number or, when that cannot be done,\textsuperscript{627} to fix to the patented article or to the package

---

\textsuperscript{620} See Crosby Valve Co. v. Safety Valve Co., 141 U.S. 441, 457 (1891).


\textsuperscript{623} H.K. Porter Co. v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 536 F.2d 1115 [6th Cir. 1976].


\textsuperscript{625} *American Medical Sys.*, 6 F.3d at 1536–37.

\textsuperscript{626} See, e.g., Amsted Indus., Inc. v. Buckeye Steel Castings Co., 24 F.3d 178, 184–85 [Fed. Cir. 1994].

that contains the patented article a label containing a like notice. The purpose behind the marking requirement is to give patent owners incentive to mark their products and thereby place the world on notice of the existence of the patent. Marking must be substantially consistent and continuous, but there is no time by when it must begin.

Actual notice sufficient to satisfy § 287(a) “requires the affirmative communication of a specific charge of infringement by a specific accused product or device.” Whether actual notice was given is determined by focusing on the actions of the patent owner, not by focusing on the knowledge of the infringer. Thus, it is irrelevant that the infringer knew of the patent or knew that he or she was infringing.

**Increased Damages**

Damages may be increased up to three times at the discretion of the district court under 35 U.S.C. § 284. Provisions allowing treble damages have been in force since enactment of the Patent Act of 1793. Trebling was mandatory prior to the enactment of the 1836 act.

---

629. Amsted, 24 F.3d at 185; American Medical Sys., 6 F.3d at 1538.
630. American Medical Sys., 6 F.3d at 1537. Regarding a possible de minimis exception, see Hazeltine Corp. v. Radio Corp. of Am., 20 F. Supp. 668, 671–72 [S.D.N.Y. 1937].
632. Amsted, 24 F.3d at 187.
633. Id.
635. Act of July 4, 1936, ch. 357, § 14, 5 Stat. 117 [1936] ("it shall be in the power of the court to render judgment for any amount above . . . the actual damages . . . , not exceeding three times the amount thereof . . ."); Act of July 8, 1870, ch. 230, § 55, 16 Stat. 201 (1870). See also Stanley L. Amberg, Willful Infringement/Increased
Increased damages, which are punitive rather than compensatory, serve as a deterrent to the tort of infringement. Accordingly, increased damages awards are based upon the culpable nature of the infringer’s conduct, typically termed willful, intentional, or deliberate infringement.

A district court’s decision to increase damages requires two steps: [1] finding clear and convincing evidence that the infringement was willful (or that other circumstances justify an enhanced award) and [2] determining from the totality of the circumstances that damages should be increased. The district court should explain the basis for increasing damages.

Willful Infringement

The infringer’s intent and reasonable beliefs are the primary focus of a willful infringement inquiry. When a potential infringer has actual notice of the patent rights of another, he or she has an affirmative duty to ascertain the validity of the patent before infringing it.


643. An infringer cannot willfully infringe a patent of which he or she is unaware. Gustafson, Inc. v. Intersystems Indus. Pros., 897 F.2d 508, 511 [Fed. Cir. 1990]. Actual notice has been deemed to have occurred where the patentee offered the infringer a license, where verbal notice of infringement was accompanied by presentation of a copy of the patent, and where there was notification by a third party even if that party opined that the patent was invalid. See, e.g., Great N. Corp. v. Davis Core & Pad Co.,
duty to diligently ascertain whether he or she is infringing that patent.644

Seeking and obtaining competent legal advice before initiating possibly infringing activity is commonly cited as an important factor in determining willful infringement.645 There is no rule, however, that an opinion letter from counsel will necessarily preclude a finding of willful infringement,646 nor that lack of an opinion letter will automatically mandate a finding of willfulness.647 Furthermore, because the issue of willful infringement only arises if the infringer’s counsel was wrong, the focus is not on the legal correctness of the opinion, but instead on whether the opinion was sufficient to instill a belief in the infringer that a court might reasonably hold the patent invalid, not infringed, or unenforceable.648 Thus, relevant facts include when the infringer sought the advice, what the infringer knew about counsel’s independence, skill, and competence to provide the opinion, what the infringer knew about the nature and extent of the analysis performed by counsel, and what the infringer knew and had concluded about the credibility, value, and reasonableness of the opinion.649

Objective evidence of an adequate opinion from counsel was delineated by the Federal Circuit in *Underwater Devices, Inc. v. Morrison-Knudsen Co.*, 717 F.2d 1380, 1389 [Fed. Cir. 1983].


645. See, e.g., *Ortho Pharmaceutical*, 959 F.2d at 944; *Ralston Purina*, 772 F.2d at 1577; *King Instrument Corp. v. Otari Corp.*, 767 F.2d 853, 867 [Fed. Cir. 1985], cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1016 [1986].


647. *Rolls-Royce, Ltd. v. GTE Valeron Corp.*, 800 F.2d 1101 [Fed. Cir. 1986]; *Machinery Corp. of Am. v. Gullfiber AB*, 774 F.2d 467, 472–75 [Fed. Cir. 1985] [attorney’s fee award reversed]; *American Original Corp.*, 774 F.2d at 465; *King Instrument*, 767 F.2d at 867.


Knudsen Co.\textsuperscript{650} In that case, the infringer had obtained an opinion, but the opinion failed to rise to the level of competent legal advice:

Had [the opinion] contained within its four corners a patent validity analysis, properly and explicitly predicated on a review of the file histories of the patents at issue, and an infringement analysis that, \textit{inter alia}, compared and contrasted the potentially infringing method or apparatus with the patented inventions, the opinion may have contained sufficient internal indicia of credibility to remove any doubt that M-K in fact received a competent opinion.\textsuperscript{651}

Factors bearing on the determination of the competency of an opinion letter include whether counsel examined the file history of the patent, whether the opinion was oral or written, whether the opinion came from in-house or outside counsel, whether the opinion came from a patent attorney, and whether the opinion was detailed or merely conclusory.\textsuperscript{652} A competent opinion may not be probative on the issue of willfulness if the infringer did not rely on counsel’s advice.\textsuperscript{653}

In addition to an opinion of counsel, other factors that have been considered when determining the issue of willful infringement are evidence of copying versus attempts to design around the patent and evidence of frivolous litigation defenses versus substantial challenges to the patent.\textsuperscript{654}

\textsuperscript{650} 717 F.2d at 1390.

\textsuperscript{651} \textit{Id.} at 1390. Another opinion in that case was held inadequate because it contained “only bald, conclusory and unsupported remarks regarding validity and infringement.” \textit{Id.} at 1385.


Increasing Damages
The paramount determination in deciding to grant increased damages and the amount of the increase is the egregiousness of the infringer's conduct based on all the facts and circumstances. Factors that have been considered include: whether the infringer deliberately copied; whether the infringer, with knowledge of the patent, formed a good-faith belief that the patent was invalid, not infringed, or unenforceable; the infringer's behavior as a party to the litigation; the infringer's size and financial condition; the closeness of the case; the duration of the infringer's misconduct; whether the infringer took any remedial action; the infringer's motivation for harm; and whether the infringer attempted to conceal its misconduct.

Attorney Fees
The traditional American rule requires that each party to a lawsuit bear its own litigation expenses, including attorney fees. In 1946, the patent statute was amended to provide one of the statutory exceptions to this general rule. This amendment was designed to “discourage infringement of a patent by anyone thinking that all he would be required to pay if he loses the suit would be a royalty.” However, the Senate Committee on Patents said that “[i]t is not contemplated that the recovery of attorney’s fees will become an ordinary thing in the patent suits.” The statutory provision for attorney fees was revised in 1952 by adding the words “in exceptional cases.” Codified at section 285, this amendment was seen “as expressing the intention of the present statute as shown by its legislative history and as interpreted by the courts.”

The Federal Circuit has indicated that there are four parts to section 285: (1) the case must be exceptional, (2) the district court may

655. Read, 970 F.2d at 826.
656. Id. at 826–27.
658. 35 U.S.C.A. § 70 [1946].
660. Id.
exercise its discretion, the fees awarded must be reasonable, and the fees may be awarded only to the prevailing party.

Regarding the first part, the prevailing party must establish the exceptional nature of the case by clear and convincing evidence. Extraordinary circumstances leading to awards of attorney fees when the patent owner prevails commonly are found where infringement is determined to be willful or deliberate or where the litigation is prolonged in bad faith. When the accused infringer prevails, extraordinary circumstances have been found where the patentee committed inequitable conduct in securing the patent or in attempting to enforce it. The district court should set forth the reasons for its findings when the issue of exceptional circumstances is litigated.

Regarding the second part of section 285, even an exceptional case does not require the award of attorney fees. The district court is in the best situation to weigh the factors that contribute to a fair allocation of the burdens of litigation considering the policies of the laws being enforced, the matter in litigation, and the interests of justice.

Regarding the third part of section 285, the Federal Circuit has recognized the standard “generally applicable in cases in which Congress has authorized an award of fees to a ‘prevailing party’” that the Supreme Court set forth in *Hensley v. Eckerhart*. Under *Hensley*, calculation of the amount of a reasonable fee starts with a “lodestar” amount, which is “the number of hours reasonably expended on
the litigation multiplied by a reasonable hourly rate." 672 Generally, a reasonable rate corresponds to the prevailing rates in the relevant community. 673 If, however, the prevailing party had a good reason for using non-local counsel, then the comparison may be to prevailing rates in the attorney’s business location. 674 To access the number of hours reasonably expended, courts look to the number of attorneys involved and their cumulative hours. 675 Once the lodestar amount is determined, other factors are considered that may adjust the fee upward or downward. 676 Among these factors are the results obtained; the attorney’s normal billing rate; difficulty and novelty of the case; time and labor involved; loss of other business; fees customarily charged for similar services; whether the fee is fixed or contingent; reputation, experience, and ability of counsel; fees paid to opposing counsel; and expenses and advancements. 677

Regarding the fourth part of section 285, when neither party has unilaterally prevailed, district courts have been given discretion to allow in part or to deny attorney fees. 678

**Prejudgment Interest**

Before the Supreme Court decided *General Motors Corp. v. Devex Corp.* 679 in 1983, courts in some jurisdictions resisted awarding prejudgment interest in patent infringement suits on the theory that prejudgment interest awards were restricted to exceptional cases. 680

---

672. Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 433 [1983]; see also Lam, Inc. v. Johns-Manville Corp., 718 F.2d 1056, 1068 [Fed. Cir. 1983] [billing rate and number of hours expended are among the factors that must support a reasonable award of attorney fees].  
674. Id. at 1195–97.  
675. See, e.g., id. at 1197–99.  
676. Hensley, 461 U.S. at 434.  
The exceptional-case restriction is now of only historical interest in light of General Motors Corp., in which the Supreme Court held that a 1946 amendment to the patent statute, codified at 35 U.S.C. § 284, changed the law, which had been hostile to awards of prejudgment interest, and that thereafter, prejudgment interest should ordinarily be awarded where necessary to afford a patentee full compensation for infringement.681 Emphasizing the compensatory nature of a prejudgment interest award, the Court reasoned that an award of prejudgment interest is ordinarily necessary to ensure that the patent owner is placed in as good a position as he or she would have been had the infringer entered into a reasonable royalty agreement.

The Court stopped short of mandating prejudgment interest in all cases. Noting that section 284 “states that interest shall be ‘fixed by the court,’” the Court reasoned that district courts retain “some discretion,” but prejudgment interest should be awarded “absent some justification for withholding such an award.”682 The Court suggested that it might be appropriate to limit prejudgment interest when the patent owner had been responsible for undue delay in prosecuting the lawsuit.683 Nonetheless, the Court upheld the district court’s ruling that a patentee had not caused undue delay even though the case had been litigated for over twenty-five years. Since General Motors Corp., no decision denying prejudgment interest based upon undue delay has been upheld by the Federal Circuit.684 Although General Motors Corp. leaves open the possibility that other circumstances may allow prejudgment interest to be denied, the Federal Circuit has approved none.685

Calculating prejudgment interest involves three elements: (1) the principal amount for which interest is awarded, (2) the interest rate,


682. General Motors Corp., 461 U.S. at 656–57.

683. Id.


and [3] the method used to accrue interest, that is, compound or simple. Regarding the first element, the principal amount must consist only of compensatory damages, that is, damages based on lost profits or reasonable royalty, and not consist of enhanced damages.\textsuperscript{686} The district court has the power to award prejudgment interest on attorney fees, if awarded.\textsuperscript{687} Regarding the second element, district courts have broad discretion in deciding what interest rate to apply.\textsuperscript{688} The rate may be higher than the generally established commercial rates [e.g., T-bill or prime]\textsuperscript{689} if the patent owner affirmatively demonstrates that a higher rate should be applied.\textsuperscript{690} State statutory rates have also been applied.\textsuperscript{691} Regarding the third element, district courts have broad discretion in deciding whether to award simple or

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item\textsuperscript{688} Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1066.
\item\textsuperscript{690} Lam, Inc., 718 F.2d at 1066. This demonstration often involves proving the rate that the patent owner received on contemporaneous investments. See, e.g., Micro Motion, Inc. v. Exac Corp., 761 F. Supp. 1420, 1436 [N.D. Cal. 1991]; Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. LKB Produkter AB, 703 F. Supp. 408, 410 [D. Md. 1988], \textit{aff’d in part, vacated in part, and remanded}, 892 F.2d 1547 [Fed. Cir. 1989]. This demonstration may also involve proving the rate that the patent owner paid to borrow money during the infringing period. See, e.g., Smith Corona Corp. v. Pelikan, Inc., 784 F. Supp. 452, 484–85 [M.D. Tenn. 1992], \textit{aff’d without opinion}, 1 F.3d 1252 [Fed. Cir. 1993].
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
compounding interest. Regardless of the method, prejudgment interest is generally applied to damages as they would have been accrued.


VIII. Jury Trials

The first jury was empaneled in a United States patent case in 1804, during the presidency of Thomas Jefferson. The history of involvement by average Americans in the resolution of patent disputes is substantial. Their role is also controversial and viewed with ambivalence within the community of patent attorneys. While litigants in patent cases are entitled by the Constitution to trials by jury, the complexity of patent cases can work to undermine the jurors’ ability to understand the issues and decide them fairly. Nonetheless, the common sense of a jury can be considerable. Juries can be both intelligent and sophisticated. Particularly in “high tech” areas of the country (e.g., Silicon Valley, California), jurors can be remarkably able to handle complex material.

Even so, it is easy to see why legal scholars’ attention to this involvement has most often focused on the jurors’ ability to comprehend the evidence and the instructions. It is worth noting that even in fairly simple patent cases, the nature of patent law requires the jurors to answer very complex intellectual questions. The question of invalidity, for example, with its requirement that obviousness be discerned, requires highly abstract thinking.

After presenting a brief overview of the extent and nature of reliance on jurors in patent cases over the last 200 years, this chapter discusses juror comprehension and how best to enhance it. Throughout, it is presumed that difficult material can be taught by relating it to the jurors’ common experiences, using analogies, and using new teaching technologies in the courtroom (e.g., videos).

Reliance on Juries

From 1790 to 1793, the first patent act required juries to assess damages in patent cases. In 1793, the second patent act changed the way patent damages were assessed. Under this act, patent actions,

694. Reutgen v. Kanowrs, Fed. Cas. 11,710 (C.C.D. Pa. 1804). Although there may have been earlier cases (see text accompanying notes 695–96), this is the earliest reported case I am aware of. There are earlier reported, non-U.S. patent jury cases. See, e.g., The King v. Arkwright, Webster’s Patent Cases 64 (1785).

695. Act of April 10, 1790.

which were actions at law, could use juries as fact-finding bodies.\textsuperscript{697} Thus, the parties to a patent action had the right to a jury trial.\textsuperscript{698}

During the 1800s, the use of juries in patent trials declined dramatically. This decline likely began in 1819, when federal courts were given the equitable power to grant injunctions in patent cases.\textsuperscript{699} Although there were many ways for a court sitting in equity to involve a jury in the process,\textsuperscript{700} there was no right to a jury trial in equity.

Actions in equity, though beneficial, did not immediately replace actions at law because there was a significant disadvantage for a patent owner who brought an action in equity. Specifically, a court sitting in equity could not compensate the patent owner for damages sustained by the patent owner because of the infringement.\textsuperscript{701} This disadvantage was removed in 1870, when federal courts were given the power to award damages in patent actions in equity.\textsuperscript{702} Not surprisingly, by 1890, almost all patent actions were brought in equity,\textsuperscript{703} where there was no right to a jury.

The merger of law and equity in 1937 did not return juries to a prominent role in patent trials because, when a patent owner sought equitable relief, courts often tried the equitable claim first [which generally included the same factual issues as the legal claim], resulting in patent owners’ being collaterally estopped from having the facts underlying their legal claims tried by a jury.\textsuperscript{704} Thus, it is not


\textsuperscript{698} Ropski, supra note 697, at 609.

\textsuperscript{699} Act of February 15, 1819. Prior to this act, a patent owner could only obtain equitable relief in state court or in federal court when there was diversity of citizenship. Chisum, supra note 697, § 20.02[1][c].

\textsuperscript{700} Chisum, supra note 697, § 20.02[1][c].

\textsuperscript{701} The court could order an accounting to divest the infringer of all the profits it made by virtue of the infringement, but there might not be any profits. See generally Birdsall v. Coolidge, 93 U.S. 64, 68–69 (1876).

\textsuperscript{702} Act of July 8, 1870.

\textsuperscript{703} 3 William C. Robinson, \textit{The Law of Patents for Useful Inventions} § 932 n.5 (1890).

very surprising that in 1940 [the first year such statistics were gathered], of all patent cases that were tried, only 2.5% were tried to a jury.\textsuperscript{705}

In 1959, the Supreme Court held that the right to trial by jury must be recognized for issues historically tried by juries.\textsuperscript{706} No longer was the patent owner who sought equitable relief effectively barred from obtaining a jury trial.\textsuperscript{707} Although the parties in a patent suit had a right to a jury trial on certain issues after 1959, the rise in the use of juries in patent trials was slow. From 1960 through 1970, more than 95% of patent trials were to the bench.\textsuperscript{708} This apparent reluctance to embrace jury trials was probably due, at least in part, to a “fear of the unknown.”\textsuperscript{709} By the 1970s, though, scholarly and practical interest in patent jury trials was growing.\textsuperscript{710}

\textsuperscript{705} Ropski, \textit{supra} note 697, at 610. Similarly, only 3.4% of the patent cases that were tried from 1940 to 1959 were tried to a jury. \textit{Id}

\textsuperscript{706} See \textit{Kennedy}, 414 F.2d at 1252, \textit{citing} Beacon Theatres, Inc. v. Westover, 359 U.S. 500 [1959].


\textsuperscript{708} Ropski, \textit{supra} note 697, at 611.

\textsuperscript{709} Pravel, \textit{supra} note 707, at 33; remarks of Don W. Martens at the 10th Annual Judicial Conference of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, 146 F.R.D. 205, 375 [1993] (“[Patent lawyers] used to always have a fear of juries.”).


It is probably not merely coincidental that this interest arose after the 1960s. During that decade, less than one out of four patent cases that were tried to the bench were found valid and, of the ones found valid, the odds were three to one the appellate court would reverse the district court. Wetzel, \textit{supra}. See also Duane Burton, \textit{Patent Jury Charge}, in \textit{Continuing Legal Education Institute on Patent Jury Litigation}, at J-1, J-26 \{American Patent Law Association 1981\} (from 1953 to 1972, the patent owner prevailed at trial only 27% of the time).
From 1975 through 1994, the percentages of patent cases that were tried to a jury were as follows:\footnote{711}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>57.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As these statistics reflect, it is now common to have a jury involved in a patent trial. Trying a patent case to a jury, though, can present special problems, including [1] the jurors’ ability to comprehend the evidence, [2] allowing the jury to decide more than the factual issues in dispute, [3] the court’s choice of the form of verdict, and [4] adequately instructing the jurors on the law they are to apply.

\textbf{Juror Comprehension}

While patent law itself always calls for sophisticated reasoning, in cases that involve simple technology, the concern with juror comprehension is reduced.\footnote{712} In patent cases involving complex technology, however, jurors may be confronted with remarkably complex evidence concerning inventions produced by the best minds in biogenetics, physics, computer technology, and so on.\footnote{713}

\footnote{711. Statistics compiled from Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Annual Reports of the Director, 1975–1994, at Table C.4.}

\footnote{712. As one Federal Circuit judge said in an interview:
In a simple patent case, if the claims are sufficiently straightforward and the case is sufficiently non-technical and you want to give it to the jury, I can’t get too excited about it. But if you’ve got some of these terribly complex technologies and you take that to a lay jury, I just don’t know whether that’s sensible.
\textit{An Interview with Circuit Judge S. Jay Plager}, 5 J. Proprietary Rights 2, 10 (1993).}

\footnote{713. See, e.g., Micro Motion, Inc. v. Exac Corp., 741 F. Supp. 1426, 1429 [N.D. Cal. 1990]. This case was retried to the bench after a motion for a new trial was granted following an initial jury trial. The new trial motion was granted because of “the extremely complicated nature of the case,” among other reasons. Micro Motion, Inc. v. Exac Corp., 5 U.S.P.Q. 2d [BNA] 1957, 1963 [N.D. Cal. 1987].}
Whether there is a complexity exception to the Seventh Amendment that would allow the court to keep complex technical issues from the jury is an unresolved question in patent law that raises strong responses and academic debate. Complexity, at times, calls for unusual creativity. This is an area of the law where, at times, there might not be one right answer, and the attorneys’ and the court’s insight and acumen can make a real and right difference. Until a complexity exception is recognized, jurors will be called upon to resolve complex technical disputes.

It is the trial attorneys’ and the trial court’s duty to conduct the trial in a way that educates the jurors and gives them comprehensible evidence. The bar has many continuing legal education programs and practical journal articles aimed at enhancing the litigator’s ability to try a patent case to a jury.

Experienced judges have offered suggestions for trial-management techniques in complex cases that might be applicable to the resolution of complex factual disputes sometimes arising in patent litigation. The following are some of these suggestions, culled from various sources, with particular reliance on the works of Judge William W Schwarzer and Judge Avern Cohn. Commentary reflecting my perspective is presented along with the suggestions.


715. Remarks of Federal Circuit Judge Haldane Robert Mayer at the 11th Annual Judicial Conference of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, 153 F.R.D. 177, 252 [1994], Brookings Institution, Charting a Future for the Civil Jury System, 18 (A.B.A./Brookings Symposium 1992) (“[i]f juries find issues and facts too complex, it is because the lawyers have failed to present their cases clearly or judges have failed to structure the proceedings in a way that would simplify matters for the jury to understand them.”), quoted in 153 F.R.D. at 251; see also former Federal Circuit Chief Judge Howard T. Markey’s statement that “the simplifying of patent trials is a duty of bench and bar that is today too often unmet.” Howard T. Markey, On Simplifying Patent Trials, 116 F.R.D. 369 (1987).

1. Use pretrial conferences to narrow the issues and structure the trial so that it unfolds logically and comprehensively. The court can search for those issues that can be resolved by the judge or with the consent of the litigants. Lawyers who feel confident about the way evidence will be presented at trial might even consider offering jury instructions to the judge at the pretrial conference.

2. Consider bifurcating the trial. There are many published decisions dealing with bifurcating patent jury trials, including ones that consider whether to separate damages issues from liability issues, how to handle the issue of willfulness, and whether to separate antitrust claims when presented. Bifurcation is not barred by the Seventh Amendment. Often, a court addresses concerns about overlapping evidence by conducting a multiple-phase trial with the same jury.


721. See, e.g., In re Innotron Diagnostics, 800 F.2d 1077, 1084–86 [Fed. Cir. 1986] (“The district court noted cases reflecting the now-standard practice of separating for trial patent issues and those raised in an antitrust counterclaim.”).


One recommendation, intended to improve jurors’ comprehension, is to have validity and infringement issues tried separately from willfulness and damages issues, with a sixty- to ninety-day hiatus between the two trials.\textsuperscript{724} While there may indeed be exceedingly complicated issues involved that make bifurcation, on balance, a better choice, bifurcation does create a piecemeal quality to the trial. This may make it harder for the trier of fact to see the case as a whole. Furthermore, bifurcation may actually detract from trial quality by fostering an emphasis on particular issues, to the detriment of the proper overall focus on the fundamental question, Who is right and who is wrong?

Only when there is clearly a separable issue that would control the outcome is it easy to determine that juror comprehension would best be served by bifurcating the trial.

3. Consider trying one major issue at a time, whether or not there has been bifurcation.\textsuperscript{725} While it is probably still acceptable to try infringement prior to validity if the court so desires, trying infringement first and then trying validity only if there is a finding of infringement, a proposal from the late 1980s,\textsuperscript{726} appears untenable as a matter of law in light of the Supreme Court’s 1993 ruling in \textit{Cardinal Chemical Co. v. Morton International, Inc.}\textsuperscript{727} Both issues must be dealt with. The purpose is to get rid of invalid patents.

Other issues may also lend themselves to separate consideration. For example, jurors may benefit from being able to (a) consider different patents separately, (b) consider different claims of the same patent separately, or (c) separate method claims from apparatus claims.

4. Precharge the jury, explaining legal and technical terms that will be used during the trial.\textsuperscript{728} Define such legal terms as obvi-

\textsuperscript{724} Cohn, supra note 716, at 4. To protect against losing some jurors in the course of the trials, Judge Cohn recommends starting with ten jurors and requiring a unanimous verdict of six at a minimum. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{725} SRI Int’l v. Matsushita Elec. Corp. of Am., 775 F.2d 1107, 1132 n.14 (Fed. Cir. 1985); Schwarz, \textit{Reforming Jury Trials}, supra note 717, at 595, Berdon, supra note 716, at 197. Judge Cohn believes it is better, if agreement can be reached, to have a bellwether trial on particular issues, with the result defining the conclusion on the separated issues. Cohn, supra note 717, at 4.


\textsuperscript{728} SRI Int’l, 775 F.2d at 1131.
ousness, anticipation, and infringement (see the Plain English instructions in the Appendix). It is recommended that jurors hear about these terms in preliminary instructions, receive them in writing, and keep the written versions as a reference source to enhance their comprehension of the legal instructions.

5. **Imose fair and reasonable time limits after consulting with counsel.** Allow each side a set number of hours to use as it sees fit for all of its direct examination and cross-examination and hold each side to the time limit.

6. **Limit the number of expert witnesses.** Multiple experts should not cover the same ground, especially when one expert corrects mistakes of another. In my experience, multiple experts lead to more confusion.

7. **Use jury questionnaires to aid attorneys in conducting voir dire.** Members of the venire can complete the questionnaires and return them to the judge and lawyers before oral voir dire begins. Some judges also permit attorney-conducted voir dire, which can give attorneys the opportunity to communicate directly with the jurors and to consider their rapport with particular jurors as a factor in their use of peremptory challenges. Particularly when the issues are technically and legally complex, expanded voir dire is the best guarantee of able jurors and a fair trial. Furthermore, the more the trial attorney knows about the jurors, the better he or she can teach them.

8. **Use a nonrandom selection process for seating jurors from the randomly selected venire.** One method that has been used is for the judge, following voir dire of the venire, to select a sufficient number of prospective jurors based on criteria relevant to the case, meet in chambers with counsel to discuss the jurors, rule on challenges on the record, and seat the selected jurors. While an "extra-

---

729. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 578–79.
730. Id. at 579.
731. Id. at 578.
732. Id. at 581. Use of questionnaires allows screening for cause in advance. Cohn, supra note 716, at 4.
733. Id. at 580. Challenges for cause and peremptory challenges should be retained. Id.
734. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 581. Another method, again assuming consent, is to allow counsel for each side to select half the necessary jurors from the venire and then allow opposing counsel to challenge specific selections. Id.
qualified jury” presents some advantages, there are drawbacks to this approach, since any nonrandom selection criterion is likely to create a biased jury. Unfortunately, the nature of the bias may be difficult to detect. (Consider, for example, the use of “death qualifying” questions for potential jurors in criminal cases in which the prosecutors intend to ask for the death penalty. Research has demonstrated that jurors who make the grade [i.e., who would be morally comfortable deciding to put someone to death] are also far more likely than those who do not to convict the accused during the guilt/innocence phase of the trial.)

9. Encourage the use of visual aids, including charts, diagrams, maps, enlarged photographs, models, and videotapes.

10. Consider mounting photographs of each witness on a board in the courtroom to aid the jurors in remembering testimony.

11. Refuse to admit marginally probative evidence that is most likely to confuse jurors. As articulated by Judge Schwarzer:

[T]he judge should not receive more written material than any juror could read and absorb within an hour or two. For what is the point of exhibits jurors will not read? Instead, summaries and excerpts should be used as much as possible, and for those exhibits that must be received in their entirety, jurors should be given finding aids to help them locate what they need during deliberations.

12. Use “plain English.”


737. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 589.

738. SRI Int’l, 775 F.2d at 1131.

739. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 590.

740. Id. at 588.
13. **Allow the jurors to take notes.**\(^{741}\) One concern with allowing the jurors to take notes is that this might empower the good notetakers during deliberations. Even so, it is better to allow the jurors to take notes.

14. **Avoid long side-bar conferences and avoid excusing the jury from the courtroom.**\(^{742}\) Some methods for achieving these goals are requiring that exhibits be marked before trial, ruling on exhibits before the trial begins, requiring a day’s notice of witnesses to be called and documents to be used, and requiring objections and other legal matters to be raised outside of regular trial hours.\(^{743}\)

15. **Shield the jury from unnecessarily lengthy or complicated foundation laying.**\(^{744}\)

16. **Provide an exhibit notebook for each juror from each side.** Notebooks should contain a copy of the patent in suit and a copy of the principal exhibits.\(^{745}\) The notebook could also contain copies of the fact stipulations, the preliminary instructions, lists of witnesses, and a glossary of technical terms.\(^{746}\)

17. **Allow the jurors to ask questions during the trial.**\(^{747}\) Caution jurors, at the beginning of the case, to ask questions only for clarification and not to ask questions to explore theories of their own. The judge must screen the questions, and the questions must be an-

---

\(^{741}\) *SRI Int’l*, 775 F.2d at 1132 n.14; Cohn, *supra* note 716, at 4–5; Schwarz, *Reforming Jury Trials, supra* note 716, at 590–91 (“The judge should instruct that each juror’s notes are only for his or her personal use and should not be read or given to anyone else.”). See generally Larry Heuer & Steven D. Penrod, *Juror Notetaking and Question Asking During Trials: A National Field Experiment*, 18 Law & Hum. Behav. 121 (1994) [reporting on the results of a 160-trial survey].

\(^{742}\) Cohn, *supra* note 716, at 5. As Judge Cohn explains, “Jurors do not like it when they do not understand what is going on.”

\(^{743}\) Schwarz, *Reforming Jury Trials, supra* note 716, at 579; Cohn, *supra* note 716, at 5 (“If difficulty is anticipated with a line of questioning or particular exhibit the judge should be alerted in advance to enable the judge to deal with the matter before the jurors come to the courthouse or after they leave.”).

\(^{744}\) *SRI Int’l*, 775 F.2d at 1131.

\(^{745}\) Cohn, *supra* note 716, at 4. Judge Cohn recommends that the notebook have an index and tabs and be supplemented periodically during the trial. *Id.*

\(^{746}\) Schwarz, *Reforming Jury Trials, supra* note 716, at 589.

swerved by the judge or by the witness. In my opinion, as long as
the judge filters the questions, there are no drawbacks, only advan-
tages, for juror comprehension in allowing these questions. The judge
must screen the questions for sense without knowing from whom
they came. Questions from jurors can clarify major misunderstand-
ings. Even if these questions function as “tea leaves” for the lawyers,
no harm is done. In fact, hearing the questions may enable the
lawyers to improve the comprehensibility of their presentations.

18. Allow jurors to discuss the evidence with one another as the
trial progresses. This is a particularly radical suggestion which will
dramatically change the nature of the trial. In effect, deliberations are
ongoing, instead of limited to the trial’s end. While this approach
might enhance juror comprehension, especially if jurors are permitted
to ask questions to resolve any problems that might arise from these
discussions, it can create risks. The most significant risk is that jurors
may reach a decision too soon, before all the relevant evidence is
presented.

19. Grant reasonable jury requests to have testimony read
back.

20. Allow each side to provide periodic summations that are ex-
pository and not argumentative. Such an approach can help to
enhance juror comprehension by enabling attorneys to more quickly
address ambiguities that they believe have developed during the trial.
However, important questions remain about how best to monitor
these expository summations so that they serve comprehension pur-
poses only and are not used by the attorneys to argue their case.

21. Tell counsel to remind their witnesses that answers should be
directed to the jurors. As Judge Cohn stated, “Too often lawyers and

748. Judge Schwarzer further recommends that jurors be told “that the questions
will be subject to objections by counsel, that the court may rule them out of order with
or without objection, and that [the jurors] are to draw no inferences from such rulings.”
Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 593.

749. Id. at 593–94.

750. Id. at 594.

751. SRI Int’l, 775 F.2d at 1132 n.14; Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note
716, at 595–96.
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witnesses appear to be oblivious of the fact that it is the jurors who are the important listeners and viewers and not the judge."752

**The Jurors’ Role**

While some commentators believe that the job of the trial court is to ensure that a jury does no more than decide disputed factual questions,753 the reality is that trial courts often allow a patent jury to resolve legal questions on the way to the jury’s verdict.754

One question of law that cannot be decided by a jury is claim construction.755 It is the court’s obligation to construe the meaning of claim language. After considering the evidence, which may include extrinsic evidence, the court must pronounce as a matter of law the meaning of the claim language. This pronouncement ordinarily can be done in the jury instructions, but it may also be done in the context of dispositive motions. And courts must find new techniques for dealing with this challenge. These might include requesting expert affidavits or even testimony prior to trial to help the court decide on claim construction.

If the trial court wants or is willing to restrict the jury’s decision-making role to resolving disputed factual issues relating to a legal claim, then the court, *inter alia*,

1. may order a separate and prior756 nonjury trial of the inequitable conduct defense;757
2. may order a concurrent trial of the inequitable conduct defense [i.e., nonjury inequitable conduct defense trial held in

---

752. Cohn, *supra* note 716, at 5. Schwarzer, *Reforming Jury Trials, supra* note 716, at 580 ("Jurors will probably be more attentive when a witness looks at them while testifying.").


756. Ordering a separate nonjury trial subsequent to a jury trial is also possible. Such a procedure might be useful if the court found that a factual issue in dispute relating to a legal claim was intertwined with the equitable defense. *See generally* Mag Instrument, Inc. v. J. Baxter Brinkman Corp., 123 F.R.D. 543, 546–47 [N.D. Tex. 1988].

the morning; other issues tried to the jury in the afternoon;758
3. may order a separate and prior nonjury trial of the equitable defenses of laches and equitable estoppel;759 or
4. may order a separate and prior nonjury trial of the equitable defense of patent misuse.760

In addition to withholding the equitable defenses from the jury, the court may want, or be willing, to keep the purely legal issues from the jury. The Federal Circuit has characterized many of the issues that routinely arise in patent cases as follows:

1. Questions of law:
   • enablement,761
   • indefinite claiming,762
   • claim construction,763
   • prosecution history estoppel,764
   • implied license,765 and
   • repair, not reconstruction.766

2. Questions of fact:

- utility,\textsuperscript{767}
- novelty \{anticipation\},\textsuperscript{768}
- an original inventor,\textsuperscript{769}
- abandonment,\textsuperscript{770}
- inadequate description,\textsuperscript{771}
- best mode,\textsuperscript{772}
- literal infringement,\textsuperscript{773}
- doctrine of equivalents,\textsuperscript{773a}
- reverse doctrine of equivalents,\textsuperscript{774}
- lost profits,\textsuperscript{775}
- reasonable royalty,\textsuperscript{776} and


\textsuperscript{776}. Id. at 1164.
• willful infringement.777
3. Questions of law that are based on underlying questions of fact:
• statutory subject matter,778
• nonobviousness,779
• section 102(b) on-sale bar,780
• section 102(b) public-use bar,781
• section 102(b) printed publication bar,782 and
• prior inventor.783

Form of Verdict
The choice of the form of verdict is left to the trial court’s sound discretion.784 The form of verdict must be agreed on before the trial begins.785

If the court chooses to illuminate the jury’s decision making, the court will use a special verdict786 or a general verdict accompanied by


While willfulness is clearly a question of fact, since it is only relevant as a possible basis for awarding enhanced damages, which is discretionary with the court (see supra text accompanying notes 634–40), there may be no right to a jury trial on this issue. See, e.g., Laitram Corp. v. Hewlett-Packard Co., 791 F. Supp. 113, 116 [E.D. La. 1992].


785. Cohn, supra note 716, at 4. Judge William W Schwarzer states that having the form of verdict drafted before the pretrial conference helps to focus the issues for trial. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, supra note 716, at 578.
interrogatories.\textsuperscript{787} A simple general verdict, while acceptable,\textsuperscript{788} is said to be rare in intellectual property cases.\textsuperscript{789}

If a general verdict is used, though, Judge Cohn recommends that it be in multiple parts to lead the jury through the principal issues in the case.\textsuperscript{790} Even though such a procedure is not provided for in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Circuit has approved its use in patent cases.\textsuperscript{791}

Another form of verdict that has been used in patent cases is one that consists of “instructive interrogatories.”\textsuperscript{792} This form of verdict was used in \textit{Railroad Dynamics, Inc. v. A. Stucki Co.}\textsuperscript{793} In general, such a form of verdict consists of questions that are composed of, or accompanied by, instructions as to who has what burden of proof and other relevant information.\textsuperscript{794}

Good verdict forms should take the jurors logically through the case. Plaintiffs usually want very general forms, whereas defendants usually want very detailed forms. Because of the tension between these two positions, it is hard to provide recommendation for good verdict forms. Certainly minimum requirements include careful attention to the use of clear language, the avoidance of leading questions, and the use of unbiased language.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{786} Fed. R. Civ. P. 49(a) [1992]. See Baumstimer v. Rankin, 677 F.2d 1061, 1071 [5th Cir. 1982] [Use of special interrogatories “accords with the inherent divisional lines between the roles of judge and jury.”]. See, e.g., Quaker City Gear Works, Inc. v. Skil Corp., 747 F.2d 1446, 1452–53 [Fed. Cir. 1984], cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1136 [1985].

\textsuperscript{787} Fed. R. Civ. P. 49[b] [1992].


\textsuperscript{790} Cohn, \textit{supra} note 716, at 4. Judge Cohn believes that a set of special questions keyed to the differences between the parties usually will make a general verdict unnecessary. \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{791} Structural Rubber Prods., 749 F.2d at 720.

\textsuperscript{792} Berdon, \textit{supra} note 717.

\textsuperscript{793} 727 F.2d 1506 [Fed. Cir.], cert. denied, 469 U.S. 871 (1984). The instructive interrogatories used in that case can be found at 1521–22. The Federal Circuit’s discussion of these interrogatories can be found at 1515–17.

\textsuperscript{794} Bright et al., \textit{supra} note 789, at 76.
\end{footnotesize}
**Instructing the Jurors**

It is essential that the jury be adequately instructed on the law it is asked to apply.\textsuperscript{795} The Federal Circuit reviews the adequacy of the jury instructions for prejudicial legal error.\textsuperscript{796}

The jury instructions, when read as a whole, must be both legally correct and sufficiently comprehensive to address the factual issues in dispute.\textsuperscript{797} No instruction should be given regarding a proposition of law about which no competent evidence was introduced.\textsuperscript{798} It is the trial court’s duty to give meaningful instructions—instructions that can be understood and given effect once the jury resolves the disputed factual issues.\textsuperscript{799}

To aid their fellow judges, experienced judges have offered suggestions for instructing the jury, including the following:

1. Give preliminary instructions.\textsuperscript{800} The preliminary instructions must include a description of the patent system, an overview of the rules regarding validity and infringement, an explanation of what the parties agree on and what they disagree on, and some explanation of what the jurors will have to decide.\textsuperscript{801}

2. Use written instructions and allow the jury to read along with the judge and to take a copy into the jury room.\textsuperscript{802} Tape-recording the oral charge and providing a copy of the tape to the jury is another option.\textsuperscript{803}

3. Consider giving the substantive instructions at the close of evidence and before the arguments.\textsuperscript{804}

\textsuperscript{795} See generally Railroad Dynamics, Inc. v. A. Stucki Co., 727 F.2d 1506, 1515 [Fed. Cir. 1984].

\textsuperscript{796} Mendenhall v. Cedarapids, Inc., 5 F.3d 1557, 1563 [Fed. Cir. 1993], cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 1540 [1994].


\textsuperscript{798} DMI, Inc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d 421, 429 [Fed. Cir. 1986].

\textsuperscript{799} Structural Rubber Prods. Co. v. Park Rubber Co., 749 F.2d 707, 723 [Fed. Cir. 1984].


\textsuperscript{801} Cohn, supra note 716, at 4.

\textsuperscript{802} Id. at 5; Schwarz, *Communicating with Juries*, supra note 800, at 756.

\textsuperscript{803} Schwarz, *Reforming Jury Trials*, supra note 716, at 585.

\textsuperscript{804} Id. Judge Schwarz advises that the jury be briefly instructed again after the closing arguments regarding their duties. Id.
4. Use instructions that integrate the relevant law with relevant facts.  
5. As much as possible, avoid legal terminology.

**Model Patent Jury Instructions**

Model jury instructions serve as a useful starting point for drafting instructions for a specific case. The following have written or collected model jury instructions for patent cases:

- the American Intellectual Property Law Association
- the Fifth Circuit
- the Ninth Circuit
- the Eleventh Circuit
- the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware, and
- Duane Burton.

A brief perusal of these proposals shows wide disparity among them. I offer, in the Appendix, some proposed instructions for issues

---

812. The District Court for the United States District Court for the District of Delaware (1993). These instructions have not been adopted by the court as standard instructions.
813. Duane Burton, *Jury Instructions in Intellectual Property Cases*, ch. 20 (1978, rev. 1993). This is a collection of instructions that were given in a number of cases.
that commonly arise in patent cases. These instructions, which are based on the 1993 Delaware instructions, have been written in “plain English.”

814. These instructions incorporate the relevant changes made by the GATT-implementing legislation.

815. Research by psycholinguists indicates that “[t]he use of legal jargon, as well as the use of all unfamiliar words in jury instructions, is probably responsible for causing confusion and for increasing the likelihood that jurors will misapply the law.” Amiram Elwork et al., Juridic Decisions: In Ignorance of the Law or in Light of It?, 1 Law & Hum. Behav. 163, 165 [1977]. Other factors identified by Elwork et al. as important for enhancing juror comprehension are use of concrete words, avoidance of homonyms, avoidance of negatively modified words, simple grammar, and good organization of ideas. See also Robert P. Charrow & Veda R. Charrow, Making Legal Language Understandable: A Psycholinguistic Study of Jury Instructions, 79 Colum. L. Rev. 1306 [1979]. As Charrow and Charrow noted, “There has been a growing concern in recent years regarding the inability of lay persons to understand legal language. This concern has generated a movement to require legal documents in ‘plain English.’” 79 Colum. L. Rev. at 1306. See also Amiram Elwork et al., Making Jury Instructions Understandable (1982); J. Alexander Tanford, The Law and Psychology of Jury Instructions, 69 Neb. L. Rev. 71 (1990); J. Alexander Tanford, Law Reform by Courts, Legislatures and Commissions Following Empirical Research on Jury Instructions, 25 Law & Soc’y Rev. 155 [1991].
Appendix
“Plain English” Jury Instructions

1. Patent Infringement

Here, the patent owner, makes a complaint. The one who makes the complaint is called the “plaintiff.” So, in this case, the patent owner is the plaintiff. The person accused of infringement, in this case, is called the “defendant.” The defendant must defend against the complaint.

You are here to decide whether the defendant, Corporation Z, has infringed the plaintiff’s, Corporation X’s, patent. A patent is said to be infringed if someone makes, uses, offers to sell, sells, or imports what is covered by the patent, without permission. “Without permission” means without the patent owner's permission or without other legal authority.

You must figure out whether or not the patent has been infringed. To figure out whether or not this patent has been infringed, you must rely on the patent claims. The patent claims are the numbered paragraphs at the end of the patent.

The claims define what the invention is. The language of the claims is often highly technical. The intent of the writers is to convey to other people in the field just what the inventor claims as his or her invention. I will tell you the proper meaning of the claim language. That is my duty. It is your duty as jurors to accept the meaning I tell you.

Claims are like the deed to a piece of land. The claims, just like a deed, define the boundaries of the property. Everything inside the boundaries belongs to the patent owner.

A claim also can be thought of as a recipe. There are claims that are like the apple pie itself and other claims that are like the instructions for how to prepare the apple pie. The claims that describe the apple pie, in terms of its ingredients, such as apples and crust, are called “apparatus claims.” The claims that are like the instructions for how to make the pie are called “method claims.”

According to the law, only the claims of the patent can be infringed. Other parts of the patent application, such as the written description of the invention or drawings of the invention, are not the bases for judging infringement.

Each numbered claim must be considered one at a time. If you find that even one claim is infringed, then you must find in favor of the
plaintiff, Corporation X. If even one claim is infringed, then the patent is infringed.

2. Dependent and Independent Claims
There are two different kinds of claims in the patent. The first type is called an independent claim. Independent claims can stand alone. You do not have to read any other claim first in order to know what an independent claim is about.

The second type, dependent claims, do not stand alone. Dependent claims refer to one or more other claims. Dependent claims incorporate whatever the other claim or claims say. You have to read at least the claim referred to in order to understand the meaning of the dependent claim. So, to know what a dependent claim means, you must read the dependent claim and the other claim or claims it refers to.

3. Ways to Infringe a Patent
Patent owners receive certain rights when a patent is granted. With a patent comes the right to prevent others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing the patented invention. One way patent owners protect this right, if they believe it has been violated, is by filing a lawsuit for patent infringement, like this one.

The law says that anyone who makes, uses, offers to sell, sells, or imports any patented product, without the patent owner’s permission or other legal authority, infringes the patent.

There are several ways to infringe a patent. Three of these are:

1. Direct infringement, which is making, using, offering to sell, selling, or importing the patented invention.
2. Intentionally inducing others to directly infringe a patent. This is called inducing infringement.
3. Contributing to the infringement of a patent by offering to sell or selling an item that is a significant part of the invention, so that the buyer directly infringes the patent. This is called contributory infringement. The offeror or seller must know that the part he or she is offering or selling is designed specifically for infringing the patented invention and is not a common object, suitable for non-infringing uses.

4. Novelty
According to the law, you, as jurors, must decide whether or not the invention was “new” in light of the “prior art.” Here is what being “new” and “prior art” mean in patent law:
Newness means that the invention, as it is, with all of its parts, cannot be found in any single piece of prior art.

Prior art includes things, prior to the invention, that were publicly known, or used in a publicly accessible way in this country, or that were patented or described in a publication in any country.

According to the law, inventors who believe their inventions are new, but who are incorrect in this belief, are not holders of valid patents. The patent is not valid even if the inventor did not recognize or appreciate that his or her invention had already been invented or already existed. If a specific device already exists with all of the same parts as the patented invention, then the patent is not valid.

By definition, prior art is publicly available. Therefore, if the inventor fails to realize that his or her invention is not truly new, this is no excuse. If it already exists, and is publicly available, the would-be invention is not patentable. If a patent claim was granted for something that already existed in the prior art, then the patent is not valid, even if the inventor was not aware of the prior art.

You must answer this question about each patent claim before you: Is the patent claim invalid because the invention was not new? If you find that the invention, as it is described in a numbered claim of the patent, already existed with all of its features in a single piece of prior art, then you must find the patent claim invalid. On the other hand, if you find that the invention was truly new and did not exist in the prior art, then the invention passes the newness test and the patent claim is not invalid for this reason.

5. Obviousness

For an invention to be worthy of a patent, it must have been not obvious. Something is not obvious if other skilled people working in the same field, looking at the same problem, would not have come up with the inventor’s solution. Then the inventor has done something that is called “non-obvious.”

The law takes into account the experiences of the people trying to solve the problem and says that an invention must not have been obvious to what are called “hypothetical people of ordinary skill in the art.” This phrase refers to hypothetical people working in the field of the invention at the time the invention was made. This person is called “hypothetical” because, under the law, the hypothetical person knows every single piece of prior art.

For example, if the invention is in the field of biology, the hypothetical people of “ordinary skill in the art” are biologists. They are
people with training in biology. They are not judges. Nor are they geniuses. They are people of ordinary skill in their art.

The question you must answer is this: “Would the invention have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time it was invented?” If it would have been obvious, then it did not merit a patent and you should find the patent invalid. If it would not have been obvious, then the invention passes the test for obviousness and cannot be found invalid for this reason.

Here are the things you must ask in trying to answer the question about obviousness:

1. Think about what was done before the invention in this case. What was the prior art like? Think about the similarities and the differences between the prior art and the patent claims.
2. You should be able to say what you think the differences are between each claim of the patent and the prior art.
3. You should be able to describe what the level of “ordinary skill in the art” was at the time the invention was made.

By following these steps and considering the prior art, differences between the patent claims and the prior art, and the level of “ordinary skill in the art,” you will be well on the way to answering the question of whether the invention of a patent claim would have been obvious or not.

Other, additional factors will help you to complete your answer to the obviousness question, “Was the invention obvious to a hypothetical person of ordinary skill in the art at the time it was invented?” Ask yourselves these questions:

Was the invention itself a commercial success? If it was, this tends to support the idea that the invention was not obvious.

Did the invention meet a need that people had felt for a long time? If it did, this tends to support the idea that the invention was not obvious.

Did others try, but fail, to solve the same problem? If they did, this tends to support the idea that the invention was not obvious.

Did other people get licenses under the patent and pay royalties to the inventor so that they would be able to use the invention? If they did, this tends to support the idea that the invention was not obvious.

Did other people come up with the same or similar inventions prior to or at about the same time? If they did, this tends to support the idea that the invention was obvious.
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product-by-process claims, 73, 81
prosecution, 14–18
duty of candor, 11, 91
final actions, 18
initial examination procedure, 14–16
interviews, 18
prosecution history estoppel, 83–84
by amendment, 83–84
protest, 24
public-use bar
burden of proof, 66
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experimental use, 66
generally, 65–66
policies behind bar, 65
secret commercial use, 65–66
public use proceeding, 25
questions of fact, 140–41
questions of law, 139
questions of law based on underlying
questions of fact, 141
reasonable royalty, 111–15
burden of proof, 115
established royalty, 112
Georgia-Pacific factors, 112–14
hypothetical negotiations, 112, 113
hypothetical profit, 113
increased to adequately
compensate, 112
timing of negotiations, 113
reduction to practice, 22–23, 57–58
constructive, 23
reexamination, 28–30, 43
certificate of, 30
standard, 29
timing, 29
reissue, 27–28, 43
broadening, 27–28
intervening rights, 28
“no defect,” 28
restriction requirements, 15
reverse doctrine of equivalents, 84
secondary considerations, 58, 59, 62–64
commercial acquiescence, 63
commercial success, 62, 63
copying, 63
disbelief, 63
failed efforts of others, 63
long-felt need, 62, 63, 107
nexus, 63–64
praise, 63
simultaneous development, 63
unexpected results, 63
sells, 76
specification, 9, 10–12, 69
best mode, 72–73
claims, 10, 11, 12
drawings, 12
format, 10
written description, 70
statutory bars, 64–69
abandonment, 68
on sale, 66–68
experimental purpose, 67
offers for sale, 67
on-hand requirement, 67
policies behind bar, 67–68
secret sale, 67
solicitation for orders, 67
patented, 65
printed publication, 65
public use, 65–66
burden of proof, 66
experimental use, 66
evidence regarding, 66
policies behind bar, 65
secret commercial use, 65–66
risk-free period, 68
section 102[b], 64–68
section 102[c], 68
section 102[dl], 69
stays, 41–44
allowing PTO to proceed, 43–44
priority rule, 42–43
followed, 42
not followed, 42–43
reexamination, 43, 44
reissue, 43, 44
stays of injunctions, 102–04
factors, 103–04
injury to others, 104
irreparable harm, 104
likely to succeed, 104
public interest, 104
term of patent, 7, 30–31, 86
extension, 30–31, 86
used, 53, 65
absence of steps to conceal, 53
in this country, 53–54
reduced to practice, 53
useful/utility, 51
illegal purpose, 51
immoral purpose, 51
not sufficiently safe, 51
useless products, 51
uses, 76
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**venue**
- corporate defendants, 38
- general venue statute, 40
- generally, 37–40
- multiple patents in suit, 37
- nonalien defendant, 37
- patent venue statute, 38–40
- tests, 38–40
- verdict forms, 141–43

**willful infringement**, 118–20
- competence of opinion, 119–20
  - factors, 120
- duty to conduct infringement analysis, 118–19
  - factors, 120
- legal advice, 119
- notice of patent, 118
- withdrawing an application, 22
- written description, 69, 70